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SPORTS

Police raid
nets $15,000
in drugs

Tigers earn
twin bill split
with Carlisle
Page 28

II Sheriff's
department got
multi-agency help

NATIONAL

BERNARD KANE/Ledger

Timus photo

Richard and Yvonne Vogt (left) display their twin girls, Sydney and Bethany. William and Stacey Walls
(right) hold Brooklyn and Brlanna. Four sets of hvIns have been born in the past nine days at IICCH.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A multi-county operation involving officers from six agencies seized more than $15,000
worth of drugs and led to the arrest of four Graves County ,residents Tuesday.
Jerry Hensley, 52, formerly of
Dexter and now living in Mayfield, was arresied at an Aurora
motel by officers from the Jackson Purchase Area Drug Task
Force after he allegedly tried to
sell them a quantity of cocaine.
The JPADT is formerly known
as the Western Area Narcotics

Team or W.A.N.T. and includes
officers from eight counties.
"I received some information
about this individual about a
week or so ago and contacted
JPADT. From that investigation,
we helped set up a buy with him
in Aurora," Scott saki. "We
seized about half an ounce of cocaine and a large sum of money
from him at that time."
Scott said Hensley was arrested about 11:30 a.m. Tuesday
and charged with trafficking in a
controlled substance.
Following the arrest, officials
received information that Hensley
allegedly sold drugs out of his
home and attained a search warrant for his residence in
Mayfield.
See Page 3

Quadruple Trouble

MIKE ROYKO

Chicago
columnist
Royko dies
CHICAGO (AP) — For generations of newspaper readers,
Mike Royko embodied the
gritty, no-nonsense voice of
Chicago's working class.
He delighted in exposing
greed and absurdity at the
highest levels, never letting
anyone off easy. His readers
responded by eagerly turning
to his column, wondering who
would be his next target.
Royko's death Tuesday at
age 64 closed an era in Chicago journalism.
"He's an icon to many of us,
and his loss is something that
hit us pretty hard," said Howard
Tyner, editor of the Chicago
Tribune, where Royko's column
appeared on Page 3. The Pulitzer Prize winner was syndicated to more than 600 newspapers nationwide including the
Murray Ledger & Times.
The Tribune today devoted
Royko's traditional column
space to reflections from his
readers, and one chose to
honor Royko's fictitious blue:
collar alter ego from the Polish
neighborhood where Royko
grew up.
"Somewhere, Slats Grobnik
sits alone on a bar stool, sobbing upon the loss of a
legend," wrote James Mertes
of Rock Falls,
IN See Page 4

WEATHER
Tonight...Decreasing clouds.
Low 45 to 50. West wind 15 to
25 mph diminishing to 10 to 15
mph.
Thursday...Partly sunny and
cooler. High in the mid 60s.

INDEX

MSU mum on
MCCH overrun with twins Freitag's status
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
If two's company and
three's a crowd, what does
four make?
That may be on the
minds of the many MurrayCalloway County Hospital
employees considering the
unusual events of the past
week and a half.
Within that time frame,
four sets of twins have
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This historic event for
MCCH began when Jennifer
Bufkin gave birth to
5-pound, 8-ounce Boone Elliot and 5-pound, 14-ounce
Brian Ethan April 18 at
7:45 and 7:46 a.m.,
respectively.
It continued with the
births of 6-pound, 7-ounce
Guy Brittain Mitchell and

6-pound, 1-ounce Bryceton
Patrick Mitchell at 2:47 and
2:49 p.m. April 19.
The streak of twins continued last Thursday when
Stacey Walls gave birth to
4-pound, 7-ounce Brooklyn
Paige at 2:05 p.m. and
5-pound Biranna Leigh at
2:11 p.m.
The final set arrived with
• See Page 2

By GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor
While Murray State University remains mute, Benjamine R. Freitag has been allowed back on campus while rape and assault
charges are pending against him.
Even though an MSU official confirmed to The Paducah Sun
Monday that Freitag will be attending classes, the university tried
to stifle any further comment on the story citing the campus' Judicial Board process which is confidential.
Freitag, 31, of Madisonville, was suspended from MSU on April
7 following his arrest by public safety officers charging him with
first-degree rape, fourth-degree assault, second-degree unlawful imSee Page 3

City may join
electric company
in high-tech venture
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The city of Murray may go
into partnership with the Murray
Electric Board on a feasibility
broadband
study
of
communications.
That proposal was made by
MES Superintendent Tony
Thompson at a meeting with city
officials Tuesday at city hall.
Members of the Murray City
Council and the MES board met
to hear a presentation from Jim
Thompson of Electrotek Concepts
Inc., the Knoxville firm that recently conducted a preliminary
feasibility study on broadband for
MES.
Since April 1996, MES has
been researching broadband
communications.
The state-of-the-art communications system allows utility
companies like MES the ability
to offer many non-power services
like cable television, Internet access and telephone service to its
customers.
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been born at MCCH.

Such a system may become the
norm for smaller utility companies if federal deregulation of
power providers like the Tennessee Valley Authority is enacted.
"I suspect that within the next
year, there will be a (deregulation) bill set into motion in the
federal government. If that happens, most experts believe it will
mean a gravitation toward a national average price (for electric-

Police will
test ice
cream cup
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Two men being questioned in
the murders of two ice cream parlor workers remained under a suicide watch in Jasper, Tenn., as
police planned to test a BaskinRobbins cup found in one of their
cars.
Marion County Sheriff Jim
Webb has both Jerry Lynn Shelley Jr., 32, and James "Too
Tall" Jones, 43, both of Jasper,
in his jail in isolated cells. Webb
said neither man has indicated he
might commit suicide, but he has
a jail worker watching them 24
hours a day.
"We've just given them the
minimum to live," said Webb.
"No sheets or nothing like thai"
No suspects have been named.
but police are questioning Shelley, Jones and a third man in the
murders April 24 of Michelle
Mace, 16, and Angela Holmes,
21.

it

We all went out and
spent $4,000 on computers 10 years ago and
sold them for $200 when
'Windows 95' came out.
Will this last for 10
years?"
Dr. Dan Miller
Council member
ity)," Tony Thompson said.
Thompson said that could
mean power costs for MES could
double.
"You could see how we stand
to become a loser," he said. "So,
last year we began looking into
what we could do to stay
competitive."
Jim Thomspson (no relation to
Tony) then explained how his
firm approached the preliminary
study.
In what sounded more like a
sales pitch to have the full feasibility study conducted at a price
between $35,000 and $45,000,
Thompson said all the figures in
the preliminary study were "very
rough estimates."
Thompson told officials the
system's infrastructure would

BERNARD KANEA•dgef s Times Pholo

CHUTE TO DYE: Calloway County High School seniors team up
to dye a parachute black Tuesday afternoon behind the WO
school The parachute will be used as a decoration for the May 10
WOW prom. Murray High's prom is May 3.

II See Page 2

They were kidnapped April 24
while closing a Baskin-Robbins
store in Clarksville, about 40
miles northwest of Nashville. About $600 was taken from the cash
register and safe.
Their bodies were found 13
hours later at Dunbar Cave State
Natural Area, about three miles
from the store. The women bled
to death after their throats were
slashed with a hunting knife. POlice said they were not raped.
Shelley, Jones and Ronie
II See Pogo 3
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III Twins...
FROM PAGE 1
the births of Sydney Carol and
Bethany Sue Vogt at 3:45 a.m.
and 3:46 a.m. Sunday. Sydney
Carol is 5 pounds, 13 ounces.
Bethany Sue weighed in at 6
pounds, 6 ounces.
Dana BazzeII, clinical director
of obstetrics at MCCH for over
20 years, said the coincidence
was very unusual.
"It has been many, many years
since multiple sets of twins have
arrived within such a short time,"
said Bazzell.
Mark Ettifkin, the father of
Boone Elliot and Brian Ethan and
an employee for the City of
Hopkinsville, said the couple was
excited about their new bundles
of joy.
"We are very happy," said
Mark.
Jennifer Bufkin said she found
out the gender of both babies
well before their births.
"I knew that we were going to
have twins and I knew that they
were both going to be boys from

the ultrasound," Jennifer said.
"We were very surpnsed. I liked
to have passed out.
That (the ultrasound) takes the
excitement out of the whole
thing. But as long as they're
healthy, that's all that mauers to
me."
The Bufkins said they were
aware of the coincidence that the
First two sets of twins provided.
"We knew that there would be
two sets of twins in the hospital,"
Jennifer said. "We knew that it
(the due dates) would be close,
but we didn't know that it would
be this close."
Several hours after the Bufkin
twins arrived, Debbie Mitchell
went into labor.
Thirty-two hours later, Guy
Brittain and Bryceton Patrick
were born to Debbie and husband
Guy.
Guy Mitchell, co-owner of the
Mitchell Paving Co. of Murray,
said he and his wife had no expectations of twins.
"We were just anxious for one,

This Message Will Make You Pucker.
VISIT US!
If you seek the best service,
the fnendliest people, and the
finest merchandise found anywhere. .
Its Time To Kiss Your
Present Pharmacist Goodbye!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175

but they told us we were going to
have two," Guy said. "I was out
working one day when Debbie
drove up and showed me the
ultrasound.
"I wasn't familiar with ultrasounds before, but I could see
that there were two babies in the
photograph ... We were all jumping up and down. It was a real
thrill."
Mitchell complimented the
MCCH doctors and medical staff
for their assistance.
"The nursing staff around here
deserves a lot of credit," he said.
"They went the extra mile to see
that we had everything that we
needed. A lot of the nurses that
were off duty came by the room
and asked if they could help.
"Dr. Hall was in Cincinnati
this weekend. He knew when our
due date was. He made several
phone calls to our home to check
on us. You just can't say enough
about what everybody has done
for us."
According to Mitchell, the circumstances of the four births
were very unusual.
"It was all just a big coincidence how everything turned
out," said Guy.
The gender table was turned
just days later when two sets of
twin girls were delivered.
Stacey Walls said the twins
were unexpected to the couple,
who also have a 12 year-old
daughter named Brittany.
"It was a big shock," she said.
"My pregnancy was a big shock
to us. I was already three months
pregnant when I found out (about
the twins). So, we got two shocks
there at once."
While the Walls's were surprised by the news, they had a
logical explanation for the twins.
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and Guy MItchipft hold Guy 13rittain and Bryceton Patrick.
(Bottom) Mark and Jennifer Bufkln show off Boone Elliot and Brian
Ethan. These are half of four sets of twins born within the past week
and a half.

(Top) Debbie

•City...
ot twins. They said it was about
time for another set of twins. We
didn't even think about that."
Walls said she was aware of
the three other sets of twins.

"Everybody had been kidding
me about having twins because
William's (her husband) uncle is
a twin," said Stacey. "My dad's
side of the family also has a set

Murray, Kentucky
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FROM PAGE

1

cost "somewhere in the neighborhood" of $2.6 million, which
woutd put a 96-bundle fiber-optic
cable within 2,000 feet of any
home in the city.
"The capability of that size
fiber bundle will let you do most
anything you want," Thompson
said.
Thompson said cable television
capabilities would cost another
$670,000 and Internet service
would cost another $102,000 for
a total cost of about $3.3 million.
Council member Dr. Dan
Miller asked Thompson about the
long-term viability of the system
with the speed at which technology is moving.
"We all went out and spent
$4,000 on computers 10 years
ago and sold them for $200 when
'Windows 95' came out. Will this
last for 10 years?" he asked.
According to Thompson, the
communications industry is "betting heavily" on broadband.
"When new technology comes
out, even if it's significant, it
takes a very long time for it to
get to the market. There is nothing even remotely in the wings
that would make this obsolete,"
he said.
Thompson was also asked about competition a municipallyowned communications system
would create and about the possibility of building the infrastructure and leasing the lines to cable
and telephone companies.
"1 don't think a lot of companies, at this time, have the capital
to come in here and get into direct competition. That's not to
say that they won't in the future.
"My advice is, if you chose to
go into this, now is an opportune
time to do it," he said.
He told officials the technology will come, but it will come
to the larger cities first, similar to
electrical service in the 1930s.
"It's not a question of whether
you need this technology, because you will in the future, the
question is whether you want to
own it or not," he said. "If you
wait for private industry to bring
this here, you'll be behind," he
said.
Thompson explained that to
build the system is a five step
process.
"First you have a feasibility
study done. Then you write out a
specification document and hire a
firm to design the infrastructure.
You have it constructed and the
last step is implementation,"
Thompson said.
No action was taken Tuesday
on forming the partnership between the city and MES.
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"I saw some of them when I
was coming up here to be momtored," said Stacey.
Richard and Yvonne Vogt, of
Benton, received an early Christmas present when they learned
they would have twins.
"We found out a week before
Christmas (Dec. 18)," said
Yvonne. "They (MCCH) told us
that they were pretty sure they
were both girls, but they didn't
know until the second ultrasound.
We were both very shocked."
The Vogts said they knew about the coincidence of multiple
twins.
"We had classes up here last
month," said Yvonne. "I've also
been up here for different tests.
We knew we were one of about
five couples who were expecting
twins. We were the second couple to find out (about having
twins) on the same day."
The fact that William Walls
and Richard Vogt work for the
same company added yet another
coincidence to an already unusual
scenario.
Both men are employed at
LWD (Liquid Waste Disposal) of
Calvert City. Walls is employed
as a mechanic while Vogt works
as a computer programmer for
the business.
"I had heard through the grapevine that they were having twins,
but I didn't know when theirs
were due," said Walls.
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II Police raid...
FROM PAGE 1
"When we got to the residence,
we seized another 6 ounces of cocaine and .about three-quarters of
a pound of marijuana and another
Large sum of cash," Scott said.
Scott said three other Graves
Countians, who were at the home
at the time, were also arrested.
Stephanie Hensley, 34, Crystal
Comer, 18, and Kenneth Pace,
38, were all charged with trafficking in a controlled substance
and possession of drug parapher-

nalia. Pace was additionally
charged with trafficking within
1,000 yards of a school.
Scott said the arrest is
significant.
"This was not a multi-million
dollar bust or anything, but I feel
we have taken a major dealer off
the streets," he said.
While the drug bust was initiated by Scott, he would not take
credit for it.
"This could not have come
together the way it did without

•MSU...
FROM PAGE 1

SCOTT NANNEY/Leoger 8 Times photo

Twelve firefighters and four trucks from the Calloway County Fire Rescue squad responded to a three-alarm house fire at approximately 4:30
p.m. Tuesday on Caldwell Road In Lynn Grove. The house, owned by
Unda Murdock, received flame and smoke damage to the kitchen area
and smoke damage to other parts of the home. According to a spokesman for CCFR, the blaze was apparently started by a stove.

•Ice cream...
FROM PAGE 1
Luther Black, 36, were all jailed
over the weekend on unrelated
charges. But Shelley was driving
a stolen 1989 Corvette, which police believe may have been the
same car seen at Dunbar Cave
State Natural Area the night the
women were killed.
Authorities found a BaskinRobbins cup in the car after Shelley was arrested following a
high-speed chase by police in
Dalton, Ga.
Clarksville police chief Johnny
Rosson said Tuesday that investigators were still trying to determine whether it came from the
Clarksville store where the women worked.
Rosson will hold a news conference today at 10 a.m. CDT to
discuss the case. He made the announcement just hours after Shelley was extradited to Jasper,
Tenn., from Dalton.
Jones surrendered to Webb last
Friday after learning he was
wanted for questioning. He was
arrested on a probation violation
charge and he is slated to appear
in court today.
Black is jailed in Clarksville
on bad check charges. Black,
scheduled for court Friday, has
links to Jones and Shelley.
In another development, Jimmy
Green of Clarksville told police
that the day the bodies were
found, Jones and Shelley asked
him to exchange dollar bills for a
dish full of change, mostly pennies. He said Shelley told him he
needed money for gas and would
take $3 for about $7 in change.
Mace's stepfather, James
Black, said they are praying for

whoever is responsible for killing
the women just to get $600.
"We want justice to be served
in the law enforcement community. Let them do their job. But we
have no anger or hatred toward
the people who did this because
we know that it was the devil
who persuaded them to do it,"
Black said.
Holmes, who is survived by
her husband, a Fort Campbell,
Ky., soldier, and a 3-month-old
daughter, was laid to rest Tuesday at her hometown of Kokomo,
Ind. Mace, a high school sophomore, was buried in Clarksville.
Also on Tuesday, BaskinRobbins USA announced it had
established memorial funds to assist the victims' families. The
company will donate all proceeds
from sales at the Clarksville store
on May 3 to the funds.
The women's deaths make
eight workers killed in Tennessee
this year while working at fastfood restaurants.
Donations may be made to the
memorial funds for Angela Holmes or Michelle Mace through
the Farmers & Merchants Bank in
Clarksville at 615-645-2400.
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prisonment and second-degree
stalking. He was released from
custody after posting a $75,000
cash bond. He entered a notguilty plea to the charges Friday
in Calloway Circuit Court.
The charges were brought after
an 18-year-old student identified
him as the man who, earlier this
year, harassed her on several occasions and raped her in the parking lot of her dormitory.
Freitag and his alleged victim
appeared before the school's Judicial Board April 22.
According to the Paducah Sun,
Mike Young, assistant to the vice
president of student affairs, said
Freitag was being allowed back
on campus pending a second judicial board hearing today at 3
p.m.

In a press release, Freitag's
mother said he will use MSU's
public safety escort service while
he is attending classes.
According to MSU Public
Safety Director Joe Green, Freitag requested a university escort
while on campus Tutsday. Green
said that is the only request he
has had from Freitag for an
escort.
Telephone calls to school officials Dr. Don Robertson and Dr.
Jim Booth were not returned at
press time Wednesday.
MSU officials, according the
university's Student Handbook,
"cannot comment on closed University Judicial Board proceedings...The purpose is to afford
due process to and to protect the
interests of the students
involved."

all the agencies working together.
If it wasn't for the drug task
force, the Murray Police Department and the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department in Aurora,
this could not have happened.
-Then when we went and executed the search warrant in Mayfield, the Mayfield Police Department and the Graves County
Sheriff's Department were instrumental there," he said. "This is a
good example of a bunch of
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Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can He4p

Call 759-8000- For An Appointment
Let me help you through chiropractic. We care
about your health and ye dedicated to quality care.

The Chiropractic Center
of Murray

Dr. B. Scott Foster

1210 Johnson Blvd. • Murray

Chiropractor

T PAYS TO PLAY AT PLAYERS!

Texas secessionist warns
authorities to avoid bloodshed
FORT DAVIS, Texas (AP) --Defiant members of a group that
claims Texas was illegally annexed by the United States
warned police to back away from
their trailer, saying they will not
be taken by force.
"All they have to do is withdraw," member Robert Otto said
in a telephone interview with The
Associated Press on Tuesday.
"If they withdraw, the defense
force of the Republic ... will
stand down," he said. "It's very
simple. And then there will not
be any bloodshed. Surrender is
not an option,"
The standoff began four days
ago in the remote Davis Mountains, 175 miles southeast of El
Paso, after members of the Republic of Texas took two neighbors hostage in retaliation for the
arrests of two followers.
Both hostages were released
Monday in exchange for one of
the jailed followers, a man ar-

rested on weapons charges. The
other follower, a woman, remains
jailed on two contempt charges.
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agencies all working together to
get a major drug dealer off the
streets."
Officials also seized two vehicies allegedly used by Hensley id
the sale of drugs and Scott said
other forfeitures may come at a
later date.
Hensley was taken to the Marshall County Detention Center.
The others were lodged in the
Graves County Jail. Officials at
both institutions told the Ledger
no bonds had been set as of press
time.
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FROM OUR READERS

Jones offers thanks
Dear Editor
As of June 30 my term as the first staff representative to Murray State
University's board of regents will end. I would very much like to thank
everyone for the prayers, sucrt,friendships, fellowships, and goodwill given and shown to me during these past three years.
I thank the staffat Murray State for giving me the opportunity to serve
as regent and for their understanding and loyalty.
The association I have had with the alumni of Murray State, members
of the communities of Murray and Calloway County,and the citizens of
the state of Kentucky has been a source of pleasure to me and an
influence that has guided me.
I sincerely appreciate all of you,and if in the future I can be of service
or in any way assist you, please don't hesitate to let me know.
Marie Jones
Murray State University, Publications and Printing Services
Box 9, Murray, Ky. 42071-0009

Lack of respect for laws shown

Health-care reform almost dead
Kentucky's effort to provide affordable health-care insurance to
every citizen, barely three years old,
is kaput,on the ropes, ready to have
life support removed.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete.
But there's a good chance healthcare reform could be laid to rest as
soon as next month. When legislators act on Gov. Paul Patton's
proposals for post-secondary education, Patton may add health care
to his call for a special session.
There are plenty of legislators —
and insurance companies — who
want just that.
Otherwise, the funeral dirge for
the reform could be sung in the
Capital by summer.
The demise of heath-care reform
was inevitable when state Insurance
Commissioner George Nichols
issued a report recently that the
health insurance market in Kentucky is unstable and can't sustain
itself for another year.
That, in fact, may be an understatement.
Right now, there are only two
sources of individual health-care
policies in the commonwealth, the
private Anthem Blue Cross and
Blue Shield and the state-sponsored
Kentucky Karr. Both are reported to

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
be hemorrhaging money. So far,
more than 40 private insurance
companies have stopped doing
business in the state.
When the legislature repeals
heath-care reform,of course, they'll
all be back with a vengeance. And
Anthem will recoup its losses.
None of this was necessary, of
course,and the blame for it has to lie
squarely on the General Assembly.
Neves all that enthusiastic about
the reforms first proposed by thenGov. Brereton Jones in 1994, legislators had to be dragged kicking
and screaming for the reforms,
ultimately crafted by a handful of
lawmakers schooled in the arcane
complexities of health insurance
when Jones wandered off into the
wilderness on the issue.
With the screams of private insurers — and their political influence
— echoing through the halls of the
Capital. the 1996 General Assembly

tried to "fix" what it had enacted
only two years before. That "fix,"
however, doomed the whole enterprise, which probably was exactly
the point anyway.
A core feature of the 1994 reform
was that insurance companies could
not charge rates based on a person's
health. Standard plans were mandated and no one could have their
coverage canceled as long as they
paid their premiums.
The 1996 "fix" contained a curious loophole that no one discovered
until it was too late. Associations —
chambers of commerce, the Farm
Bureau,trade groups and the like —
were allowed to offer insurance and
base their premium rates on a
policyholder's health. Since these
associations could cherry-pick their
policyholders, they accepted only
young, healthy individuals and offered low premiums for their policies.

The healthiest people, of course,
rushed out to buy the cheaper
association policies, leaving Anthem and Kentucky Kate with tens
of thousands of the least healthy
policyholders. Premiums have skyrocketed to reflect the medical expenses of those policyholders and,
in the case of Kentucky Kate, the
public employees required to be
members are paying the price.
That's why Nichols found the
insurance market unstable and on
the brink of collapsing entirely.
It would be easy enough really to
"fix" the reforms simply by repealing the exemption for associations
and require their insurance policies
to abide by the rules applied to all
other insurers. That's the last thing
the insurers want,of course,and the
last thing the General Assembly will
do.
Patton, of course, could use his
leadership position to provide a
correctfix to health-care reform,but
that's not his issue and,besides, he'll
end up spending all his political
capital in his battle with the University of Kentucky.
Thus will die a bold experiment
in health care insurance that, given
what has happened in three short
years, undoubtedly was doomed
from the moment of conception.

Dear Editor
Campaign finance, FBI files, travel-gate, and on it goes; this
administration has shown a decidedly lack of respect for law or ethical
behavior. This is a reflection on the character of those serving in the
Clinton administration. When questioned on impropriety, this administration has taken an aloof attitude concerning proper behavior.
Democracy depends upon the fair and impartial excise of law. If we
are going to be a nation oflaw;then the law must be enforced irrespective
of one's position. One of the most troubling aspects of the current
situation is that those who are violating the law also control the
enforcement of law.
The issue is not about Democrat versus Republican, it is about our
nation and where a certain group of men are taking it. In totalitarian
societies, rulers place themselves above the law, but use the law to
oppress political opponents. That is not the way it is done in a
democracy.
Thomas Collins
1105 Collins Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071

FROM PAGE 1
Royko died at Northwestern Memorial Hospital, where he underwent surgery last week foi an aneurysm, a rupture or weakening of
a blood vessel. Earlier this month, he underwent surgery for an
aneurysm while vacationing in Florida. At that time, doctors found
evidence of a previous stroke.
Royko's words were a cornerstone of the daily newspaper, first
in the now-defunct Chicago Daily News, later with the Chicago
Sun-Times and since 1984 with the Tribune. He wrote five days a
week for most of his career, then cut back to four in recent years.
Royko gained stature as a critic of the late Mayor Richard J. Daley at a time when most prominent Chicagoans treated Daley with
cautious respect. Royko's 1971 biography, "Boss: Richard J. Daley
of Chicago," portrayed Daley as a shrewd, autocratic politician
who tolerated racism and corruption.
In typical tongue-in-cheek fashion, Royko suggested the city's
motto of "Urbs In Horto" — city in a garden — should be
changed to "Ubi Est Mea" — where's mine?
The book so infuriated the Daley family that the mayor's wife
persuaded a grocery-store chain to remove the book from its stores.
"Through the years my family filled many of his columns, some
critical and some supportive, but whether you agreed with him or
not, you had to respect his honesty and his love for the city," Daley's son, Mayor Richard M. Daley, said Tuesday.
Royko tempered his political commentary with wry observations
on news, social trends, his beloved Chicago Cubs and the foibles of
everyday life. Many were presented in imagined conversations with
Slats Grobnik.
At the Billy Goat Tavern, a favorite downtown hangout of
Royko's, the walls are decorated with photos of him and copies of
some of his best columns. Owner Sam Sianis wept at the news the
man he called his best friend had died.
"He was a man of the people," Sianis said. "He knew about
everything."
Known for his gruff, often sarcastic tone, Royko's scorn could
be withering.
In 1992, a woman called him to complain. She had found a
2,000-year-old Roman coin on the floor in her bank and returned it.
To her dismay, she was not offered a reward.
"If you don't at least try to return it, you're a thief," Royko
wrote' So should we hold parades for people because they aren't
thievds?"
Some people didn't take his jibes lightly, and in later years some
readers wondered whether Royko was going too far. Where once
his venom was reserved for politicians, he had begun to write more
about ethnic minorities and gays, to the pleasure of neither.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
leuers on a variety of lopes, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not he
more than 500 words, Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
it possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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New Congress does secret work
WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislators like to say that laws are
like sausages: It's best not to
watch them being made. That
might be doubly true of the fiscal
1998 federal budget, except that
there's not much chance of
viewing the manufacturing
process.
The budget sausage is being
prepared far out of sight of the
press and congressional visitors'
galleries. Even many budget
committee members, lobbyists
and reporters covering the budget
can't say when — or even where
— negotiators are meeting.
Although talks between Congress and the White House have
been going on for four months,
and one budget deadline has
come and gone, there has yet to
be a public session to work on
the budget in either the House or
the Senate.
Never mind government-inthe-sunshine rules or the committee system.
The budget is being worked on
in private by a handful of congressional budget leaders and
White House officials.
And, depending on whom you
believe, Dick Morris.
The former presidential adviser, whose relationship with a
prostitute forced his resignation
last year, has suddenly popped
out brazenly and unexpectedly as
a self-described player in the
budget talk s.
Everyone else involved in the
process has denied a Morris connection. But, the way the talks

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Ness Writer
are being conducted — sometimes with participants sending
each other faxes or in one-on-one
telephone conversations — who
can be sure?
Morris insists that he's tried to
be a go-between with President
Clinton and Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott — both longtime former clients — in trying to
help them get a better feel for
each other's positions and areas
for potential compromise.
"I try to categorize what I've
done as a being a catalyst," Morris told The Associated Press.
"I think the basic reality here
is that Clinton understands he
needs a budget deal to get his
head over the surface of the scandal swamp that's engulfing us.
Lott understands Republicans
need a budget deal to recover
from the government shutdown
and the Medicare scare of 1996."
"I'm very optimistic" for a
deal to balance the budget by
2002, Morris continued.
He predicted the ultimate comprolnise would include a cut in
the capital gains tax, as Republicans have long sought, an education and tax program such as

Clinton has been advocating, a
jobs program for welfare recipients and a program to provide
poor children with health care.
Morris' audacity in asserting a
budget role for himself was denounced at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue on Tuesday.
"At this critical point, while
we are in the budget negotiations,
he is not involved at all," said
Lou.
Asked to describe Morris' role,
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said, "As near as I can
tell, none whatsoever."
Morris counters that, while not
openly involved in the talks, he's
been continuing to have private
conversations on the budget with
both Clinton and Lott.
The bizarre episode only
serves to underscore how upsidedown the process is this year.
Usually, the closed-door talks
come at the very end of the
search for a budget compromise,
long after public committee sessions have been held and long after both houses have passed their
own versions of the budget.
But this time, the private talks
are at the start of the process. It's

a high-risk gamble that could
blow up in the face of
Republicans.
"It is an extremely unorthodox
way to proceed," said former
Rep. Bill Frenzel, a Minnesota
Republican and veteran of many
past budget negotiations. "Congress is trying to take the short
cut to deal directly with the president. I'm not sure that can be
done.
"I don't think it's dangerous
for the process. I think it is
dangerous for the Republican majority," said Frenzel, how a scholar at the Brookings Institution.
Lott expressed optimism — although guarded — on Tuesday
that a breakthrough was near.
And Senate Budget Committee
Chairman Pete Domenici said,
"We're getting closer and
closer."
Sen. John Breaux, D-La., defended the up-front secret negotiations, although he agreed time
was running short. One downside
of doing everything secretly, he
said: "We have to explain, then
defend what we did."
But Morris, the town's newest
budget pundit, says a balancedbudget deal will be reached if
only because it's in everyone's
political interest. "I think there's
enough achievement in this bill
for both parties to live off for
three ycar3...
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Raum covers politics and national affairs for The AssocMted Press.
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PACE program to be
offered by LifeHouse
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East PTA to meet Thursday
East Elementary School PTA will meet Thursday, May 1, at 6:30
p.m. in the school cafeteria. The Parent/Teacher Survey results will
be discussed. All parents, teachers and interested persons are invited.

Transit Board meeting Thursday
Murray-Calloway Transit Authority's Board of Directors will
meet Thursday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at the Transit office, 607 Poplar
SL, Murray.
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Oaks Couples plan bridge
es
all

Couples Bridge of Oaks Country Club will be Saturday, May 3, at
7 p.m. at the club. For reservations and cancellations call the hosts,
Jan and Gil Ochoa at 759-4154. All club members are invited.

Ledbetter plans homecoming
Ledbetter Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, May 4. The Rev. Bill Miller will speak at the 11 a.m. service. At noon a meal will be served in the Fellowship Hall. A gospel
singing will follow the meal. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, and the
church members invite all persons to attend.

a

Humane Society plans sale
The Humane Society of Calloway County is seeking donations for
its yard sale to be held as part of the City Wide Sale this weekend.
No clothing items are needed. Donations will be collected at the Annex of Calloway Public Library on Friday, May 2, from 1 to 6 p.m.
Proceeds from the sale on Saturday, May 3, at the Library Annex
will go to support the Society's Spay/Neuter and Humane Education
programs.
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Lutherans plan sales
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a yard and bake sale on Saturday, May 3, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the church at Main and 15th
Streets, Murray. The public is urged to attend.

Catholics plan yard sale
St. Leo Catholic Church will have a yard sale on Saturday, May 3,
from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the church parking lot at 401 Noth 12th St.,
Murray. Items donated for the sale may be left a tthe church from
8:30 a.m. to noon on Friday, May 2. Proceeds will go to Need Line
and to the Ladies Guild of the church to help the Parish.

Meetings planned at Southwest
Three meetings will be held at Southwest Elementary School on
Thursday, May 1. A special called meeting of the Site-based Decision Making Council will be at 8:15 a.m. in the counselor's office.
The purpose will be to review and approve Title I, Title VI and other
programs for the 1997-98 school year. The SBDM Council Principal
Search Committee will meet at 8:30 a.m. This will be ak closed
meeting to receive applicants. The Science and Social Studies Committee of Southwest SBDM Council will meet at 3:15 p.m. The
public is invited.

Music Chorus plans rehearsal
The Chorus of the Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have a rehearsal on Thursday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Margie Shown, director, urges all members to attend.

Elementary committees to meet
Two committees of Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council have scheduled meetings. The Communications
Committee will meet today (Wednesday) at 3 p.m. The Curriculum
Committee will meet Thursday, May 1, at 2:20 p.m. in the Computer
Room. The public is invited.

Iris Show will be Saturday
Id
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The Ken-Ten Iris Association, an affiliate of the American Iris
Society, will present its 1997 Iris Show on Friday, May 2, from 1 to
5 p.m. and Saturday, May 3, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the lower level
of Weakley County Courthouse, Court Square, Dresden, Tenn. Entries will be accepted from 7 to 10 a.m. on Friday. There is no admission charge. For information call Earnest Royal, 489-2819 after
5:30 p.m.
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Poultry meeting on Thursday

SI-

Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association is scheduled to
Dismeet Thursday, May 1, at 7 p.m. at Purchase Area Development
trict office at Mayfield.
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Breast Cancer Support Group to meet

us

6:30
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, May 1, at
Hospital.
County
-Calloway
Murray
of
room
dining
private
p.m. in
For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.
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WOW Youth Night on May 2
All Youth of Woodmen of World Lodges in Murray and Calloway
6 to 9
County will have an activity night on Friday, May 2, from
University. All
State
Murray
Room,
Game
Center
Curris
at
p.m.
youth are urged to attend.
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Taste What Everyone is Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry
out to your patio picnic.
Daily Special
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
BBQ, Chips, &
Drink

$2•99

Plates
BBQ, Ribs, Ham,
Grilled Chicken
and Sampler

Marcie Ann Richardson
and Jason Hayden Prescott

Richardson-Prescott
vows to be said May 17
Marcie Ann Richardson of Puryear, Tenn., and Jason Hayden
Prescott of Hazel announce their engagement and forthcoming
marriage.
Miss Richardson is the daughter of Donna Richardson of Mansfield,
Tenn., and David J. Richardson of Shelbyville, Ind. She is the granddaughter of Anna T. Zell of Puryear, Term., and Roger L. Burke Sr. of
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Prescott is the son of James H. and Kathleen Prescott of Hazel.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Trudy Ferguson of Puryear, Tenn., and the
late Carlos Ferguson, and of Mrs. Lynn Prescott of Hazel and the late
David Prescott.
The bride-elect, a 1993 graduate of Henry County High School, will
graduate in May 1998 with a degree in Nursing at Murray State University. She is employed by Holland Medical of Murray.
The groom-elect is a. 1990 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Murray Lumber Company.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 17, 1997, at 2 p.m. at the Puryear Community Pavilion.
A reception will follow at Puryear Community Center.
No invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend the wedding and the reception.

Magic Show will be
at MMS on Thursday
The live stage production of "Rabbi & His Petrified Friend Robbi"
will be presented Thursday, May 1, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Middle
School Auditorium.
The show is designed to thrill all age groups. The local engagement
is being sponsored by Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club as a fundraiser for its scholarship program.
With a combination of "Old Time Magic" and modern illusions, the
"Rabbi" jazzes up the stage that leaves audiences of all ages in awe.
Whether you prefer a disappearing act, or the wave of a hand that
produces a flock of doves, everyone will enjoy the "Rabbi" and his
petrified partner, "Robbi," demonstrating an age old art of ventriloquism, a club member said.
Tickets are $4 each in advance and will be $5 at the door. Tickets
can be purchased at Faye's Custom Embroidery and Screen Printing.
The public is urged to attend.
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A NATIONAL LEADER
This professional
Woodmen Field
Representative has
earned national recognition for outstanding
achievements in sales
John W.
and service. Perhaps
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Field Representative
this is the professional
Murray, KY
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OF PIER 1 IMPORTS

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Vair Booth
bride-elect of
Jon Taylor

join our
bridal registry.
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(The Essentiar Day Spa
Now A Full Service Salon
+ Hair + Nails 4- Massage + Facials
• AVEDA Skin Care & Haircare Products
Specializing in corrective cutting.
We do it right the first time.
Call today for your appointment.

767-0760
301 H. 12th St. • Murray

SAVE$8.00
PORTRAITS
Regularly $12.95

Now Only

- Serving Ribs and Catfish DaLty
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Unexplained anger, depression,
guilt, anxiety, nightmares —
these are just a few of the symptoms that may accompany postabortion syndrome (PAS).
Abortion can cause an array of
long-term emotional disturbances
for the woman who has had the
abortion as well as the others
involved.
Symptoms may begin shortly
after the abortion or not until
many years later. The symptoms
of PAS begin with the breaking
down of the defense mechanisms
that occur immediately after an
abortion.
The realization of what happened and his or her responsibility for it pushes a person into
PAS. On average, it takes about
10 years for symptoms to reach
their peak.
With one in four pregnancies
ending in abortion, there are
many across the country, and in
our community, suffering from
the aftermath of abortion.
Pasychologists are now using
the term PAS to describe the
problems caused by a person's
inability to process the fear, anger, sadness and guilt surrounding an abortion experience,
grieve the baby lost in abortion;
and come to peace with those involved in the abortion decision.
PAS develops when moral
struggles that were felt when deciding to have an abortion resurface later on. It may be triggered
by pictures of prenatal development, subsequent pregnancies or
sights and sounds similar to those
in the abortion clinic. At its
worst, victims of PAS are unable
to cope with day-to-day life.
"Abortion and its aftereffects
are still considered the BIG SECRET because, after all, it is legal,
and people talk openly about it
being an option in solving a problem. When it is all said and done
our spirit reveals the loss of human life," said Valorie Hunt,
LifeHouse PACE coordinator.
However there is hope. The

first step to healing is realizing
that the emotional problems being experienced are the result of
an abortion.
LifeHouse has recently begun a
post-abortion support group/Bible
study for women experiencing
PAS.
The 12-week program, called
Post-Abortion Counseling and
Education (PACE) helps women
find healing by first reexperiencing the abortion in their
minds; then dealing with guilt
and receiving forgiveness from
God; resolving anger and forgiveness of herself as well as others;
and grieving the loss of the
aborted child.
"Some may have found forgiveness from God through salvation. However, forgiving oneself
is a difficult process. We feel
PACE will help contribute to healing in all areas of the abortion
and PAS," said Hunt.
PACE is open to any woman
who wants to find healing and
forgiveness from her abortion experiences. In the future, LifeHouse plans to offer groups for
men and couples.
For more information about
PACE or PAS, contact LifeHouse
at 753-0700 or 1-800-467-7172.
The PACE program is not intended to replace professional
counseling. Materials are available in Spanish in addition to
English.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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Students at MSU presented scholarships by Purchase Forum
PADUCAH, Ky. — Three
Murray State University students
were awarded scholarships and a
scholarship fund received a significant donation at a luncheon

during The Purchase Area Environmental Forum's monthly meeting April 17.
The PAE Forum was organized
in 1981, and operates under the

Spring Is Everywhere...
Even In Our Gift Shop!
Come see our great gifts!
Amy Bloom is a coluntrust for New Woman
magazine. Al I WY thumbing danagh the May
edition this month I was anpuessd byDime of
her stannous in which she talks about mina&
and how we feel about oursehss. Bloom says
that beauty Is a form at power, and there are
tunes we all want power, but beauty is only one
form of power,since most of us ire inpafectly
bodied — with hair that is not like the woman
on the magazine cover and skit that suggests
the pontbility of gravity — she says we should
Lake a up from Gertrude Stan. Aorta Megrim
and Simone Signora and mon of the world's
great divas: It Is all jlkit in the attitude, yust as
our molten (and the magazines) always told
us.
In the absence of perfect looks, intangibles
like wit, auhunann. energy. and self confidence go a long way, and -1- they last longer.
We may long to have great bonny and be
desired and envied by all but in the end that is
bound to be disappointing.
It is much batter to aspire to feel good about
ourselves and to find that as we walk through
the world, we are attractive and engaging to the
people "we" find auractive, but even that is
MON difficult for us than it should be.
She says amuide won't make you gorgeous
or taller or younger or thinner (assuming) all
three would be an Improvement). But among
the imperfect (all of us), it makes the difference
between people whose presence you enjoy and
those whose sullen unhappiness and stagnant
misery we all, male and female, tratincoyely
avoid.
You don't have to be goody two shoes, but
havuig self confidence or real affection for
yourself is what it is about. People who don't
like themselves unconsciously use all the
moments of their lives to punish themselves.
They like arie product but buy another, they
don't eat at restaurants they like because it's too
crowded or too expensive. It is not only about
money but you should use your tune and energy
to act cat your own behalf. You deserve it.
This self pouslinent is demeaning to you,
deeply unappealing to others and shows 'elf
loathing.
If you like yourself, you dress in ways that
feel good to you, listen to music you enjoy,
don't spend tune with people who drag you
down, and you take ClIC of yourself and allow
yourself the pleasures of life. Doing what you
Like makes you smile, which lights up your
face, which truly makes you beautiful to all.
Congratulations to Rachel Cheek who wen
the purse at our luncheon last Friday. Pleaae
)0111 US this week and check out OW great new
merchandise, take some time and enjoy yourself. Do something nice jun for you. Practice
treating yourself as if you were your owe friend
not an enemy. You may be surprised by the
results. Stay tuned to next week's Fun
Fuhion report_

'Beautiful Cotton Thro
Camille Beckman
'
Hand, Body & Fool 'Therapy *Candles
Canister sets
'
'Picture Frames
'Decorative House Flags

HOLLAND DRUGS
4th St., Court Square
753-1485

440USE
f/ •I.

pliance. Southern Operations.
"I personally was a recipient of
a similar scholarship when I was
in school. I remember how important it was to be helped, and I
want to reciprocate. I believe in
the business community supporting environmental undergraduate
and graduate programs and students," Robertson said.
"We hope that additional contributions to the Clark Conrad
Memorial Scholarship fund will
allow for an increase in scholarship monies for deserving students," said Jerry Walker, 1997
Forum chairman.
Donations for the scholarship
fund may be sent to Dr. Gary
Boggess, Dean College of Science, Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071.
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COME AND LET US TREAT YOU

SUPER BUFFET 7 DAYS A WEEK
THE BEST AND LARGEST IN TOWN

Bible

West
Music
p.m.

First
Jerry Walker, 1997 Purchase Area Environmental Forum, receives a donation for the Forum's Clark Conrad Memorial Scholarship Fund from
Tom Robertson, southern operations director of compliance for Environmental Quality Management, an environmental consulting firm at Cincinnati, Ohio.
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BANQUET FACILITIES AVAILABLE
CATERING • GIFT CERTIFICATES
BUFFET OPEN ALL DAY ON MOTHER'S DAY

Ed we
winni
Center
Public

Tennis
County
School
courts.

COUPON
HOURS
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
LUNCH 11:00 - 2:30
SUPPER 4:30 - 9:00 i

FOR MOTHER'S DAY
MOTHERS GET

50% OFF

COUID011 eXPIreS

The Essential- Day Spa
Murray's Only

Full Service Salon

Add Bea
TO Your

Prom Gift Pack

with consultation &
makeup application

Give A Gift Certificate
From The Essential
Day Spa For

Mother's Day!

YAA 502 is a recommended
course for the Masters in Human
Services and is required for the
monor in Youth Agency
Administration.

Course content will include
Grant Writing, Membership Campaigsn, Annual Campaigns, Capital Campaigns, Program Fees,
and Special Events.
The entry number for the
course is 9001, section 90, and
persons may register for the
course at the PCC Campus, the
MSU campus, or through Racer
Touch.
Students from Murray will be
able to ride to Paducah with the
instructor, if desired. For more
information call Dr. Roger Weis
at 762-3808.

dosiellOPP

ea real1101.

The American Humanics (AH)
program at Murray State University has added YAA 502, Workshop in Financial Resource Development at the Paducah Community College Campus this summer.
The course lasts for five weeks
beginning June 2 and ending 3. It
will meet Monday and Wednesday from 5 to 9 p.m.

AVEDA & BIOLAGE Products
Prom Makeover

Heather Borgarding, Jamie Stewart and Traci Rose, pictured front, were
state winners at the State Children's Bible Drill held at First Baptist
Church, Paducah, on April 18. All three girls attend Poplar Spring Baptist Church. Bogarding, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ken Borgarding, attends Emmanuel Baptist Academy. Stewart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ricky Stewart, attends Eastwood Christian Academy. Rose, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rose, attends East Elementary School. Pictured with
the girls are the Rev. Jack Jones and his wife, Martha.

Humanics course added

Try
AVEDA
Skincare
Products

Hair• Massage Therapy• Nails
Aromatherapy• Facials• Cosmetics
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Get on the right path with...
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301 North 12th St. • Murray

Tretorn Walking Shoes
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Golf Shoes $37"
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Nurses Uniforms
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
1 SUNDAY-THURSDAY 4:30-9:00 FRIDAY & SATURDAY 4:30-10:00
LUNCH 11:00 - 2:30
COME AND LET US TREAT YOU
SUPPER 4:30 - 10:00
NO CASH VALUE
May 31, 1997
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environmental matters, including
the scholarship program, which
was created to honor the Forum's
second chairman, Clark Conrad.
The "Clark Conrad Environmental Scholarship" foundation
at MSU presently awards two
$500 scholarships each year to
candidates who demonstrate a
professional interest in environmental studies.
This year an additional scholarship was made available
through the efforts of Dr. Gary
Boggess of Murray State.
Also this year, a donation to
the scholarship fund was made by
Environmental Quality Management, an environmental consulting firm headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio. The scholarship donation was presented by Tom
Robertson, director of corn-

Ito

305 Sou h 12th
Murray, KY 753-7441

You Make
Music
Happen on

auspices of the Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce.
The Forum represents a diverse
cross section of persons involved
in environmental programs for
local industries and representatives of regulatory agencies, local
governments and citizen groups
who have interest in environmental issues.
The $500 scholarships were
awarded to Amy Varner of Murray, Matha Zimmer of Atlanta,
Ga., and Emily Farrar of Louisville. All three are majoring in
biology at Murray State
University.
The Forum participates with
Murray State University on many

,
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Wednesday, April 30
Communications Committee ot Murray Elementary Site-based Decision
Making Council/3 p.m
Overeaters Anonymous/5:30
p m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Court Square/12:30-3 p.m.
Hazel Centeriopen 10 a.m.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m
Si. Lao Catholic Church Confirmation
with reception following/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church service/7
pm
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
dassses/7 p.m,
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Music activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK &
WOW family picnic/5 p.m.; Choir
practice/6:30 p.m.; Outreach
Committee/7:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Last
Pre-School Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.;
Last Kids Club/5:3Q p.m.; Handbell
Rehearsal, Tom Turner Silent Prayer,
Singers Unlimited/6 p.m.; Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Doctrine Study, Children's
Choirs, Youth Prime Time,
Praise!/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
MSU
Chamber
Singers
performance/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, FA Center. Info/762-4288.
Edward James Dimas, award winning actor, lecture/7:30 p.m./Curris
Center Ballroom, MSU. No charge.
Public invited.
Tennis matches between Calloway
County and Marshall County High
Schools/3:15 p.m./CCHS and MSU
courts.
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Wednesday, April 30
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie COMO! Gallery, MSU/open 11
am -t0 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a m -7.30 pm
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m -4'30 pm

.ft. "Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
azeRM.
Large Hamburger, $329
Fries &
Medium Drink

Thursday, May I
East Elementary School PTA/6:30
p m./school catetena.
Southwest Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council/8 15
a.m.
Science and Social Students Committee of Southwest SBDM
Council/3:15 p.m.
Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club to rehearse/7
p m./club house.
Curriculum Committee of Murray
Elementary Site-based Decision Making Council/2:20 p.m./Computer Room
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center
Info/753-7676.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD, Mayfield.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/6:30 p.m./private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/753-3862.
Hazel Canter/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak, Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 0469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray
Kiwanis
Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Cadiz Baptist Church/9-11:30 a.m.; Canton
Woods & Wetlands Wildlife Center/
1-2:30 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA/7 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
Memorial Baptist Church visitation/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Special
Called Session/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Junior trombone recital with Vicki
King, accompanist/8 p.m./Performing
Arts Hall, Fine Arts Building, MSU.
Info/762-4288.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFETA
1Bar-8-03 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried QI
Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink..

95

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
hustnut St

Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 presented a check for $1,000 to Sue
Allison, second right, president of the Murray Woman's Club, for the
"Eyes in the Dark" project. Shown with Allison are, from left, Barbara
Ramsey and Shifty Suiter, from the lodge, and Dale Parker, field representative for WOW. Funds are being raised for the purchase of two
CsimstRIS video imaging helmets for the city and county fire departments. The IntraRed imaging System, or IRls, is a helmet-mounted,
hands-free camera system that uses infared light to detect heat through
heavy black smoke which accompanies most house fires. Donations to
the fund may be mailed to Murray Woman's Club, Eyes in the Dark
Fund, P.O. Box 162, Murray, KY 42071.

Baptist Student Union
group helps local persons
An army of young students
from the Baptist Student Union at
Murray State University descended on the Housing Authority of Murray to assist in the
planting of 68 shrubs in the
Cherry Street Area on Saturday,
April 26.
The students, along with the
Housing staff, dug holes, planted,
mulched and watered all morning

long. "The students were hard
working, polite and fun to work
with," according to Linda Bassett, Executive Director of the
Housing Authority.
"The program is beneficial to
the community, both in the
chores that they help with but
most important in giving us all a
glimpse of the caliber of fine
young adults that will be running
our country someday," Bassett
said.
The residents of the area were
notified and encouraged to participate in the beautification of
their neighborhood. One resident,
Bill Nettles, participated.
Courtney Burnette has been
In addition Linda Casey, Murnamed to the Dean's List at The
ray Advocate Resident Council
Johns Hopkins University, BaltiPresident, gave up her Saturday
more, Md.
to assist and was in charge of hot
Burnette is a junior pre-med
dogs.
student majoring in Cognitive
After working all morning, the
Neuro-Science and French.
Authority staff fed the students
She is the daughter of Ron and hot dogs,
chili, cookies and pop.
Sherie Payne Burnette of Dallas, Bassett
said "what was a lot of
Texas. Her grandparents are Mr.
hard work turned out to be a lot
and Mrs. James Payne of Murray. of
fun too."

Burnette on
Dean's List

Murtay. Ky

CC!MEM
INVESTMENT RATES
_
TERM Ilk(I III\I II)\(.1

IH• l'OSI I

182 Days

4.80%

$1000

9 Months

5.30%

$1000

12 Months

5.85%

$500

24 Months 6.10% $500
60 Months 5.70% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These

annual
percentage
April 29, 1997.

yields

are

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
Kroger Monty Market Center 757-2235
Main Office Sib & Math • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

BUSINESS FOR SALE!!
BOOKSHELF
USED BOOKS AND CD'S
* Approximately 20,000 used books
* Estimate of 1,000 hardback books, older books and newer used
books
* Over 500 CD's
* 175 audiocassette books - either to sell or rent
* Large inventory ofPersonalized books,clocks,and miscellaneous
items.
* Store can stay where it is or be moved to a larger retail space
easily.
* Bookshelves,counters,desk,computer and printer and
miscellaneous tables.

CURRENT HOURS OPEN
10 A.M.-4 P.M. TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY
10 A.M.-2 P.M. SATURDAY
OTHER TIMES BY APPOINTMENT
Nice,clean new business in this area,recently moved from Calvert
City to Murray. Needs owner with more time than I have to make it
grow and be successful as it can be.
Will help finance *** Under 20,000
Call: Carol at 502-753-4876 or 753-4668

* SPECIALS *
Now Till May 3rd

Wed. to Sat.

All Used
CD'S

All Used
Children's Books

25% off

1/2off

effective

The

GALLERY
The itoille of the Ultimate in Custom f-,,t,v;,1,
;iti N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 7iq-1014
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To schedule an appointment tor hair and nail
design or make-up application, call
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The pageant is an official preliminary to the Miss Teen USA national televised pageant, which is
sponsored by Miss Universe, Inc.
The winner will represent the
state of Kentucky at the national
finals. All judging will be on the
basis of swimsuit, evening gown,
and personal interview. There is
no talent involved in state or national level.
Applicants must be at least 15
years of age by July 1, 1997, and

w%44%.

eat

must be under 19 u of July 1,
1997.
The winner of the Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant will receive prizes, cash, and an all expense paid trip to the Miss Teen
USA Pageant. The winner and
runners-up will all receive scholarships from Murray State University (some requirements
apply).
All interested girls may apply
to Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant, Kentucky office: c/o Betty
Clark, P.O. Box 130, Benton, KY
42025. For information call
1-502-527-1912 at Benton, or the
Nashville office: Connie Harrison, 1531 Franklin Rd., Brentwood, TN 37027, phone
1-615-377-6331.

Wann named for honor
Daniel L. Wann of Murray has
been honored by being named an
"Outstanding Teacher" by Emporia State University at Emporia, Kan.

REVIVAL
Calvary Temple
Church
641 S. Murray
with

Dr. B.J. Mosley
From Newark, NJ

Sunday, May 4
thru Friday, May 9
Sunday Morning

11 a.m.

Sunday Evening

6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

Monday-Friday Evening

Transportation Provided By Calling 753-7389
— Public Invited

Stunning_
Diamond &-Gold
Cluster

Wann is serving as an assistant
professor of psychology at Murray State University. He instructs
all levels of students in five different psychology courses.
The honored teacher currently
is serving on the College of Humanistic Studies Planning and
Curriculum Committee.
He has won numerous awards
and is affiliated with several prestigious organizations, including
the North American Society for
the Pschology of Sport and Physical Activity.
Wann has completed an extensive number of publications and
has been awarded four grants.
The Murray professor received
his Bachelor's degree from Baker
University in 1985, his Master's
degree from Emporia State University in 1987, and his Ph.D.
from the University of Kansas in
1991.

Abrigal Lee is
born in March
Patricia Lee of 19 Coleman
Trail, Murray, is the mother of a
daughter, Abrigal MaKenzie Lee,
born on Monday, March 17,
1997, at 11:54 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
six ounces and measured 17% inches. A brother is James Austin
Thomas.
Grandparents are Leamon and
Carol Lee of Murray.

Kristie Jo Baker and
Kenneth John Buchanan

Baker and Buchanan
wedding to be May 17
Kristie Jo Baker of Coldwater and Kenneth John Buchanan of New
Concord announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Baker of
Coldwater. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bessie Baker and the late
Marion Baker, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Noble Wilkerson, all of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the sop of Mr. and Mrs. Larry A. Buchanan of
New Concord. He is the grandson of Mrs. Glada Buchanan and the
late William Buchanan of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell of
New Concord.
Miss Baker will be a 1997 graduate of Murray State University,
with an Associate's Degree in Office Systems. She is employed at
Ryan Milk Company.
Mr. Buchanan, a 1997 graduate of Jefferson State, Louisville, is
presently employed at Dwain Taylor-Toyota of Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 17, 1997,
at 2 p.m. at Coldwater Baptist Church, located 10 miles from Murray
on Highway 121 North at Coldwater.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Stewart girl
born March 6

Twin boys are
born April 19
One Carat"

New! "Shelley"
One Carat* Bridal Set

Brilliant Round Solitiare
1/4 Carat* 1/2 Carat* One Carat*

$1299
per
839

$399

$299 $899 $2999

Month

Certified
de Appraised

Because she's your Mom. .
make Mother's Day last a lifetime with
beautiful jewelryfrom our

Eternity
Band'

Mother's
Day Sale!
thru Mother's Day
1/2 Carat' One Carat' Two Carats'

$299 $499 $999

One Year
No Interest

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

JoAnna Anderson

Anderson
nominated
The United States Achievement Academy has announced
that JoAnna Anderson has been
named a United States National
Award Winner in English.
Anderson, a sixth grade student
at Calloway County Middle
School, was nominated for this
award by her teacher, Jeanetta
McCallon.
At CCMS, Anderson is in the
Gifted and Talent Program and a
member of the Choir. She also
plays soccer in the MurrayCalloway Soccer League.
Anderson is the daughter of
Stanley and Rhonda Anderson.
She is a member of Westside
Baptist Church.

New!
Old World
Diamond Cross

Darrell and Cindy Pruitt of Lenoir City, Tenn., are the parents
of a daughter, Mary Elizabeth
Pruitt, born Feb. 28, 1997.
Grandparents are Robert and
Rebecca Pruitt of Almo and Ruby
McMahan of Lenoir City, Tenn.
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For Both Men 8 Women
University Square

767-0780

Murray, KY

rtany Of you Are A.sking...
DO YOU HAVE ANY LOCAL PEOPLE?
You Will
Lose Au
A•erage Of 3
l,bs. Or More
Per Week

Solid Gold
Figaro Chains
starting as low as

1/4 Carat' Diamond Studs
1/5 Carat' Eurowires Earrings

Pruitt girl is
born Feb. 28

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center

w tit approved credit and
$500 wininiim purchase

or

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Patrick
Mitchell of 525 Shoemaker Rd.,
Murray, are the parents of twin
boys, born on Saturday, April 19,
1997, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Guy Brivain Mitchell, born at
2:47 p.m., weighed six pounds
seven ounces and measured 201/2
inches. Bryceton Patrick Mitchell, born at 2:49 p.m., weighed
six pounds one ounce and measured 19% inches. The mother is
the former Debbie Ferguson.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
R.B. Mitchell of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Gregory Ferguson of
New Concord.

Dr.and Mrs. Chad Lee Stewart
Jr. of Melbourne, Fla., are the parents of a daughter, Carlyn Liesel
Stewart, born on Thursday,
March 6, 1997, at Orlando ARnold Palmer Hospital for Children and Women.
The baby weighed nine pounds
seven ounces. The mother is the
former Beth Ann Habegger. A
brother is Chad Lee Stewart III,
3.
Paternal grandparents are Dr.
Chad Lee Stewart Sr. and Betty
Thurman Stewart of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Fred and
Bettye Habegger of Cocoa, Fla.
Paternal great-grandparents are
the late Roy and Ryon Stewart
and the late Rudolph and Euple
Outland Thurman, all of Murray.
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Call Now For
A FREE
Consultation

Free Layaway!

JEWELERS
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Donnie Hudson, Murray KY. Donnie has lost 54 3/4 pounds and 60 1/4 inches!!!
*Approllenole Tool b•IngInt
111.otrautana enlarged
an Arm Mail,

discount of reference price reference prices reflect offering
prices at which saim may or may not have been made

Raven't you Wondered Where your Neighbors Are?
'Results guaranteed in writing
'Physicians recommend our program daily
'No diet pills

•No pre-packaged foods
'All natural
•Medicaily supervised

1

1

Summer swim schedule
listed by the Red Cross

Jarrett has hook published

The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
gearing up for the 1997 Summer
Swim Program.
Registration will start Monday,
May 5, at the Red Cross office at
607 Poplar St. Hours will be 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. No
registrations will be taken by
telephone. Each one must come
to the office to sign up.
The registration will continue
throughout the summer until all
classes are full. The price this
year remains the same as last
year — $25 for a two-week class
for one person.
Some persons have asked for a
Level VII class and this year one
is on the schedule. "We will continue to have all of our other
classes, including our Parent &
Special Needs Class," said Peggy
Billington, executive director of
the chapter. Red Cross is a United Way Agency.
A schedule for the Swim program is as follows:
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Gladys Jarrett shows a copy of her newly published book of poetry,
Peeps Pebbles People, just recently printed. This is her second book to
be published. The first was a children's book. Mrs. Jarrett received her
Bachelor of Arts degree and Master of Arts degree in Secondary Education and Creative Writing from Murray State University. She has been a
private tutor until her recent illness. She has been director of Writer's
Potpourri which meets each second Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library for 14 years. Many of the poems in the new
book have been published In the Murray Ledger & Times. She and her
husband, Odell, have eight children, Calvin Douglass Jarrett, Jeanne
Rhea, Jan Fricker, Jaunts Richard Jarrett, Jimmy Ray Jarrett, Laura Hogins, Michelle Bostleman, and Jennifer Jarrett. Copies of her book are
available, and a copy is in the Calloway County Public Library.

First Session, June 9-20
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m, to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level IV (BP). No evening class
this session.
Second Session, June 23-July 4
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pro-School; 11 a.m, to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, April
25, have been released as
follows:

• • • •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
April 27, have been released as

Newborn admissions
Allen baby girl, parents, Marcie and
Timothy, Cadiz;
Cross baby girl, parents, Amy and
Michael, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dorothy W. Przybylo, Calvert
City; Roy M. Creech, Kirksey; Miss
Megan Parrish, Paris, Tenn.;
Leo L. Steen, Vicksburg, Miss.; Mrs
Paula Martin, Mrs. Tami 0. Cavanah,
and John W. Willoughby, all of Benton;
Miss Jaime L. Morgan and baby
boy, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Scarbrough and
baby girl, Mrs. Carotene Rose Waters,
and Mrs. Tammy A. Nelson, all of
Mayfield;
Mrs. Bonnie G. Mosley and baby
boy, Cadiz; Mrs. Alma Jo Mathis and
Miss Emily Eldridge, Dexter;
Zigbert Gill, Mrs. Joyce Nadine
Smith, James F. Ross, Paul E. Jackson, William A. Rhodes,
Mrs. Alice Jean Todd, Shelby
Underhill, Mrs. Eva J. Thurman, Mrs.
Vomits Todd,
Miss Lexandra Avon Overby, Miss
Naomi Beth Wood, and Edward A. Davis, all of Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions and

follows:
Newborn admissions
Vogt twin baby girls, parents, Kathryn Yvonne and Richard, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs, Bessie Moodey, New Concord;
Ms. Maria K. Bell, Mayfield;
Ron D. Hutchison, Almo; Mrs, Linda
K Draper, Cadiz;
Mrs. Suzann Bean, Mrs. Stacey R.
Walls, and Mrs Amy R. Cross and
baby girl, all of Benton;
Arnold Bell, Mrs. Virginia Harris,
James W. Erwin, Mrs. Janice Compton, and Marshall E. Gilliam Jr., all of
Murray.
• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
April 28, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Winchester baby boy, parents. Gina
and Donnie, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Valerie Lynn Wiggins and baby
girl, and Miss Valerie A. Stefanow,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Marcie R. Allen and baby girl,
Miss Retta Louise McGee, and Mrs.
Alice M. Walsh, all of Cadiz;
Mrs, Donna M. Powers and baby
girl, New Concord; Mrs. Deborah D.
Woodman and baby girl, Henry, Tenn.;
Mrs. Martha E. Lickliter, Mrs. Elsie
W. Parker, Mrs. Barbara Oakley,
Mrs. Lou Ellen Starks, Harold S.
Elkins, and Mrs. Barbara Karen Malinauskas, all of Murray

dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
April 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Powers baby girl, parents. Donna
and Wade, New Concord;
Woodman baby girl, parents, Deborah and Brian, Henry, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs Clara Jean Paschall, Hazel,
Mrs Desiree A. Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn ,
Mrs Linda N. Duncan, Farmington;
Mrs Nee Lackey, Attica, Mich.;
Donald W. Dugger, Mrs. Conean
Alexander, William Redick, Mrs. Debbie Ann Miller, and L L Yearry, all of
Murray.

•
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Billie Linn Pritchett

Pritchett
wins honor
The United States Achievement Academy has announced
that Billie Linn Pritchett has been
named a United States National

Award Winner in English.
Pritchett, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this national award by
Jeanetta McCallon, teacher. His
biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
Pritchett is the son of Bruce
and Sheila Pritchett of Murray.
Grandparents are Cecil and Janice Baker and the late Edison F.
Moore Jr. of Murray, and Mrs.
Inez Andrus and the late Billie
Linn Pritchett of Dexter.

(BP), Level IV (BP)
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7:30 p.m —
Parent/Tot; 7 to 7:30 p.m. — Parenv
Pre-School; 8 ID 9 p.m. — Level I
(SP), Level II (BP), Level VII (BP)
Level I Adult; B to 8:30 p.m., Parent &
Tot; 8:30 to 9 p.m., Paient 8 PreSchool.
Third Session, July 7-1$
10 to 11 am — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level IV (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Patent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level V Adult.
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level Ill (BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to
7:30 p.m. — Parent/Tot; 7:30 to 8 p.m.
— Parent/Pre-School; 8 to 9 p,m. —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level V
(BP), Level I Adult; 8 to 8:30 p.m.
Parent and Pre-School; 8:30 to 9 p.m.
— Parent and Pre-School.
Fourth Session, July 21 to Aug. 1
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP); 10
to 10:30 a.m. — Parent/Tot; 10:30 to
11 a.m. — Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m.
to noon — Level I (SP), Level II (BP),
Level III (BP), Level IV (BP); 11 to
11:30 a.m. — Parent and Pre-School;
11:30 to noon — Parent and PreSchool.
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7:30 p.m. —
Parent/Tot; 7:30 to 8 p.m. — Parent/
Pre-School; 7 to 7:30 p.m. — Level I
Parent and Sspecial Nneeds, 730 to 8
p.m. — Level I Parent and Special
Needs; 8 to 9 p.m. — Level I (SP),
Level II (BP), Level III (BP), Level IV
(BP);8 to 8:30 p.m. — Parent and Tot,
8:30 to 9 p.m. — Parent and PreSchool.

Eastern Star
plans events
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
Tuesday, April 8, at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall on Highway
121 North.
Nancy Manning, worthy matron, and Carmel Byers, worthy
patron, presided.
An honorary members was presented to Beuye Robertson of
Mayfield Chapter for pro-teming
as organist this year.
It was announced that the annual Masons' Widows and Families Night at 6:30 p.m. on Friday,
May 16, at the Masonic Hall. The
chapter will provide potluck dishes. All Masons and families are
invited to attend.
The Murray Chapter will have
its Friendship Night on Friday,
May 30, at 6:30 p.m. A potluck
meal will be served.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. All members are
invited and urged to attend.

Murray High School's Project Graduation committee co-chairpersons
Debbie Hill, far left, and Shirley Martin, tar right, discuss the fundraising efforts with Janet Fitch, second left, and Cindy Howard, second
right. Project Graduation will be Friday, May 23, following Murray High
School graduation.

Freudenburg gets scholarship
from college in Seward, Neb.
Sara Freudenburg has been
awarded a $7,500 Board of Regents Scholarship from Concordia College, Seward, Neb., beginning with the fall semester of the
1997-98 academic year.
She is the daughter of Ben and
Jennifer Freudenburg of Murray.
Her scholarship, awarded for
academic achievement, is valued
at $1,500 per year and is renew-

able for up to five years.
Freudenburg is a student at
Lutheran High School and has
expressed an interest in Concordia's secondary educatin

program.
In addition to the Board of Regents Scholarship, Concordia
awards a large number of privately endowed scholarships and
grants.

Electrolysis
Permanent
Hair Removal
• Eyebrows • Underarms
• Arms
• Facial
• Legs
• Napline

CALL 753-8856

Call Now
For Appointment

Katherine Griffin, C.E. • Patricia Mullins, C.E,
21 Yews Experience • Negioaally Certified • lAdividmal Probe Tips Used

ONEYSALE!

Get Money-in-Minutes' TODAY Up to $300
the Fast New MoneyPlace Way!
Eitsy AS 1. Bring driver's license or other picture 1.D.

2. Most recent paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement & personal check
FREE!
High-Fashion
Eye- Fashion
SUNGLASSES

The
MoneyPlace.

With your first
ra.sh-adra nee
from The
Mon ey Place

Call, Come in

Ibckty!

...al the big. bold. bright-as-girth' Mmtcyl'Irtee Sill's.
9-5 Monday-Thursday, 9-6 Friday, 9-12 Saturday

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

32-9346
1-800-4
MIMIFON KUM IIESOUNIC13

‘6 11:1EN7IOIT

5 3-A80.12*h St-, Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway

1203 S. Ury
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
Mayfield, KY
(502)759.8900 (502) 251-9500 (502)575-9900 (901)886-7600

Murray,KY

•

AFIL
Child Abuse
Frevention Month

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!
Spring...Is...Here!!!
THEY MAY GALL IT
HAYFEVER, BUT YOU CALL IT

MISERY
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

ALLERGY
ASTHMA CLINIC
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our Specialized Practice Is Dedicated To The Diagnosis &
Treatment of Asthma, Hayfever, Sinus, Cough, Insect
Allergy, Skin Allergy & Food Allergy

RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.
HIGHWAY 641 NORTH, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT 1-800-756-4247

502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551

ecu i
prer

Prime Rib
and
Steaks

Starting Monday, May 5th
We will offer a lunch and dinner buffet along with our
same great lunch & dinner menus.

Buffet Available
Mon-Sat 11 a.m.-2 p.m. and 5-8 p.m.
Sun 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Coupon
/0 off any item
109
with this coupon
ExPfres /My 7, 1997

Hours:
Mon-Sal 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

7534864

• Private Banquet Room Available

Location
1 mile on 121 North
(Next to Tucker TV)

• Home Owned & Operated

"Choose from full service fine dining or buffet"

Best Copy Available
OA
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Investments Since 1854.

:c.t Stock iMarket Report
Dew Ass bd. Avg.W4-30 Alr Products...._._.. 74r/s • I/4
A T & T..—._._.._.. 33. 1/4
Be& South —
441/1 - 1/4
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WOG sac
Dean Foods--.— 37 - 1/3
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Getteral Electric
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Goodyear .._.___.—..521/2
I B
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1
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U Energy ---.—
1/4
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L G A E
241/e sac
Latent Tech-- 57'le
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Microeolt
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J.C.
1/4
Peoples First* 23112 B 24% A
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Sears
4V/s +
Texaco.....---- - 1114'h + 1/4
Time Waraer_._._ 443/4 - 1/e
UST

253/4 - 1/4
2$ + 1/4

+
'thard Lyolis is • name moist in this stock
UNC price unchanged
_IliII,.irsI Lyons

, Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Our Best Investment Is You.
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DEATHS

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

William Blivin

Mrs. Laverne Rowland
Mrs. Laverne Rowland, 91, Murray, died Tuesday. April 29, 1997,
at 11:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of First United Methodist Church. She was married in 1926 to Carl (Fatside) Rowland who died in February 1981.
Born Nov. 6, 1905, at Hardin, she was the daughter of the late Curt
McDaniel and Lucy Pace McDaniel. Also preceding her in death were
one grandson, Gary Rowland; two sisters, Louise McGregor and Helen McDaniel; and two brothers, Charles H. McDaniel and Edgar
McDaniel.
Survivors include three daughters, Doris Rowland and Mrs. Barbara
Barneu and husband, J.L., all of Murray, and Mrs. Marjorie Garland,
Hardin; one son, Jimmie Rowland and wife, Elizabeth, Murray; seven
grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Russell Sisson will officiate. The
Gleaners/Friendship Sunday School Class and the Wesleyan Circle of
First United Methodist Church will serve as honorary groups. Burial
will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

%err

Mrs. Minnie Tyrie
Mrs. Minnie Tyrie, 80, Lake Street, Princeton, died Monday. April
28, 1997, at 6:20 p.m. at Caldwell County Hospital, Princeton. Her
death followed a short illness.
Her husband, Kelsey Marvin Tyrie, died in 1985. Born Nov. 17,
1916, in Caldwell County, she was the daughter of the late James Oscar Oliver and Bertha Ethel Pugh Oliver.
She was a member of Fairview Missionary Baptist Church,
Princeton.
Survivors include two sons, Robert Tyne and Cecil Tyrie, Princeton; six grandchildren, Marsha Gamer of Murray, and Marvin Tyrie,
Kenneth Tyrie, Katie Franks, Teresa McCaslin and Bobbie Ann
Brown; six great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan's
Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rev. Frank Stallins and the Rev. J.R.
Bruce will officiate. Burial will follow in Meeks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Hutson's Ag
Services
of Murray, Hazel & Hardin

Will Be

CLOSED

J. Homer Solomon

Thurs., May 1st and
Fri., May 2nd
Due To Inventory.

The funeral for J. Homer Solomon will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Russell Lievers,
the Rev. Sammy Cunningham, and Gene Gilliland will officiate. Burial will follow in Benton Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, Paducah, or Marshall County Hospital, Benton, or to First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
Mr. Solomon, 85, Benton, died Monday, April 28, 1997, at 3 p.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include one son, J. Spencer Solomon, Dallas, Texas; and
a sister-in-law, Miss Charlene Darnell, Benton.

We apologize for any inconvenience
this may cause.

1.-

SUPPORT OUR LOCAL HOSPITAL

SPRING SANRIGgi 1111
ON ALL PRE-OWNED CARS and TRUCKS
997 Toyota T100 4X4 - Extended Cab, Bucket Seats, Full Power, Alloy
-els, 3,000 Miles, Green w/ Grey Cloth
1996 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado- 350 Automatic, 25,000 Miles, SW
Red w/Grey Cloth, One Owner New Car Trade
1996 Toyota Rav4 - White w/Grey Cloth, 4 Door, 2 Wheel Drive, Full Power,
Alloy Wheels, 16,000 Miles
1996 Chevrolet Blazer LT - 4 Door, White w/Grey Leather, Fully Loaded.
!7'Air Wheel Drive
1996 Chevrolet S10 - Reg. Cab, Green wiTan Cloth, V-6, Automatic, LS
ri)e.cor Package, Alloy Wheels
1996 Toyota Camry LE - Burgundy w/Grey Cloth, 16,000 Miles, Full
Power
1996 Chevrolet Tahoe -4 Door. 4x4, LT Package, Towing Package, Dark
!lorry +,r. Grey Leather, 10,500 Miles
'996 Ford Ranger - XLT Package, Black w/ Grey Interior, Alloy Wheels,
•,,000 Miles
1996 Chevrolet S10 Extended Cab - Dark Cherry with Graphite Cloth,
P. kage. Automatic, Cassette, 26.000 Miles
I 996 Chevrolet S10 - LS Package, Alloy Wheels, White with Grey Interior,
. Ocn miles Cassette
1996 Ford Thunderbird - 13,000 Miles. Full Power, Emerald Green, Alloy
'996 Toyota Paseo - Black with Black Interior, 5 Speed, Cassette, 7,000
'1

'996 Toyota Celica - ST Package, Cassette, Automatic, Beige with Tan
r ,t1 . 7,200 Miles
' 995 Toyota Camry LE - 28.000 Miles, Full Power, Local One Owner,
.-•Beige Cloth
1 995 Mitsubishi Eclipse GST - Red w!Grey Leather, 5 Speed. Sunroof.
" 000 Miles, CD, Loaded
1990 Jeep Cherokee - Red w/Grey Interior, Country Package, 48,000
Alloy Wheels
1995 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado Appearance Package. 23,000 Miles,
with Grey Cloth
1 995 Chevrolet Beretta - White with Blue Cloth, 33,000 Miles, Automatic,

1995 Mercury Sable LS - Silver with Grey Leather, CD, Alloy Wheels.
,!'v Loaded. 37.000 Miles
1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme- SL Package, Alloy Wheels. Red
i. r',,aphite Cloth Buckets, 42,000 Miles
1994 Cadillac DeVille - Carmine Red with Neutral Leather, Full Power,
New Cadillac Trade
1994 Chevrolet K2500 Extended Cab - Silverado, Short Wheel Base,
050, Automatic. 2-Tone Beige, 38,000 Miles
1994 Mercury Cougar XR7- Dark Red w/Burgundy Cloth, V-6, Automatic,
Cassette. 49.000 Miles
1993 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme - White w/Graphite Interior, 50.000
Miles, One Owner, Full Power
1993 Cadillac DeVille - Frost Beige, Spring Edition, Cabriolet Roof, 50,000
Miles, One Owner New Cadillac Trade
1993 Cadillac Fleetwood -Academy Grey w/Grey Leather, 1-Owner
New Cadillac Trade, 51,000 Miles
1993 Dodge Dakota - LE Package, V-8 Engine, Extended Cab, 2-Tone
Black & Silver, Alloy Wheels
1993 Mazda 626 LX - Automatic, Cassette, 4 Door, 44.000 Miles
1992.0hevrolet Lumina Eurosport• White with Burgundy Cloth, 56,000
kiirtr%, Full Paver, Alloy Wheels, Spoiler, 4 Door
1991 Chevrolet K5 Blazer- Full Size Four Wheel Drive, 69.000 Miles.
black with Grey Interior, Silvered°, Sharp
1990 Buick Estate Wagon - Burgundy w/Burgundy Cloth, All the Buttons.
CO 000 Miles. Sharp

HOG MARKET

Feisrat-Siate Mirka Nen Service April II, 1erl
A Markel toped leciailei 2
leat
lioderky Percime
IS* La- 9/51.-4t Barrows a
Oa
Ltag SeUsas
Mew
ISS.N-3534
US 1-3
DI lb*
US 1164.115-55.14
lb•
2IA-a•
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S45.N-41.••
US 1 201-215 Is

L=scr
•-
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$37.110-39.1111
538.1544.11.
542.1644.1111
$15.16-44.01
594.11547•1
1133-91-34.11

HEALTH INSURANCE
CANCELLED?
Tired of constant rate increases?
Call Tom at

-1-800-543-6247

14100-325-3229 (901)642,3900

Paris, TN

amill

Charles W. Vance
Charles W. Vance, 80, Paducah, died Tuesday, April 29, 1997, at
12:01 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Concord United Methodist Church, he was employed
by Missouri Portland Concrete for over 20 years. His first wife, Mrs.
Vellon Taylor Vance, and one sister preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ophie Trevathan Vance; one
daughter, Mrs. Faye Beyer, Hardin; four stepdaughers, Mrs. Nancy
Reeves, Mrs. Sherry Stuart and Mrs. Mitzi Richardson, all of Paducah,
and Mrs. Dixie Johnson, Ashland; two sisters, Mrs. Kathleen Chipps,
Smithland, and Mrs. JoAnne Cockrell, Paducah; one brother, Sherley
Vance, Paducah; grandchildren, Steve and Leslie Beyer, Dayton,
Ohio, and Tracy Beyer, Pensacola, Fla.; 10 stepgrandchildren; two
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Barry Scott will officiate. Burial will follow
in New Liberty Methodist Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Mrs. Mary M. Stewart Russell
Mrs. Mary M. Stewart Russell, 93, formerly of Murray Manor,
Murray, died today, April 30, 1997, at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church. Born April 23, 1904,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late William Clinton
Stewart and Mollie Tutt Stewart.
Her husband, James Mathew Russell, one daughter, Brenna Mae
Russell, two sons, J.C. Russell and James Mathew Russell Jr., four
sisters, Lela Donelson, Eva Adams, Frozena Owens and Rosie Elkins,
and two brothers, William Stewart and Wavel Stewart, all preceded
her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Alley and husband, Donald, Searcy, Ark.; one son, Edward Russell and wife, Ann, Orlando,
Fla.; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Billie Russell, Murray; eight grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
Miller Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Funeral rites for Mrs. Ruby Jewell Walker Kirk were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Jim Simmons officiated.
Active pallbearers were Michael Kirk, Steve Kirk, Dennis Tidwell,
Rickie Spann, Brad Bray and Gale Counts. Honoray pallbearers were
nurses and staff of West View Nursing Home and Home Health Care.
Burial was in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Mrs. Kirk, 97, Rt. 8, Murray, died Thursday, April 24, 1997, at 4:37
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Edward Kirk, one daughter, Mattie Jo Ross, two sons,
Thomas 0. Kirk and Pat Kirk, one grandson, Larry Gene Smith, three
sisters, Myrtie Dowdy, Ethel Hale and Eula Peeler, and two brothers,
Clarene and Archie Walker, preceded her in death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jane Cathey and Mrs. Ruth
Mills, Murray, and Mrs. Annette Smith and husband, Ronde!, Kirksey;
one son, Edward Kirk and wife, Betty, Dexter; a daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Dorothy Kirk, Murray; 22 grandchildren; 36 great-grandchildren;
five great-great-grandchildren.
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Losing lottery tickets save
man's life in gang gunfight

pi*to
bcpartofa
mnall(minium
ratherthan
it5c corporat

HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP) — A
thick stack of losing lottery tickets brought Patrick Gayle the best
luck of all: It helped save his life.
Gayle had $40 worth of losing
tickets in his shirt pocket when
he got hit in the chest by a stray
bullet from a teen-age gang fight.

The slug pierced a lighter, a
credit card, shaved the edges off
some lottery tickets and put holes
in others.
"You want to talk about being
lucky?" said Gayle, 33, who was
unharmed. "Those tickets saved
me"

4111/
Center for

GLAUCOMA Management

TODD W.ALTENBERND,M.D.
announces the establishment of the

As the only locally
owned funeral home in
Murray and Calloway County,
we want you to know
that this community
is important to us
And, we hope that is
important to you
Because while we're
more concerned with
the Ledger's front page,
the others are in
faraway cities reading
the financial page

CENTER FOR GLAUCOMA MANAGEMENT

('our
with

18 Doctors' Park
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63703

Providingfor the Subspecialty Eye Care Needs
of the Region
in Association with

III

RETINAL SURGERY CENTER

David J. Westrich, M.D., FA.CS. and Neal il..Honickman, M.D.
and the
Center for

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Maryheth E. Kapp, M.I)

Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners
201 South 3rd St. • Murray, KY • 753-2411

CHEVROLET-OLDS-CADILLAC-GEO-TOYOTA
2420 E. Wood St.

William Blivin, 64, Paradise Resort Area, Murray, died today, April
30, 1997, at his home.
He was owner of the Spoke & Pedal Bicycle Shop from 1976 to
1987. His father, Charles Blivin, and two sisters, Donna Mau and
Gladys Rice, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Blivin; one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Lambert, Kissimmee, Fla.; two sons, David C. Blivin and
wife, Janye, Durham, N.C., and Steven J. Blivin and wife, Paula,
Jacksonville, Fla.; his mother, Mrs. Minnie Olsen Blivin; two sisters,
Mrs. Carol Nichols and husband, Bill, and Mrs. Rosalee Gramzow and
husband, Fred; one brother, Charles R. Blivin and wife, Louise; four
grandchildren.
Memorial services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
No visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Hospice or to the Cancer Society.

Mrs. Ruby Jewell Kirk
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1990 Chevrolet K1500- Four Wheel Drive, 350, Automatic, Sportside.
Burgundy w/Grey Cloth Interior
1989 Ford F150 4x4 - White w/Red Cloth. Auto., 351 LWB, 90,000 Miles
WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COVPArdle
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Boy found hanged after punishment
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COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
9-year-old boy whose grandmother sent him to his room as
punishment for breaking windows
was found hanged minutes later
by his 3-year-old sister.
Kenny Eversole wrapped a
clothesline around his neck and
hanged himself, although investigators aren't sure yet whether it
was an accident or intentional.
Kathleen Eversole believes her
grandson only wanted attention
and must have thought he would
be found and rescued. She told
The Kentucky Post that Kenny
didn't understand the finality of
the act, that he expected his
grandmother, who had punished
him Sunday, to find him.
"He didn't mean it. He didn't.
He wouldn't leave me," Mrs.
Eversole said, .sobbing Monday
night. "Kenny only had me. He
didn't have nobody else. All I
know is my baby is gone, and I
couldn't help him."
Kenny, who lived in a threeroom Newport tenement with his
grandparents, had broken windows at Newport Steel.
"I thought to myself, 'Well, I
can't let him out of it this time,"'
Mrs. Eversole said.
Kenny looked calmly at his
grandmother when she sent him
to his room. As was his ritual
when he misbehaved, he said, "I
love you, Grandma."
"I love you, too," she replied.
Five minutes later, Kenny's
sister, Danielle, peeked in on her
brother and ran back to Mrs.
Eversole.
"Kenny's dead, Grandma,"
Danielle said.
"I started jerking him up and
giving him mouth-to-mouth,"
Mrs. Eversole said.
In a blur, Mrs. Eversole, and
then paramedics, labored to revive Kenny. But his heart stopped
beating at 6:45 p.m. EDT Sunday
at Children's Hospital in Cincinnati. He was two months shy of
his 10th birthday.
Kenny was diagnosed with
attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder, and manic depression.
As soon as he could express
himself, Mrs. Eversole said,
Kenny was emotionally unstable,
seeking attention by hurting himself. He attempted suicide, she
said, at least once before, pointing to dents in the wall of the
family room. In two places,
Kenny had broken the plaster

driving his head into the wall.
Within the last two weeks, he
had started on medicine to control his depression.
"He got worse when he began
taking that. He was talking about
death. He didn't care about anything," Mrs. Eversole said.
She was going to take him to
the doctor Monday to get the prescription adjusted.
At Fourth Street Elementary
School, Kenny was enrolled in a
special education program.
"His grandparents did a very
decent job for being their age and
in their condition," said Kenny's
teacher, Rose Ann Burck.
"There was a maternal bond
he was striving for and needed to
be met. He was asking for attention, and he just went too far."
Mrs. Eversole said Kenny's
father has been in and out of jail
since before Kenny was born and
never saw the boy. Kenny's
mother, Tina Crumes, gave him
to his grandmother when Kenny
was a year old but took him back
sporadically for months at a time.
"She would come in and out
of his life pretty frequently, and
he just didn't handle that well at
all," Mrs. Burck said.

"He would get pretty physical
when he was enraged. He would
just lash out at whatever he could
get his hands on: push, kick, pull
things down. I was just not wanting to believe it myself. How
could life be so horrible at 9 to
do that? But apparently, his
was."
Kenny's mother could not be
reached for comment, though
Mrs. Eversole said she was knew
of his death and was hysterical
with grief. And, Mrs. Eversole
said, Kenny loved his mother.
"He worshipped the ground
his mother walked on," Mrs.
Eversole said. "But she couldn't
control him."
Grief counselors were on hand
in Kenny's class Monday and
Tuesday, and also tended to the
fifth grade, in which Kenny's
half-sister is enrolled.
Mrs. Burck and others at the
school wondered what might be
done to prevent more tragedies
like Kenny's
"People have to realize that
giving birth creates moral obligations and responsibilities, and
children need to be nurtured and
loved throughout their lives,"
Principal Jim Clinkenbeard said.
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'95 Chevy Cheyenne
$10,900
'94 Mazda Pickup Ext Cab
red, 4x4, 5 spd, p/s, a/c & stereo
'9,900
'93 Grand Marquis
blue fully loaded
'10,400
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I ' Toyota Camry
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Country Roads Take Me Home - Farm with 219 mil acres with four catfish ponds,remodeled two story home
with three bedrooms. Beautiful private setting with surrounding whit.e fence. $249,900. MLS #3000900

Home Of Distinction - This four or five bedroom,
21/s bath home isjust the one for you. Formal LR,
DR, large family room with fireplace, elegant
gourmet kitchen, four car garage, on two beautifully landscaped Iota in one of Murray's finest
subdivisions. $279,000.

Executive Charm - Custom-built NEW 4 BR,2 5
BA brick home. Enjoy the large greatroom w/
fireplace, formal DR with hardwood floor, and
gourmet kitchen. Relax in the evening in your
own Jacuzzi and enjoy the covered porch. Quality
built and priced at $240,000.

Call our office for more information on these
and many other outstanding properties.

No Money Down
Up to 36mo. financing
Free Delivery

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 - 2 Miles North of Murray
(Across from Memorial Gardens)
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7534566
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U of L drops course in agreement with JCC
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Louisville
plans to drop remedial education
as part of an agreement with Jefferson Community College,
which would assume more of the
duties in a partnership hailed by a
lawmaker.
Under the agreement between
the schools' presidents, UofL will
grant full admission to most of
the academically weak students
who now receive provisional ad-

mission. Instead of taking remedial classes for no credit.. u they
do now, these students will be usigned to special sections of regular introductory English and
mathematics at lion..
These special classes will carry
full credit but will offer students
extra help and more time, if
necessary, to complete the work.
"Essentially, it means that we
are getting out of the remedial
education business," UofL Presi-

dent John Shumaker said last
week.
JCC would take on the job of
remedial education for students
who were denied admission to
UofL but have convinced the university they have academic promise, based on a test.
State Sen. Tim Shaughnessy,
who has sought to have JCC provide remedial education for
UofL, said Shumaker and .ICC
President Richard Green have

embraced that concept since taking over their institutions less
than two years ago.
"It's just phenomenal to me to
see this type of action being advocated when, for years, you
couldn't even get people to talk
about this," said Shaughnessy,
D-Louisville.
Shumaker and Green said they
will discuss the agreement with
groups on their campuses, but
Shumaker said it should not re-

quire trustee approval. He spelled
out the plan at a UofL trustees
meeting Monday.
Under the agreement, applicants whose high school grades
and American College Test
scores fall below UofL's admission standard will no longer be
admitted directly to the university
if they pass English, mathematics
and reading diagnostic tests. Instead, if their scores on those
tests show academic promise,

they will be referred to JCC for
remedial work and guaranteed a
place at UofL once they successfully complete it.
UofL officials say that of the
roughly 500 students admitted
annually to UofL's transitional
studies program, no more than 50
are admitted based on diagnostic
test scores. Through what the
new policy calls the "Phoenix
Program.- those students will be
referred to JCC.
"We're trying to maintain a
commitment of access to the university, but opening up different
avenues to employ that access,"
Shumaker said.
Many students who enter UofL
by passing diagnostic tests "ultimately drop out and end up at
ICC anyhow," he said. It's better
that they start at the community
college so that "when they get to
us, they're prepared to really
stay," he said.

Three children die
in unrelated cave-ins

Everyday
LOW
PRICES!

I

EUREKA, Calif. (AP) — A
brother and sister suffocated after
a tunnel they were digging near
their home collapsed and buried
them, officials said today.
Separately, a I4-year-old boy
died this morning, two days after
becoming trapped in an underground fort he had been building
with friends in a vacant lot near
his Yuba City home.
The bodies of Sequoia Snowtree, 9, and his 7-year-old sister,
Sierra Roe O'Loughlin, were
found by their mother Monday
night after a search by sheriff's
deputies and neighbors.
"It appeared that both victims
expired due to lack of oxygen
and their inability to free themselves from the damp sand," the
Humboldt County Sheriffs Department said in a statement.
The children had been crawling
in a small cave they had dug near
their home in Manila, a small
community just north of Eureka,
when the wet sand collapsed, the
coroner's office said.
William "Andrew" Kelly died
at a Sacramento hospital today,
two days after he clawed his way
out of a collapsed tunnel that he
and neighborhood friends had
dug, authorities said.
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60-Month Battery

FREE
BATTERY
Installation!*

Each Exch.
All Group Sizes
• Up To 625 CA's
• Eight Original Fit Group Sizes
• Up To 90 Minutes Reserve Capacity Max.
•5-Year Limited Warranty
• Free Replacement For 90 Pays

FREE
Electrical
TESTING!
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BRAND

GROUP
SIZE
25, 35, 74, 75
24 24F 26 26R

Silver
Yours FREE with the puishase of any AutoCraft Silver Pius
Battery, Premium Import or Domestic Alternator or Starter
Advance Auto Parts LAS.Can Be Used:
•For Emergency Jump-Start or Tow •24 Hours a Day
•365 Days a Year• For 2Years After Date of Purchase
• Anywhere in the United States or Canada

Silver Plus

PRICE

12-month Free
Replacement

42"
47
"

6-Year Limited
U to 650
419 24-month Free
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Engineered For Greater
Protection Against
Thermal Breakdown.

All Weights Of
Castro! Motor Oil
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Autolite
Spark Plugs

Each / After Mfg. Rebate
Reg. Up To $1.39 / Limit 16
Prices Good Thru May10,1997• We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities • Complete Warranty Information Available At All Advance Auto Parts Stores

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Tens of thousands of eggs, sausages and servings of country
ham.
There's tradition behind all
that cholesterol.
It will be served up to an expected 10,000 people at the Capitol on Saturday for the Governor's Derby Breakfast.
Cooks from the state Department of Parks will begin preparing food Wednesday afternoon.
Actual baking and cooking begins Friday at midnight. The
menu:
—30,000 eggs
—600 Kentucky country hams,
yielding 14,400 servings
—9,800 sausages
—20,000 biscuits
—12,600 muffins
—20,000 pastries
—60 bushels of apples
—30,000 cups of coffee
—24,000 servings of orange
and tomato juices
And 9,000 servings of corn
grits, which is "a whole lot of
grits," said Bennie Hager, Parks
Department director of food services, whose employees began
catering the breakfast 25 years
ago.
Serving, vending and craft
tents were set up on the Capitol
grounds this week. Breakfast is
served from 7 to 11 a.m. EDT.
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon°
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services- and local businesses
For you, it's a new day Why not start it
by making a new mend? We'd love to
hear from you
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Equestrian
team wins
at show

lain a

The Murray State University
Equestrian Team brought home several honors when they competed in
the Regional 3 Horse Show, April
5-6, at Middle Tennessee State
University. Murray State's team was
voted Team Workhorse. Team
Spirit and Reserve High Point
Team. They received 3rd place in
both shows featured during the
regionals.
Four riders for Murray State had
earned 35 points in a division and
were qualifiers in hunt seat competition. They were: Rebecca Hayden
of Henderson who was named regional champion in both novice
fences and novice on the flat Ella
Hakason of Owensboro, reserve
champion in novice fences and
novice on the flat; Jennifer Lacey of
Centreville, Va., 3rd place, novice
on the flat and Danielle Konnerth of
St. Charles, Mo., 5th place, walktrot-canter. Hayden, Hakason and
Lacey will all represent Murray
State for final competition in Zones.
Other Murray State team members who qualified for regionals
were: Nathan Smith of Taylorsville;
Michelle Francis of Wrentham,
Mass.; Keilie Scott of Evansville;
Mary Ellen Prince of Lake Wales,
Fla.; Megan Rossiter of Green Bay,
Wisc.; Carrie Dujka of Hometown,
Ill.; Susan Dade of Hopkinsville;
Maggie McNeill of Maysville; Julie
Cobb of Ballwin, Mo.; Robin Tabers of Jackson, Mo.; Michelle Alfather of Kankakee, Ill.; and Lisa
Grupka of Indian Mound, Tenn.
"I'm extremely proud of our
young team," remarked Coach Dallas Terry. "We plan to come back
even stronger next year in both
seats.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Murray State University
Equestrian Team, with 32 students
on the current roster. Throughout
their history, the team has enjoyed
remarkable success, winning several regional and national titles.
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A reception will be held for 11
Murray State University students
who are graduating with completed
requirements for a bachelor of science in nursing (BSN).
The reception will be held in
Mason Hall on the campus of
Murray State on May 9 at 5 p.m.
Students being honored are Michelle McGuire, Allen Sasseen,
Janet Walker, Teresa Myers and
Debbie Long, of Paducah; Brenda
Stephens and Sharon Putnam of
Madisonville; Lori Fisher, Debbie
Gibbs and Jo Anne Merryman of
Hopkinsville, and Sondra Wilkinson of Martin, Tenn.
The registered nurse (RN) to
BSN graduates have attended offsite classes and courses using the
television
interactive
system
through the extended campus program of the center for continuing
education and academic outreach.
The reception will include the
graduates, their families and
friends, other RN to BSN students
and prospective students.
Dr. Marcia Hobbs, chair of the
nursing department and Jewell
Webster, RN to BSN coordinator,
are assisting with the planning.
"These are truly an outstanding
group of graduates," Webster said.
"They have demonstrated commitment to completing the degree and
also to the profession of nursing.
Many are making plans for graduate
education. I could not be more
pleasd with their efforts and abilities."

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily 64. Weekly Rental.
• Clean, Dependable Car
• tall Cs I or Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

Prices Good
April 30
thru May 6
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The RIght To Limit Quontittes

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owen's Best Family Pack

Owen's Best

Beef
Slab Bacon Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
1 39

)scar Mayer

Ozark Price

Fun Pack
Lunchables
, 1 r•),7
$ 1 79

Smoked
Ham Shanks
$ 1 39

SlicedF;ee

97!

Dinner Franks 1-Bone Steak
$189
39

U.S Choice
Boneless

Chuck
Steak

Field Boneless

U.S. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast Kentuckian Ham
1 39
Del Monte

Napkins

I

Lb.

89'

Pudding
Cups

$239

Sirloin Steak

Leg Quarters
Del Monte

Mushrooms
4 5 oz

Kingsford

Whole Milk
09*
Gal. $2

Charcoal
20 Lb. $499

2/1
Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

Selected Post

or Reg. or Light

Cereals

32 oz.

10-20 oz.

$ 1 99

79' Green Beans
3/89 Green Beans
2/ 1 Mac. & Cheese

18 oz.

/

14.5 oz

29 oz. 894
162

A

$

2/$219
1111

1/2 gal.

2/$5

Martha We All Purpose

Flour

5-7 oz 4/1

Selfasin9

vi

19

5 Lb.

Blue Bonnet

Kraft Assorted Variety

15.2 oz.

Prairie Farms

Skim Milk

is/$

Aliens Italian Cut

Coke, Diet Coke, C.Free Coke, $129
Cherry Coke, Diet Cat. Free Coke 12 pk.

0
99

Mayonnaise

Del Monte F.S. or Cut

16 oz.
Del Monte CS. or W.K. Gorden

39!.

07

Miracle Whip

'
99

Hyde Park

Sweet
Peas
157

Kraft

Coke, Diet Coke,
Cherry Coke, Cat. Free Coke,
Diet Cat. Free Coke

BBQ Sauce
Pork & Beans
Corn

Lb
$299

1 29

$

Kentucky Farms

Kraft

‘10 Lb

Lb.

Frying Chicken

Green Giant

99°

2 Liter

i

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Half or Whole

Park

U.S. Choice

Eckrich Reg. or Jumbo

Margarine
Tuna
Coffee
Apple Juice

2/89
59.

1 Lb. Qtrs.
Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

6 oz.

Chase & Sanborn

Crisco 3 Lb.

Shortening

59
$2

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Cherry Coke, Diet Cat, Free Coke 6 pk $299

11.5 oz.

Hyde Park

64 oz.

e
•

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Baked

Golden
Ripe

Green
Bell

1 Lb.

Cole Slaw

Baked Ham
$429

Turkey Breast

Bananas

Peppers

Cole Slaw M'a

$/199

3

419 99'

99Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

Emge
American

Owen's Best
Baby Back

Owen's Best
Storemade

Cheese

Ribs

keit Cheese
$289

99
$2
Lb.

•

$499
Lb

Lb.

Lbs

Golden Delicious

Apples

•

Large Head

Cauliflower
Or

Broccoli

69Lb 99°

10 Lb Idaho

Potatoes
$ 59

28
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Gant HR rallies Cardinals
•Former 'Bred Reuter
watches Giant bullpen
fumble bid for victory
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ron Gant
was more than happy to keep San
Francisco Giants closer Rod Beck
out of the record book.
Gant hit a three-run homer in
the bottom of the ninth inning off
Beck and the St. Louis Cardinals
overcame a six-run deficit to beat
San Francisco 9-7 Tuesday night.
Beck (0-1) had been 11-for-11
on save chances and was trying
to match Lee Smith's major
league record for saves in April.
But Dmitri Young led off the
ninth with an infield hit and Delino DeShields singled him to
second.

Gant followed with his third
home run, connecting on a 2-2
pitch. The Cardinals won their
third in a row and gave the
Giants their first two-game losing
streak of the season.
"In that situation, you're just
battling, especially against a guy
like that," said Gant., who has
shown signs he is emerging from
a season-long slump. "He's got
great control and has been a great
reliever in this game for a
while."
The blown save was the third
of the season for the Giants, but
the first for Beck.
"He hit a split-finger fastball
that was up instead of down and
away," Beck said. "He's so
strong you can't get away with
that kind of pitch. It really hurts,

Kirk Reuter
because I was already ahead of
him in the count."
Gant fell behind 0-2 when he
made two feeble attempts to bunt.
After the game, St. Louis manager Tony La Russa questioned his
sacrifice strategy.

"We have a party fund where
everybody puts in money so we
can have a party on the road," La
Russa said. "I just fined myself
$100 for being an idiot."
, The Cardinals have won three
in a row, and Gant said this was
the type of win that could sustain
momentum for a while.
"A game like tonight is one
that can get you going the rest of
the season," Gant said. "We feel
like that can happen. It came at a
good time for us."
Ray Lankford homered twice
and went 4-for-4 with three RBIs
for the Cardinals, who trailed 7-1
in the seventh. Lankford's home
run off Giants starter Kirk Rueter
was his first against a left-hander
since Sept. 11, 1995, when he
connected against the Giants' Joe

Rossetti,
"I'm just going out there trying to play pepper," Lankford
said. "I'm trying to make something happen."
Tony Fosses (1-0) pitched a
scoreless eighth for the victory.
Marvin Benard tied a career
high with four hits for the Giants,
who have lost consecutive games
for the first time this season.

Fisher's
courting
complete
•Murray High seeking
new basketball coach;
Fisher full-time football

"This is the first time the bullpen really gave it up this year,"
Giants manager Dusty Baker
said.

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
For the second straight year,
Murray High is in search of a
boys' basketball coach.
Rick Fisher, who doubled as
Murray's football and basketball
coach for the current school
year, resigned his basketball
post Tuesday. He will remain as
football coach.
"I took the job to try to keep
the ship afloat; a basketball or
football coach has to be a certified teacher, and last year they
only had one position available," said Fisher, a former
girls' head coach and assistant
who took over the boys' program when Cary Miller stepped
down following a 21-year career. "But this year they've got
several possible openings and
they need to get someone who
will be here for the long run."
The basketball team finished
7-15 this past season, but Fisher
said his reason for resigning the
position was to devote his full
attention to the football
program.
"Sometimes you can't base
success on a won-loss record,"
Fisher said. "Football is just around the corner and it's hard to
devote 100 percent to both basketball and football. I did it
this year and we would have
gotten it done somehow this
year again, but it would have
been very difficult."
Fisher credited assistant
coaches David Carr, Danny
Hudspeth, James Payne and
John Wooten for their efforts
this past season, including taking control of the basketball
squad during Fisher's brief
hospitalization.
"I surrounded myself with
good people and we had it all
covered, even in the times I
wasn't there," he said. "But any
sport now is almost year-round,
and if it's not, you pay the price
on the scoreboard.
"I never wanted to slight
either football or basketball, and
I don't think we did this year,"

The Cardinals did most of their
damage against the Giants' bullpen. Rueter left after six innings
having allowed only three hits to
Lankford, including his home run
in the first.

Spring Sports

MHS boys defeat
Lakers in tennis;
Lady Lakers fall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Four days after their first meeting of the season, Calloway
County and Murray High's boys
hooked up again on the tennis
court.
The results were the same.
Losing only one singles match,
Murray rolled to an 8-1 win over
the Lakers Tuesday at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts.
Jeremy Hunt led the way for
Murray, posting an 8-2 win over
Bryan Meurer at No. 1. Rohit
Tandon fought off Calloway's
Andrew O'Rourke 8-6 at No. 2
and Rahul Tandon knocked off
Laker Ty Fiebig 8-4 in the No. 3
slot.
At No. 4, Murray's Mark
Stockton was an 8-1 winner over
Ben Binford. Bryan Dennison
picked up a Murray win at No. 5,
beating Brad Wilson 8-1.
Calloway's only win of the day
came courtesy of Matt Roberts,
who grabbed an 8-5 victory at
No. 6.
In doubles, Hunt-Rohit Tandon
posted an 8-2 win over Calloway's Meurer-O'Rourke at No. 1.
Murray's Dennison-Stockton

swept Roberts-Fiebig 8-0 at No. 2
and Pickens-Rahul Tandon were
8-2 winners for Murray at No. 3
over Binford-Wilson.
Calloway hosts Marshall
County today at 3:15 while Murray visits Graves County for a 4
p.m. start.
BASEBALL
Murray 5-1, Carlisle 60
Murray and Carlisle County
split a doubleheader Tuesday at
Ty Holland field.
In the opener, Carlisle took a
4-0 lead in the second inning before Murray countered with five
runs in the bottom of the second.
But Carlisle added two runs in
the third to take the lead for
good.
The Comets outhit Murray 7-3,
with the Tigers committing two
errors. Brent Underhill took the
loss for Murray.
Murray also had three hits in
the second game, but Jake Thurmond's RBI single in the first inning proved to be all the Tigers
needed in a 1-0 victory. Thurmond was 2-for-2 in the game.
• See Page 3B

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Rohit Tendon, shown last Friday playing with doubles partner Jeremy Hunt, was an 8-6
winner over Calloway's Andrew O'Rourke in Tuesday's Murray-Calloway rematch.

See

Page 38

NBA Playoffs

Rockets sweep, Magic avoid elimination
Hill-led Pistons, surprising Suns move ahead 2-1
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer

F ig PhotO

Houston center Hakeem 0111jUWOCI led the Rockets' veteran lineup,
which swept Minnesota 3-0 in the Western Conference quarterfinals,
and now will get a long rest as they wait for their second-round
opponent.

The Houston Rockets can rest
easy over the next few days.
Everyone else who played Tuesday night can't.
The Rockets finished a threegame sweep of the Minnesota
Timberwolves with a 125-120
victory in the first playoff game
in Minneapolis since 1960. Houston now must await the outcome
of the Phoenix -Seattle series
"Experience is something you
can't teach," Clyde Drexler said.
"We certainly have a lot of it,
and it showed in this series."
The Miami Heat also had a
chance for a sweep, but they blew
a 20-point first-half lead and lost
88-75 to the Orlando Magic.
Detroit and Phoenix took 2-1
leads in their best-of-5 series, the
Pistons beating the Atlanta
Hawks 99-91 and the Suns defeating the Seattle SuperSonics
110-103.
Chicago and the Lakers will be
looking for sweeps when their series resume tonight. The Bulls,
who lead the Bullets 2-0, play at

Washington. Los Angeles, with a
2-0 lead over the Trail Blazers,
plays at Portland.
Houston finished off the Timberwolves by shooting 15-for-28
from 3-point range. Matt Maloney went 6-for-8 from behind the
arc and scored a career-high 26
points, and Mario Elie was
4-for-5 from downtown with 21
points.
Although Minnesota outrcbounded the Rockets for the first
time in the series (41-31), Houston shot 60 percent for the sweep.
"They came in and made every shot," said Doug West, the
only original Minnesota player
left from the 1989-90 expansion
season. "We did everything humanly possible to beat them in
this series, but they were focused
and got the job done."
Minnesota closed to 119-116
on a 3-pointer by James Robinson with 1:13 left, but Barkley
answered with a I5-foot fadeaway jumper to make it 121-116
with 53 seconds remaining.
Although it had been nearly
four decades since the last NBA

playoff game in Minneapolis, the
fans acted like postseason veterans from the start.
They taunted Kevin Willis during warmups after Willis' run-ins
with Sam Mitchell during Game
2, and they were on their feet
several minutes before player introductions, waving towels.
"It's a great night for Minnesota basketball," Wolves coach
Flip Saunders said. "But it's only
the beginning."
Magic 88, Heat 75
At Orlando, it looked like
another blowout victory when the
Heat took a 35-15 lead early in
the second quarter.
But Orlando came back behind
the play of Penny Hardaway, who
scored 42 points, and third-string
point guard Darrell Armstrong,
who had 21.
"I think it's a series again. I
think the pressure's back on
them, the way we played tonight," Hardaway said. "It definitely gives us a lot of confidence
to come into Game 4 and try to
win that one."
The winner of the series will

face New York in the Eastern
Conference semifinals. The Heat
denied they were looking ahead
to the Knicks after getting off to
the fast start.
"We didn't look past them.
We came out with the intention
to blow them out like we did the
previous two games," Alonzo
Mourning said. "No team is perfect. But I'm not worried. We
know what it's going to take to
win the next game and we are going to do it."
Mourning, who sat out much of
the second quarter in foul trouble,
led Miami with 17 points and 17
rebounds. Voshon Lenard had 14
points and Tim Hardaway scored
12, but shot only 4-for-16 for the
Heat, who attempted 30 3-point
shots and only made eight.
Pistons 99, Hawks 91
At Auburn Hills, Mich., Grant
Hill scored 24 points with eight
assists and four rebounds, Lindsey Hunter scored 26 on
11 -for-17 shooting — including
4-for-5 on 3-pointers — and Otis
II

See Page 38
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29-9.
getting

the save.

Murray (3-9) plays at Fulton

Calloway Boys' Basketball/Golf Banquet

cut the lead to 15-9 in
the fourth, but in the

Calloway County

beat

to

day

Shane Andrus was the winning _
pitcher, with John David Poynor
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Fourth
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for
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4:30 both

Marshall
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today

begin
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days.

Calloway (3-5) gave up 13
walks and committed six errors
on the day, and was only outhit
15-9.
-The six errors and all the
walks are what killed us," said
Lady Laker coach Tommy Greer
"We did a decent job in the first

SOFTBALL
Mayfield 29, Calloway 9
MAYFIELD — Taking advan-

and second innings, but we hurt
"
ourselves in the third.
Calloway led 8-6 heading Into
before

third

of the

bottom

tage of six walks and two errors,

the

Mayfield blew open a close game

Mayfield rallied for nine runs on
only four hits. The Lady Lakers

with a nine-run third inning Tues-

Members of the Calloway County boys' basketball teem winning awards
at Tuesday's banquet at Seven Seas restaurant were: (FRONT ROW,
FROM LEFT) David Greene (MVP, Defensive, Rebounds, Senior), Austin
Wyatt (Assists, Fre. Throw), Sean Stonecipher (Most Improved,
Acadomk, Senior), Josh Morton (Coach's Award, Senior), (BACK) Kyle
Tracey (Academic), Payton Patterson (Academic), Josh kicKesi (Rebounds, Senior), John-Eric Yezerski (Coach's, Academic)

applicants.
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playoff career -high 29

a

points and the Suns overcame
eight 3-pointers by Gary Payton.
had

Chapman

Rex

23

points

and Kevin Johnson had 22 points
and eight assists for Phoenix,
which got crucial baskets off offensive rebounds late in the game

by

Cedric Ceballos and Hot Rod

Williams.
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"I got to know more of them,
and hopefully that benefitted the
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kids,
right by them. We established a
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look

our

little

league, freshmen and JV teams,
we had good coaches who

and

were willing to work

with the

kids."
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David King

eight hits and walking two in two

State scored
bottom of the third inning to
blow open a one-run game and
roll to a 13-4 win over Murray
State Tuesday.
Chad Vrbka's two-run homer
in the second inning pulled the
Thoroughbreds within 3-2, but
ASU rallied in the third inning
with four runs to push the lead to
8-2. The Indians capitalized on
two 'Breds errors and a home run
in the third.
Murray State (23-25) was outhit 17-7 on the day and Tommy

Suns 110, SuporSonics 103

with stu-

Staley took the

JONESBORO, Ark. — Arkanfour runs in the

added 16 points.
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1997 Dodge Avenger, 2 dr., auto., 6 cyl., 13,xxx miles
1996 Maxima GXE, white, 17,xxx miles, sun roof, spoiler
1996 Maxima GXE, ruby, 140 miles
(12) 1996 Mazda 626 LX, automatic program cars, low miles, good colors
1996 Aitima GXE, red, 12,xxx miles
1 red, 1 white
(2) 1996 Protege LX, auto, low miles,
5,xxx miles
roof,
sun
auto.,
1996 Sentra GLE, black,
1995 Quest GXE, white, duel NC
1995 Nissan Altima SE, 5 speed, sun roof, spoiler, 8,7xx miles
1995 Toyota Camry LE, red, 23,xxx miles
1995 Toyota Camry LE, white, 26,xxx miles
1995 Toyota Corolla DX, black, sun roof, 28,xxx miles
1995 Nissan 4x4 King Cab, auto., green, 6 cyl.
1995 Nissan 4x2 King Cab, green, auto., 23,xxx miles
1995 Maxima GXE, maroon, moon roof, 38,xxx miles
1995 Maxima GXE, white, moon roof, 39,xxx miles
1995 Nissan Cab + 4x2, auto., black
1995 Nissan Cab + 4x2, 5 speed, 19,xxx miles
1995 Nissan Pathfinder LX 4x4, black, leather
1995 Quest GXE, red, duel A/C, 6 cyl
1995 Ford Mustang Convertible LX, red, 6 cyl.
1995 Maxima SE, green, moon roof, spoiler
1995 Nissan 4x4 King Cab, 20,xxx miles, black
1995 Maxima SE, white, moon roof, spoiler
1995 Mazda MX6, auto., moon roof, spoiler, 25,xxx miles
1994 Quest GXE, black
1994 Pontiac Grand Prix, red, 1 owner, 42,xxx miles
1994 Honda Del Sol "S", black, leather, 32,xxx miles
1994 Mazda 626 LX, silver, auto., rear spoiler
1 white, 1 black
(2) 1994 Mazda Wats Convertibles,
31,xxx miles
loaded,
1994 Anima SE, silver, 5 speed,
colors
good
bles,
Converti
SX
(5) 1993 Nissan 240
1993 Corvette Convertible Anniversary Edition, loaded
Collectors Edition,
1993 Harley Davidson - Heritage Softail Nostalgia
miles
13,000
new,
1 owner, like
1992 Nissan Stanza XE, blue, A dr., auto
1992 Nissan Maxima SE, gold, leather, sun roof
1992 Dodge Dakota LE Cab + auto., 6 cyl
1991 Nissan 240 SX, coupe, white
1991 Nissan 240 SX SE, fastback
1991 Mazda MPV, 6 cyl., white, 55,xxx miles
1991 Maxima SE, maroon, sun roof, spoiler
1991 Nissan Sentra XE, 4 dr., 5 speed
1990 Nissan 300 ZX 2+2 with leather, 5 speed
1990 Acura Legend, 4 door, loaded
1990 Nissan Hard body 4x2 reg cab, 6 speed
1990 Dodge Dakota LE Cab + auto., 6 cyl., 1 owner
1989 BMW 325 I Convertible, white, 45,xxx miles
1989 Buick Regal, 2 door, white, great condition
1988 Chevrolet Cab + 4x4 GMT 400
1988 VW Convertible, blue, auto.
1987 Chrysler 5th Avenue, 89,xxx miles, good condition
1987 Mazda Truck LX, blue, 1 owner, 48,xxx miles
1988 Honda Accord LX, auto
1993 Toyota Tercel, 4 dr., 5 speed
100•A restored,
1956 Bt....lick 51:14)Clal aesiçortlbIe - Mint Condition,
original equipment - /40 RUSTflI

which

coach

and

years

Arkansas State tops
Thoroughbreds 13-4

Members of the Calloway County boys' varsity cheerleading squad honored at Tuesday's banquet were: (from left) Ames Henson, Emily Pyle,
Whitney Coleman and Shea Stonecipher.

Marshall

hosts

County on Thursday in a double-

"Coach Cary Miller led the Tigers

this

effort.
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Sponsored By:

Fisher added. "We had a good
year and we were very competitive in a lot of games. But they
need somebody here who can
devote all of their time to
basketball."
In a prepared statement, MHS
principal Dan Hampton said the
school will begin an immediate
search to fill the position, which
will be posted today and will remain posted for 30 days as mandated by state law. The school
will also establish a screening
committee to evaluate the

program

the inning Mayfield
game by plating 14 runs.
Missy Stubblefield swung a big
bat for Calloway l'uesday,
pounding two triples, a single and
two RBIs. Patricia Greer and Jessica Norstvonhy also drove home
two funs.
Jenni Pigg, Kelia.Easley, Whitney Morris and Christie Adams
also contributed to the offensive

Hampton said in the statement.

thank coach Fisher for an out-

the top of
tx)ttoni of
ended the

I SCOREBOARD
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Brass band festival set for June 13-15 at Danville
From toe lapping ragtime to
Tubby the Tuba,there will be mustt
for everyone at the 1997 Great
American Brass Band Festival in
Danville June 13-15.
The eighth annual festival, which
is known as America's Greatest
Band Concen in the Part, will
feature 20 different performing
groups and is expected to draw more
than 45,000 brass band enthusiasts
for the three-day event. This unique
festival, which is centered on the
campus of Centre College, recap-

tures the relaxed charm and nostalgia of a bygone era in American
history with a full weekend of fret
concerts by brass bands and brass
ensembles of all kinds. Acclaimed
internationally as the premier event
of its kind, all of the festival
concerts and most other festival
events are free and open to the
public.
Set in one of America's most
picturesque communities, recent
year's festivals have drawn visitors
from all 50 states and as many as 30

Tilers Body Shop, Inc,
(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
(Large or Small)

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134

Consumer Alert
Educaton
ederat Trade ComrssslOnN Bureau &canonic, Protection 11 Office ot Consumer and Business

Federal Job Fraud
ou don't have to pay for information about

y

job vacancies with the U.S. Government
or U.S. Postal Service. But many Americans are
victimized by scam artists who sell information
about federal job opponuruties. These scam
artists advertise in the classified sections of
newspapers and offer --- for a fee — to help job
seekers find and apply for federal jobs Some
companies try to confuse consumers by using
names like the "U.S. Agency for Career Advancement," or the "Postal Employment Service." which sound like federal agencies.
Scam artists may lie about the existence of
federal job openings in your area. For example,
the Postal Service has few vacancies for permanent full-time jobs. Postal Service hiring takes
place through 85 district offices at the local level
and when positions are announced, they often
are advertised a very short time Your local post
office is the best source of information about
current openings.
Information about U.S. governmentjobs is
awiliablefree Federal agencies and the U.S
Postal Service never charge application fees, sell
study guides for job tests, or guarantee that an
applicant will be hired. If positions require a
competitive examination — and many do not -hiring agencies typically offer free sample questions to consumers who sign up for the exam
The Federal trade Commission and the U S
Office of Personnel Management sit', certain
techniques usually can tip off consumers to job
scams

•t. lassified ads or oral sales pitches that imply
an affiliation with the federal government.
guarantee high test scores or jobs, or state
that "no expenence is necessary "
•Ads that offer information about -hidden' or
unadvertised federal jobs
•Ads that refer to a toll-free phone number
Often in these cases, an operator encourages
you to buy a -valuable" booklet containing
job listings, practice test questions, and tips
for entrance exams
•Toll-tree numbers that direct vou to other
pay-per-call numbers for more information
Under federal law, any solicitations for pav
per-call numbers must contain full
disclosures about cost. Also, the solicitation
must make clear if there is an affiliation with
the federal government You must base a
chance to hang up before you incur any
charges
If you haNe concerns about a company 's
advertisement for employment services, contact
the following
•Federal Trade Commission, 202-326-3128
•US.Postal Inspection Service, I -800-654. 88%
•The National Fraud Information Center
(NFIC), a project of the National Consumers
League, I -800-876-7060. available
weekdays, or at WwW.fraIiii.Org on the
Internet
•Your state attorney general, or your local
Better Business Bureau

foreign countries, according to festival organizer George Foreman,
managing director of Centre College's Norton Center for the Arts
and director of Danville's Advocate
Brass Band. "Although the festival
now attracts thousands, it still retains the small town charm and
hospitality which made it famous,"
Foreman said.

Ragume music will be a special
feature of this year's festival. A
national conference on June 13 will
explore the ragtime era with presenuitions by leading historians and
ragtime performers from throughout the United States. On June 14 a
special ragtime tent will feature
performances by pianists Scott
Kirby and Richard Zimmerman as
well as the New Walnut Street All-

Sunday morning.

Star Orchestra. Visitors will even
have an opportunity to learn ragume
dances with instructors Renee Camus and Edward Stanford of
Baltimore.
Other festival highlights include
a hot air balloon race on Friday
evening, a Saturday morning parade, the Great American Picnic on
Saturday .evening, and an ecumenical community church service on

G
For more information about
America's greatest band concert in
the park, write the Great American
Brass Band Festival at P.O. Box
429, Danville, Ky.40423;or call the
Danville/Boyle County Chamber of
Commerce at(606)236-2361 or the
Danville/Boyle County Visitors Bureau at (606) 236-7794.

Two administrators killed in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Two nursing home administrators
were gunned down as they left
work, and police were questioning a fired nursing assistant described by co-workers as mentally unstable.
No residents of Jefferson Place
nursing home or other employees
were injured. An employee of the
nursing home said no residents
were ever in danger.
Deborah Bell, 46, the acting
administrator and executive director, and Patty Eitel, 43, nursing director, were shot about 5:30
p.m. EDT Tuesday as they
walked onto a sidewalk that led
to the parking lot of the eastern
Jefferson County facility.
The women were dead when
emergency workers arrived. Both
died of multiple gunshot wounds,
Jefferson County Deputy Coroner
Linda Knopf said.
About a half-hour after the
shootings, police stopped a car on
Interstate 65 near the Brooks exit
in Bullitt County to question the

calls made to the suburban
driver, a woman who police said
Graymoor-Devondale police dehad been fired by the nursing
partment from Jefferson Place to
in
found
home. A handgun was
see if any were because of threats
the car, Jefferson County police
the suspect had made to the
Chief Ron Ricucci said.
victims.
Police did not identify the woBobbi Briggs, a Jefferson Place
man, but WHAS-TV of Louiswho answered the—
employee
with an
ville spoke
phone shortly after the killings,
Elizabethtown-area couple who
said she was in a patient's room
said the suspect was their
when the shootings occurred.
a
23,
Harris,
daughter, Kimberly
Her voice shaking, Ms. Briggs
former nursing assistant. Televisaid the suspect was a former emsion footage showed the suspect
calmly being taken into custody . ployee who left the nursing home
a few months ago "under not
along the interstate.
pleasant circumstances."
No charges had been filed by
"This former employee was a
Tuesday night, and police said
sick person, and that takes care of
the suspect vomited during quesit all," she said.
tioning and had to be taken to
Brittany McCorkle, a nurse's
University Hospital.
aide at Jefferson Place, told
After the shootings, two police
WHAS radio that the suspect was
chaplains tried to console people
fired after she was taken from
at the 6-year-old nursing home. work to a mental facility about
five months ago.
Witnesses reported hearing as
"She just started wigging out
many as 10 or 11 shots.
and asked to be sent to a mental
Officer Troy Riggs, a Jefferson
hospital and they did," she said.
County police spokesman, said
Rina VanKleef, who said she
police were checking records of

had been a nursing supervisor at
Jefferson Place from December
1995 to April 1996, said Ms.
Eitel had tried to look out for the
suspect.
Ms. VanKleef said the suspect
worked well with patients but
would some- times become angry
over minor incidents — for example, being asked to move her
car from a reserved parking
space.
Officials with the EPI Corp.,
which owns Jefferson Place, declined to answer questions about
the shootings but is sued a statement through a spokeswoman,
Linda Nugent:
"We have suffered a great loss
to day. We feel great sadness for
the families, and we will do evewthing we can for them. People
from our other facilities are here
to ensure residents and employees are well taken care of," the
statement said. "We thank the
community for their support and
love during this difficult time."

Social Security will stagger payments
WASHINGTON (AP) — Not
all senior citizens will get their
Social Security payment on the
third day of the month anymore.
Instead, new retirees who first
become eligible for Social Security this Thursday, May 1, or later will get their benefits on
either the second, third or fourth
Wednesday of each month, depending on their birthday.
For senior citizens who were
receiving benefits before May 1,
and people who get Supplemental
Security Income disability benefits — commonly known as SSI

— the third-of-the-month payment date won't change.
Acting Social Security Commissioner John J. Callahan said
he is phasing in the new payment
schedule to prepare for the huge
increase in the Social Security
Administration's workload expected when baby boomers retire.
"As our beneficiary workload
climbs from nearly 43.7 million
today to 76 million by the year
2025, it is critical for us to
change our payment pattern to
maintain responsible, high quality service," Callahan said in

his announcement of the change
Tuesday.
About half of Social Security
beneficiaries get checks through
the mail and half have the
monthly payment — on average
$745 — electronically deposited
into their bank accounts. Besides
getting the payments out, the Social Security Administration must
field questions and complaints
each month.
New retirees affected by the
change — about 2.6 million this
year — can still predict when
their cash is due.

Those with birth dates between
the first and 10th will get their
benefits on the second Wednesday of each month. Those born
between the 11th and 20th will
always be paid on the third Wednesday, and those with birthdays
the 21st through the 31st will get
their money on the fourth Wednesday of each month.
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We have something for everyone
For The Adults
Meet

We.IT ()eta fleTe

so

Ise Is plan mid lake lie
trip el me dreams

David Wooten
Saturday, May 3rd
from 1-3 p.m. and
have him autograph

We're Outta Here!
How to plan and take the trip of
you dreams.

Get A 10x20 Insulated Room
Installed On Your Deck
Or Patio For

$9,78tr
— Call For Details —

=CD

PURCHASE AREA HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO., INC.
(Formerly Aluma-Kraft Retail Division)
3125 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY • 443-7558
Toll Pree in Kentucky or Illinois 1-800-406-9009

David Wooten

For The Kids
Meet

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE

'The Wild
from Where
Things
by Maurice
STORY AND PICTURE'S BY MAURICE SENDAK

Thing"
the Wild
Are
Sendak

Friday, May 9th from
4 to 7 p.m.
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,Remember Mother's Day May 11th •

35% off all
hardcover
bestsellers

25% off all
bestselling
CD's &
cassettes

1307 N. 12th St.

753-7323

(641 N. 1/4 mile North of
Wal-Mart, next to Carroll Tire)
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Woman sues to get attorney
reinstated on murder case
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GREENEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The alleged leader of a group
of Kentuckians charged in a Tennessee triple slaying sued a judge
Tuesday to get her Kentucky attorney back on the case.
Eric Conn of Stanville, Ky.,
filed the suit in U.S. District
Court at Greeneville on behalf of
Natasha Wallen Cornett. Ms.
Cornett, 18, of Betsy Layne, Ky.,
claims Greene County General
Sessions Judge James Carter violated her constitutional rights by
dismissing the lawyer she chose.
"It's never something you do
lightly," Conn said Tuesday.
"We're proud of our conduct on
this case and that's why we're
going full speed ahead."
Cornett and five others are
charged with murder in the April
6 slayings of three members of a
Jehovah's Witness family off Interstate 81 near Greeneville. A
2-year-old boy survived with
gunshot wounds to the eye and
chest.
Carter kicked Conn off the
case April 18 after Conn's Tennessee co-counsel quit, citing
ethical concerns. Thomas Bandy

III of Kingsport said Conn was
reportedly already discussing movie and book rights, and that
Bandy had been warned his law
license would be in jeopardy if he
stayed on the case.
Carter said Conn failed to meet
all the paperwork requirements to
practice in the state.
In the lawsuit, Conn said he
did file all the papers in a timely
manner. And he said there was no
urgency since a preliminary hearing scheduled for April 23 had already been postponed until May
21.
"Plaintiff submits that permitting plaintiff only four hours on a
Friday to obtain new local
counsel in any criminal case is on
its face arbitrary," the suit said.
"The arbitrary nature of defendant's act is more apparent due to
the fact that plaintiff's criminal
case is highly unpopular, resulting in an apparent dearth of lawyers who are willing to undertake representation in plaintiff's
case."
Carter appointed two Tennessee attorneys to represent Cor-

nett, but Cornea said in the lawsuit that she never asked for
them. Ms. Cornett has said she
doesn't think she will get a fair
trial with local attorneys.
Ms. Cornett is asking for an injunction to stop the new auonteys
from acting on Ms. Cornea's behalf. She also wants the court to
order Caner to give Conn more
time to get another Tennessee attorney to help him on the case.
Caner had not read the suit and
declined to comment. Stacy
Street, one of the court-appointed
attorneys, declined to say
whether Ms. Cornett was cooperating with him and co-counsel
Robert Cupp.
"That's between the two of
them," he said. "Mr. Cupp and I
are just going to continue to represent Ms. Cornett like we were
asked to do by the court until we
are told otherwise."
Ms. Cornett claims to be the
daughter of Satan, and that she
and the others were on a mission
to incite a youth rebellion against
the Christian establishment. Police have not said who they believe to be the shooters.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Whitewater prosecutors summoned FBI agents before a federal grand jury Tuesday to testify
about conflicting statements in
the White House travel office
affair.
Among the witnesses was FBI
agent Howard Apple, who has
said he and other agents were
told in 1993 by then-associate
White House counsel William
Kennedy that the travel office
matter had the interest of those,at
"the highest levels" of the White
House.
Kennedy denies making any
such statement to Apple and several other FBI agents.
At the U.S. Courthouse, Apple
said his grand jury appearance involved the travel office matter.
President and Mrs. Clinton say
they had nothing to do with the
firings of longtime White House
travel office employees and their
replacement with Little Rock,

een
eir
esrn
ill
edys
get
ed-

Ark., associates of the Clintons.
A memo by presidential aide
David Watkins, which surfaced in
1996, says first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton directed the purge of
the travel office, which makes
travel arrangements for newsmedia representatives traveling
with the president.
Following a public furor over
the dismissals, most of the fired
employees were offered new
jobs. The travel office's director,
Billy Dale, was tried — and
acquitted — on charges that he
stole $68,000.
The charges against Dale resulted from the Clinton White
House's calling in of the FBI to
launch a criminal probe of the
travel office.
Kennedy, a former law partner
of Mrs. Clinton, has returned to
the Rose Law Firm in Little
Rock.
The grand jury in Washington
that prosecutors are using to in-
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vestigate the Whitewater affair
and the travel office was created
in 1995 and is due to expire
shortly.
Prosecutors have not indicated
whether they plan to continue the
Washington phase of the
investigation.
In obtaining a six-month extension of a Whitewater grand jury
probe in Little Rock, prosecutors
said last week the grand jury
there has gathered "extensive
evidence" of possible obstruction
of justice, including witness tampering, perjury and document
destruction.
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Former Peruvian hostages try
to restart lives, go back to work

NApAo AutoCare

LIMA, Peru (AP) — Father Julio Wicht has returned to the pulpit, eager like the other hostages
to resume work after nearly four
months inside the Japanese ambassador's residence.
For the 71 hostages freed in a
daring rescue a week ago, the
time has come to restart lives put
on hold when 14 Tupac Amaru
rebels stormed the diplomatic residence during a Dec. 17 cock9i1
party.
Many of the Peruvian congressmen, Japanese businessmen,
police officials and other diplomats who were freed also have
-eturned to work. Both Japanese
Ambassador Morihisa Aoki and
Bolivian Ambassador Jorge Gumucio plan to return to their
posts in Lima.
Foreign Minister Francisco
Tudela, who was shot in the
ankle during the rescue, is convalescing at a military hospital
and plans to return to his post in
coming weeks. Supreme Court
Justice Luis Serpa Segura, who
was shot in the abdomen, may.
need longer to recover.
Wicht could have been released in the first days of the crisis when the rebels set free most

Center

674

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

"The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Murray"
For 35 Years

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — A
leopard that escaped from its
cage at an animal sanctuary and
killed a woman was shot to death
as it loped up a road after dark.
The Persian leopard burst out
of its cage and attacked the woman Monday in a fenced run at
the Oak Hill Center for Rare and
Endangered Species. It ran into
woods and came out more than
seven hours later after authorities

•6 Months/6,000 Miles on
Approved Services
• Covers Parts and Labor
• Customer Hotline

619 South 4th St.

Murray, KY

warned the hostages through a
secret radio receiver that they
were about to storm the mansion.
He thought it was a joke at first.
President Alberto Fujimori,
meanwhile, vehemently denied
that mediators or doctors were
used to smuggle listening devices
to the hostages.
He said Monday that intelligence agents smuggled in the receivers, which were used to help
plan to the raid.
Wicht, a Harvard-educated
economics professor with a thin
mustache and a wry smile, said
he wasn't sure all of the beaming
students would be so happy to
see him.
"(Rebel leader Nestor) Cerpa
told me at one point "several of
your students are asking me not
to let you go,— he joked.
Wicht was not the only hostage
eager to return to work.
Aoki returned to Tokyo on
Monday to convalesce and brief
his superiors about the crisis, but
said he wants to go back to his
ambassador post quickly.
"I wanted to return to work as
soon as possible," said Aoki, 58.
"For many people of my generation, work is a drug for me."

Leopard shot after killing woman

GUARANTEED REPAIRS
Our Service Work Is
Covered by the NAPA
AutoCare "Peace of
Mind" Warranty
Good Anywhere in
the U.S.A.!

of their captives, but he chose to
stay and minister to the other
hostages.
He and the others were freed
April 22 in a ferocious, lightning quick rescue assault by an elite
squad of Peruvian commandos.
One hostage, two soldiers, and all
of the rebels were killed in the
assault.
On Monday, he hugged and
kissed his students and celebrated
a Mass at the Universidad del Pacifico, a Jesuit-founded university
where he is a teacher.
"I often thought about returning to work (while I was a hostage), but it feels like a dream to
me now because I never thought I
would really be able to come
back," the Jesuit priest told The
Associated Press.
As he strolled the school's
grounds, he was surrounded by
students who congratulated him
for his bravery and for his 65th
birthday, which passed while he
was captive.
He never lost faith in God, but
said he was convinced that he
would not survive to see the outside of the compound again.
He was playing chess with
another hostage when soldiers

Giraffe dies
from broken
neck at zoo

753-6831

POWELL, Ohio (AP) — A
7-month-old giraffe ran into a
wall, broke its neck and died after being spooked by a fallen feed
barrel at the Columbus Zoo.
The steel cable supporting the
barrel snapped late Thursday or
early Friday.
Cheyenne, a reticulated giraffe,
had been born at the zoo.

Get carried away
with our
specials.

baited a path and its cage with
fresh meat.
The 60- to 70-pound leopard
apparently used its weight to
force open its locked cage to get
into the run, where the body of
Eunice Esquivel, 52, of Puerto
Rico was found.
She had been visiting her son,
who works at the center, and apparently had gone to feed the animals, which she had done before,
officials said.
After the leopard escaped, officers went door to door in the
lightly populated area to warn residents of the danger. Police met
school buses and escorted children to their homes.
Sharpshooters combed the area
and a police helicopter circled
overhead.
Sheriff's deputies opened fire
on the leopard, a male, after it
made one last leap for freedom,
coming down in a culvert along
the road less than half a mile
from its cage.
There was no attempt to take
the cat alive. It may have been

heading back to the compound to
return to its mate, officials said.
"Our concern is once an animal kills a human, it has a propensity to do it again," Sheriff
JohnWhetsel said. "We're not
going to take any chances."
He called the attack on Mrs.
Esquivel "savage."
Scott Aynes, the center's director, wouldn't comment before the
leopard was shot, except to say:
"At this time, our top priority is
the safety of the public."
The center rehabilitates injured
exotic animals before returning
them to zoos around the country.
Whetsel said it was licensed by
the state Wildlife Department and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. He knew of no previous
problems.
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Lawmakers may ease limit on gifts
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By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — At
the prompting of a senior House
Republican, members of a bipartisan ethics task force are discussing a proposal to ease the restricticri on gifts that lawmakers
imposed on themselves only 16
months ago.
Rep. Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y.
said he had approached Democrats on the panel about lifting
the current ban on meals and certain other gifts and replacing it
with the $50 limit in place in the
Senate.
In an interview, Solomon said
that the ban, "the way it is written today, causes great hardship
arid embarrassment to members.
... It seems to me we ought to
have the same rule the Senate has
because .1 think it would take
away the problems of members
unintentionally" running into
questionable areas.
Other lawmakers of both parties, willing to speak only on
condition of anonymity, also said
the current House rule is inflexible, occasionally leaving them
uncertain about what they can
and cannot accept and creating
embarrassing situations.
Solomon, who is chairman of
the House Rules Committee, said
Democrats he has approached

have been "very receptive" to
his recommendation, but he
stressed that no decision had been
made. Democratic aides said
some indeed were interested in
changing the rule.
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.,
who argued for the ban when it
was imposed, declined comment.
An aide to Democratic leader
Dick Gephardt of Missouri said
he believes the current ban
should remain in effect.
Any change would have to be
approved by a majority of the
House.
The bipartisan group, of which
Solomon is a member, is studying
the House's code of conduct in
the wake of the political polarization that developed during Gingrich's ethics case. While many
of the group's recommendations
are expected to deal with the
rules for filing and evaluating
ethics complaints in the future,
Solomon and others said a relaxation of the gift rules is also under
discussion.
The partial ban was approved
in November 1995 and took effect on Jan. 1, 1996. At the time
Republicans trumpeted it as fresh
evidence that their new majority
was intent on reforming
Congress.
"The simplest, the cleanest
and the clearest standard was to

say,'No gifts.— Gingrich said as
the rule was approved on a vote
of 422-6. Solomon was among
the supporters at the time.
In fact, though, opinion was
more divided on the subject than
the lopsided vote made it appear.
Earlier on the same day, 154 lawmakers voted on the losing side
of a proposal to permit acceptance of gifts worth as much as
$250 and to allow them to attend
expense-paid tennis, golf and ski
outings, as long as they disclosed
the gifts. Only after that was rejected did those lawmakers embrace the ban.
The House's current rule prohibits House members, officers
and employees from accepting a
range of gifts, with exceptions
provided for those from relatives,
personal friends and other members of the House.
While items such as personal
hospitality are exempt, the rule
bars lawmakers from accepting
free meals or tickets to sporting
or entertainment events such as
concerts.
permissible
"If a member or employee receives an impermissible item that
is perishable, it may be donated
to charity or discarded," said a
memorandum distributed to all
lawmakers' late in 1995. "All
other unacceptable items must be
returned or purchased at fair
market value."

Solomon's proposal would
loosen the policy, and permit
House members to accept gifts
worth up to $50.
In general, according to Republican and Democratic staff
aides, senior lawmakers tend to
favor relaxing the restriction on
gifts while more junior House
members, who tend to be more
reform-minded, generally oppose
it.
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GIVE BLOOD — SAVE LIVES

If you're looking for an activity where the whole family
can get involved, take a good look at martial arts. There's
benefits for everyone; kids love it because its fun and it
helps them work toward goals. builds self-esteem, and
teaches self-discipline.
Parents love taking the classes because Its a great way
to get in shape while learning to defend yourself in any
situation. And most importantly, its something you can
all do together. Call us today for class schedules and
more info!

Introductory Offer

29.95
(Includes Uniform)
Call Today M 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Missouri's GOP leader resigns after DUI
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP)
— The Republican leader of the
Missouri House of Representatives resigned that post today after his second arrest on drunken
driving charges.
Rep. Mark L. Richardson said
he would remain in his southeast
Missouri legislative seat. But Richardson, 45, said he was quitting
immediately as leader of the GOP
minority.
His arrest late Friday "proves
that people are not perfect. They
make mistakes," Richardson told
reporters.
Richardson was acquitted of
drunken driving in Arkansas in
1995 after convincing a judge
that cold medicine affected his
breath test for alcohol.
This time, Richardson said, he
intends to plead guilty to the mis-

demeanor charge of first-offense
drunken driving.
A state trooper said Richardson's car was weaving, he could
not complete sobriety tests and a
breath test showed a bloodalcohol level of .11. A reading of
.10 is considered legally intoxicated in Missouri.
Richardson would not discuss a
second misdemeanor charge filed
Monday — endangerment of a
child, a reference to Richardson's
4-year-old daughter, who was riding in his car when he was
stopped. He also declined to answer the question of whether he
has a drinking problem.
The drunken driving charge is
punishable by up to six months in
jail, while the child endangerment charge carries a penalty of
up to one year in jail.

WANT MORE EIHRTAINMENTP
DON'T WANT TO BUY A
SEIM DISH TO GET riP

Burglar takes son to break-in
ARNHEM, Netherlands (AP)
— Day care can be a hassle, even
for burglars.
Police in this central Dutch
city said Tuesday they had arrested a 32-year-old thief while
he was robbing a house — with
his 4-year-old son in tow.
The thief had broken a window
and was trying to steal stereo
speakers when neighbors who
heard the break-in notified police.

The child, who lives with his
mother, had been visiting the
father for a few days when Sunday's burglary occurred, said police spokesman Jos Klahorst. The
thief is in police custody. The
child was returned to his mother.
The local child protection
agency is considering taking
measures against the divorced parents, the national daily Algemeen Dagblad reported_ Tuesday.
_

West Tennessee Electrical Supply
is now this area's distributor
for

James r. moder

MS IS YOUR WCKY DAY.

Crystal Chandeliers
20-1/2"W. x 29"H
12 LITES, ROYAL
GOLD FINISH
ORDER #93105-22
$1,399.00
-L

SALE PRICE

STUT1NG
ABOUT A
DOLLAR ADA

24" W. x 31" H
21 LITES, ROYAL
GOLD FINISH
ORDER #93106-22
59920
$1,

SALE PRICE

With PRIMESTARs, you get programming, maintenance and all the equipment you need, starting at
about a dollar a day.* And you don't have to buy the dish. No other company has this to offer.
But that's not all. You get up to 160 channelst that are grouped by
program category. So you can always find what you want to

PRIMESINt--7

watch. You should be feeling luckier already.

THE BEST VALUE IN SATELLITE TV.

Call

28" W. x 34" H
30 LITES, ROYAL
GOLD FINISH
ORDER #93118-22

$2 199•°()
SALE PRICE

Stop by and
see the displays
in our showroom.

1-800-PRIMESTAR
(1-800-774-6378)

West Tennessee Electrical Supply
207 Memorial Dr.— Suite B • Paris

(901)642-7777
Sandy Cummins, President

mar* of Prirnestar Partners, L.P. •Prices may vary by region. Does not Include Installation and
channels coming this summer.
premium services. tFifty-flve new channels available in April. Ten additional PrimeCinema

PRIKESTAR is a registered service
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LBL celebrates Habitat Helpers
The Nature Station at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area is celebrating Habitat Helpers Weekend, Saturday
and Sunday, May 3-4.
Named one of the country's Top
75 Events by the American Horticultural Society, Habitat Helpers
Weekend offers a weekend full of
entertainment, staff-led trips, programs and workshops designed to
help visitors improve their backyard
habitat for wildlife.
"Many people are surprised at
how simple it is to improve habitat
for wildlife," said Peggy Gray,LBL
Education Supervisor. "Things like
planting a bed of flowers to attract

hummingbirds and butterflies, or
hanging gourds to attract purple
martins,can make wildlife welcome
in your backyard.
As Gray noted,attracting wildlife
has many positive benefits: purple
martins and bats, for example, are
insect eaters. Workshops on building bird houses and bat boxes,
landscaping for wildlife, and planting to attract purple martins, hummingbirds and butterflies will be
offered throughout the weekend.
The Kentucky Dept of Fish &
Wildlife Resources will be on hand
with booth showcasing the state's
backyard habitat improvement
program. There will also be plants,
i
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Gov. Paul Patton and the Revenue Cabinet sent several checks
totaling about $34,000 to various
Calloway County agencies. The
recipients of the largest amounts
are: Calloway County School,
$13,268; City of Murray, $11,536;
and Calloway County Fiscal Court,
$5,334. These funds are directly
linked to Revenue Cabinet EmpowerKentucky initiatives, specifically tangible personal property tax.
The Revenue Cabinet was
awarded $868,000 from Empower
Kentucky funding in an effort to
close the "tax gap" on non-compliant taxpayers. As a result of this
commitment, $9 million of additional revenue is expected to be
generated by June 30. Over S5
million of this money will be distributed among local districts like
Calloway County.
The statewide distribution to
local agencies for the quarter ending
March 30 totals $6.2 million and is
the largest distribution in the history
of property taxation, double any
previous distribution of local funds
from tangible personal property tax
revenue. Local governments and
school districts rely heavily on
property taxes to fund ongoing
operations. Over $2 million of the
increase can be directly attributed to
KRC's Empower Kentucky Tax
Gap efforts.

!•

bird houses and feeders, and bat
boxes available for purchase.
Offering entertainment throughout the weekend will be noted
environmental singer/songwriter
and recording artist Dale Crider.
Crider tours the country spreading
an environmental message in his
music. This will be his first appearance at Habitat Helpers Weekend.
Admission to the Nature Station
and all Habitat Helpers Weekend
programs is just $4.50 for ages 13 &
up, $3 ages 5-12. For more imformation, call (502) 924-2020 weekdays, or (502)924-2299 weekends.
Or visit LBL on the internet at
www.lbl.org
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YMCA DAY CAMP
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begins June 2, 1997
Includes field trips & swimming
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WAKE UP!!!

Quit Being
MISLED

We can match or beat Wal-Mart prices...
But they can't match or beat our service.
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37 years in business 11- We are the professionals
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Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606
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$1.49
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Murray State
University
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U.S.D.A. Boneless

Sliced Slab

Call 1 (800) 272-4MSU
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QUALITY MEATS
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First session begins May 15 JINN
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75- Margarine
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Del Monte

SUMMER SCHOOL
is cool when
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Sunshine

Chicken Breast 32.19 Lb.
Spilt

Chicken Breast
U.S.D.A.
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Swiss Steak
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Tip Steak
Sirloin
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• Courses for high school juniors and seniors (general education classes)
• Ovei 500 undergraduate and graduate courses available
• Nine sessions (and dates) from which to choose

Join Murray State's
largest summer school
Write to: Admissions Office, P.O. Box 9, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
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MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Mother, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
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Variety of Colors
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Masonite

CA Vinyl
Siding

......
1" Reinforced--1
"----Concrete
12" Blandex
Service Door
Under Vinyl Siding
Slab
Anchor Bolts In Concrete
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

FREE ESTIMATES

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE
Standard Models wlth Hardboard Siding
1./2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2'/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2'/2 Car (24x30)

Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding •

$3,680
$4,380
$4,680
$4,880
$5,380

1'/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2`/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2v2 Car (24x30)

34080
$4,780
$5.180
$5,380
$5.880

We Do Not Charge Sates Taxes...We Absorb That Expense...Compare Bottom litte Prices!

Philip Morris to assist foundation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Philip Morris USA announced
that it will contribute $5 million
to a new foundation that will give
farmers in burley-producing
states grants and loans to grow
more tobacco.
The Farm Income Improvement Foundation will provide tobacco growers with money to
build tobacco barns and test mechanized tobacco harvesters, and
for other projects, among them
finding ways to diversify their
crops.
Donald Mitchell, a tobacco farmer in Midway, said it is encouraging that Philip Morris is willing to invest money in American
farmers "after years of doing it
overseas."
Kentucky Farm Bureau President Bill Sprague said Philip
Morris' donation — to be distributed with future donations from
other companies — will help farmers grow enough tobacco to
keep pace with booming overseas
sales of American cigarettes. The
foundation is the brainchild of
the state Farm Bureau.
The announcement came Mon-

day as the leading cigarette companies indicated they expect to
buy more tobacco during the next
three years.
The announcements were designed to ease growers' fears about the uncertain future of tobacco. However, the cigarette
companies — including
Louisville-based Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. — said
they can't guarantee they will
buy more tobacco.
Last year tobacco farmers in
Kentucky, southern Indiana and
six other burley-producing states
sold the cigarette companies 524
million pounds of burley worth
$1 billion. Burley is a mildflavored, air-cured tobacco used
to make cigarettes.
Notice of the companies' intent
should send a message to foreign
growers, said Rod Kuegel, president of the Lexington, Ky.-based
Burley Tobacco Growers Co-op.
He said he hopes "they'll be less
aggressive" in raising cheaper
tobacco to compete with U.S.
farmers.
Paul Hornback, a grower in
Shelbyville, agreed. "Even

though it may not be a guarantee,
they are anticipating buying more
tobacco than they have in the
past. The farmer can make some
investments," he said.
Sprague said he and U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., have been
consulting with tobacco companies since record tobacco quotas
were announced in January to
find ways to "give growers the
confidence they need to meet the
increased demand."
The quotas — the amount of
tobacco the government will let
farmers sell — are part of a federal price-support system that
controls tobacco production to
ensure that farmers' incomes stay
above the cost of raising the crop.
For the last two years, though,
farmers have fallen millions of
pounds short of their quotas, because of weather and disease
problems and uncertainties about
the industry's future.
Tobacco companies are making
record numbers of cigarettes every year, and they need a sure
supply of leaf. As American farmers fall short, companies have
begun to turn to foreign growers
who can produce tobacco for ab-

out half the U.S. price, although
it is not quite of U.S. quality.
Some of the companies have
spent money helping farmers in
such places as Brazil learn to
grow tobacco and cure it in ways
that are beginning to approximate
the aroma and taste of American
leaf.
Ford and Sprague said Philip
Morris' $5 million foundation
gift will be used over five years
for "a variety of activities to help
tobacco growers meet their production quotas, as well as to improve overall farm income."
The first meeting of the foundation's 16-member board of directors, which is made up of farm
leaders from Kentucky, Tennessmeoendaa ny.d Indiana, was held
Sprague, who is also president
of the foundation's executive
board, said he hopes it will also
get financial help from nontobacco companies, such as
supermarket chains and chemical
manufacturers. That money, he
said, would be used to help farmers grow non-tobacco crops.

Boy to get mom's, grandmother's lung lobes
HEDGESV1LLE, W.Va. (AP)
— A 10-year-old boy who suffers
from cystic fibrosis will undergo
a rare transplant and receive
lobes from two other people's
lungs: his mother and his
grandmother.
Doctors have said Jordy Carper
has a year to live if he does not

have the surgery.
Doctors will remove one lobe
from Melissa Carper's lung and
one lobe from Jordy's 51-yearold grandmother, Sherilyn Barnhart. People have three lobes in
one lung and two in the other.
The women will lose about 20
percent of their lung capacity, but
that does not faze them.
"Would you elect not to give
your son a transplant?" said Mrs.
Carper, 28.
Both women matched Jordy's
blood type, a prerequisite for the

Gosh, kids are fun and incredibl

donation, said Steve Rutledge,
spokesman at Childrens Hospital
Los Angeles, where Jordy is to
receive the transplant sometime
soon. The exact date hasn't been
set.
Cystic fibrosis is America's
most prevalent fatal inherited disease, with 30,000 people now afflicted. The disease allows mucus
to clog the lungs, where infections can flourish and ultimately
lead to death.
The double-lobe transplant operation, an alternative to a trans-

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

4

plant of the lungs of someone
who has died, is unusual but not
unprecedented. In several instances, cystic fibrosis patients
have gotten lobes from each of
their parents.
Jordy, who is fond of the
Power Rangers and comedian Jim
Carrey, has been able to maintain
an A average even though he can
attend school only part-time because of his illness. Sam Huff, a
former West Virginia football
star and NFL Hall of Famer,
befriended the family and helped
pay their expenses.
"I'm excited," Jordy said. "I
Just want to get it done."

-Standard & High Risk

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

The wheel, it's believed, was
invented about 3500 B.C.

Hawkins Research
Computers & Information Services

ant some help with that?

1304-E Chestnut Street Murray, KY 42071

753 7001

Between business meetings, birthday parties, field trips,
and soccer, a wireless phone is practically a necessity.
-

Whatever it is that's been making you hesrtate. let it go Wireless phone
service horn GTE helps bong order to even the most chaotic lives. And
right now, you'll save money doing it. Three months free access and no
activation fee when you sign a two-year agreement. And if you're like
most people trying to simplify their crazy, hectic lives, it won't be long
before you wonder how vou ever got by without it.

FREE ACCESS
FOR THREE
MONTHS WITH
A TWO-YEAR
CONTRACT.

Intel Pentium 200MHz
32MB RAM
12X CD-ROM Multimedia Kit
15" SVGA Monitor
WIN95/Plus pkg.
Tons of software
Keyboard, mouse and more..

$1,999.00
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Summer Computer Camp
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The keyhole: Minimally invasive

The key: Columbia Centennial

heart surgery is the new technology

Medical Center was the first in the
area to offer minimally invasive heart
surgery to selected bypass patients
on a beating heart. Now we're among
the first to offer minimally invasive
surgery on a stopped heart for those
in need of either aortic or mitral
valve replacement or repair and for
some multiple-vessel bypass patients.

that allows physicians to operate on
the heart through a keyhole incision
three inches long. Unlike traditional
open-heart surgery, this causes little
trauma to the breastplate and results
in faster recovery, a shorter hospital
stay and less risk.

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 30. 1007

At Columbia Centennial,
we're your new leader in heart
care. And we're committed to a
vision of excellence in heart care in
middle Tennessee and southern
Kentucky.

COWMBIN
Healthcare has never worked
like this before.

At Columbia Centennial,
we have the key to your heart.
And we're
first to •
open the door
to new
heart care
technologies.
To get to the heart of the matter, call 1-800-COLUMBIA.

COWMBIA
Centennial Medical Center, Nashville,Tennessee
Greenview Regional Hospital, Bowling Green, Kentucky
Logan Memorial Hospital, Russellville, Kentucky
PineLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield, Kentucky
^),
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
211PIQY Ash

heasciay (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
300 per word. $6.00 minimum
1st ckry.6a per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra tor Shopper
(Tties. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tot

band box ads.
rafig-iifZifaZug22INVICI
A $2.00 Noe WIN be required to make
trW axing,* to ad otter deadline.

Card of
Legal NOUCC
Notice
Personals

010.
020.
025.

050.
Lost And Found
060.
-Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
070.
Position Wanted
090.
Business Opportunity
100.
Instruction
110.
130................................Computers
For Sale Or Trade
130

Thanks
. Want To Buy
140
_Articles For Sale
150.
_Appliances
155.
160........---.-- Ham Furnishings
Antiques
165
170...................... Vacuum Cleaners
.Lawn & Garden
180.
190................-.... Farm Equipment
195.
.Heavy Equipment
200.
.Spons Equipment
Firewood
Musical

210.
220-

I.. Memory
Miscellaneous
240
260.-Mobille Horne Lots For Sale
270.. .Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
210
285- Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
290
.Bunness Rentals
300
310......_.-................ Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
320
.Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360...........
For Rent Or Lease

060

Le*
Notice
All stored items in
storage units$22&
187 at Key MiniWarehouses, 1850
State Route 121
South, Murray,KY
42071, have been
abandoned and if
all charges for storage units 122& 187
are not paid in full
on or before May
16, 1997, Key
Mini-Warehouses
will have legal possession of all items
stored in storage
units e22 & 187. A
sale date for said
items stored in
storage units$22&
187 will be posted
at a later time.

Commonwealth
Of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department
of Highways
Notice To
Contractors
Sealed bids will be
received by the Department of Highways in the Division
of Contract Procurement and/or the Auditorium located on
the 1st Floor of the
State Office Building, Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00
A.M., Eastern Daylight Time on the 23
day of May, 1997 at
which time bids will
be publicly opened
and read for the improvement of:

5aPPY 917KDIDAy

THE BIG 5-0 POEM
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DON HERNDON!
He's turning the big 5-0 today,
and we couldn't let it pass without
having our say If we left it up to him - there would be no fuss,
but with a house full of women, it's
expected of us.
Don is a dad, uncle, husband, and friend,
who likes to surprise us with gifts on end.
His chuckle is contagious, his stories
keep you laughing,
insulated mugs are his trademark Chinese food is what's happenin'!
Don travels to the "plant" in his cool
maroon van,
listening to gospel and talk shows on AM.
If Paul or Rush say a product to try,
then you can be sure Don will buy!
Even though Don now lives in Kentucky,
he thinks that blue and white team is yucky.
His blood runs true orange and blue,
his loyalty is to "WAR EAGLE AU"
To know Don is to love him,
to us - none is above him.
He's hardworking, patient, fair,
and a godly man who lives to share.
Don, on this half-century day,
just think of the discounts coming your
way!
And, as you make your way down the
road to "OLD",
your family wants you to know we'll love you 'di zou're COLD!!

FD GR 97 0000065,
Marshall-Calloway
Counties. Bituminous Surface on Various Roads. See
Proposal For Additional Information.

May
SPECIAL

Readings, Boots, Demonstraws, Aura PhoIcgraphy, Iridology. Lectures every 30 minutes with $5
admission. A Pegasus Productions Fair.

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Litehouse. 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.
ojo
Reanissto
Waand
2 FEMALE students looking for roommate to share
beautiful 4br furnished
home. Utilities, phone included. $200/mo. Deposit

required. 759-8345.
050

Lost
And Found
FOUND Small brown dog
with red collar & blue tick
collar. Midway area
753-0093.

LOST- Grey metal tool box
Friday 4/25/97, along Fit
280/94. Between Blood
River Campgrounds & Murray. Call 436-5321.
LOST: Male black Lab, 2mi
South of Southwest School

20th Gas Grill
Bottle Refills

Monthly income
available'

($5.95 w/coupon)
B&B Brokers

100% reinsured'

701 South 12th
753-4389

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.
CONCEALED weapons
classes Weekly classes.
Call 800-699-8448, ask for
Richerd.

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

Parkin(' Lot Sale

ENGLISH FARMS"'

,SPECIAI,TY FOODS
10th &

LOST: Small Terrior mix

dog, white w

Arcadia • 7S3-0921

ts,

skills Attention to detail
and organizational skills
we key elements of this
position, as well as excellent interpersonal and communication skills for working with the public in person
and on the phone. Maocomputer skills required;
knowledge of MSWord 6.0
for Windows, Excel, Access, MSMail, and Internet
preferred. Job duties include the ability to function
in a busy environment; answering of multiple phones;
handling of multiple work
assignments simultaneously; and meeting with
and providing accurate information to faculty, students, and parents. Salary
$6.19 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources, Sparks

Wanted
Experienced
Meat Cutter.
References
Required.
Apply in
person at
Murray
Wal-Mart.
EXPERIENCED auto body
& frame technician. Excellent pay & benefits. Send
resume to: PO Box 1040-A,
Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED LPN or
CMA for busy medical office. Non-smoker. Send resume & salary requirements to: Dr. Melissa Mangold, 300 S 8th, Suite
305-E, Murray, KY 42071.
No phone calls please.

EXPERIENCED cooks
Apply in person, Workers
Cate, 901 Coldwater Rd, in
front of Tropics Tanning.
759-2288.

Hall, Murray State Univer- ESTABLISHED MD has
sity, PO Box 9, Murray, KY immediate opening for of42071-0009. An EEO, M/F/ fice RN or LPN, 28hrs/
D, AA employer.
FULL time mid- night, part
time afternoon cashier

needed. Apply between
7am-2pm at the Coastal
Mart on Chestnut St.
HIRING daytime & night
time help. Most be able to
work weekends Apply in
person at Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut St Ask to speak
to a manager

week. Please send resume
to P 0.Box 1040D, Murray, KY 42071.

erations, PO Box 147, Paducah, KY 42002-0147.

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/1/97 - 1/31/98
6/3/97 - 1/15/98
6/7/97 - 1/15/98
6/10/97 - 1/31/98
6/12/97 - 1/31/98
75% time guarantee,all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met $6.00/hr. - cutting/
housing. $5.68/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

wore/

area- Collect
7pm Reward,

Tobacco Workers Needed
6/1/97 - 12/15/97
6/1/97 - 12/22/97
6/1/97 - 12/31/97
6/5/97 - 12/15/97
6/7/97 - 12/20/97
6/9/97 - 12/20/97

060

CHURCH SECRETARY17.5 hours per week, prepare weekly bulletin/ newsletter, must be proficient

with WordPerfect. Send resume with references to:
PO Box 1040 F, Murray. KY
42071 by May 2st.
COMPUTER Users
Needed. Work own hours
20 K to $5 OK/yr.

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,free
housing to those beyond local recruiting

area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. &6.00/hr. - cutting/
Housing. $5.68/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.

CONCRETE finishers,
truck drivers, heavy equipment operators. Experience preferred. Pick up ap-

plication at 719 S. 4th St.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
POSITION- Handles order
entry, accounts receivable,
customer inquires General
accounting knowledge and
computer skills a must.
Must work well with others.
Send resume, salary history & references to: PO
Box 1040M, Murray, KY
42071
DAY help needed Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N
DISTRIBUTORS wanted
An opportunity to build your
own business in the wellness field Call 753-6079
and leave message
DRIVERS CDL qualified,
dump trucks 492-6141 or
753-1537
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home

Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• o•odrin.: are 2 days
Vs advance,

LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
OWN
HOURS
1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209

Murray Calloway County Park now
accepting applications for lifeguards. Applications may be
picked up at the Park Office on
Payne St. Deadline May 10th.
Phone 762-0325

PATTI'S 1880's Settlement
in Grand Rivers, now accepting applications for all
cook positions, bakers &
dishwashers Please apply
Mon-Fn.
POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
available. No experience
necessary. For information

call, 1-818-757-3141 Ext
1169.
SALES $35,000- $100,000
+/ yr. No exp req.- PT/ FT.
Open
territory.
1-800-365-7550 ext 72326.
SALES- FT/PT seeking individuals with boundless
energy to travel to college
campuses for major credit
card promotions. Reliable
& eager. Must have car.
1-800-592-2121 ext 300.
SECRETARY for auto related business. Will train if
necessary. Send resume
to: PO Box 1040-A, Murray,
KY 42071.
SEEKING mature woman
to babysit ten month old
child in our home three
days a week, minimum

070

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING is my business.
Home or office. Cali Linda,
759-9553.
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
HOUSE & office cleaning

Fast, efficient & reasonable.
Phone
(502)753-6199.
ROOM To Grow Preschool,
a reputable, prestigious
center with certified
teacher; low teacher/ child
ratios; -openings available
for one to three year olds.

Enroll your child today! Call
753-6578 to learn more about this innovative child development center.
WILL clean your home
Very reasonable rates,
trustworthy & dependable
Call 489-2199
WILL sit with elderly, sick.
Possible live-in Experience & references. Call
753-4590 for information
WILL sit with sick & elderly
References 436-5008

Help Wanted

1-800-348-7186 X 486

OFFICE HOURS.,

Heip
Wanted

Non-smoker. References
required. Please call
435-4635.
NATIONAL Co seeking
highly professional & ex- WELDER & pipe finer
perienced personnel in bill- Apply in person at Ernie
ing medicare, medicaid, Davis & Son's mechanical
job trailer, 1421 St FIt 121
etc. Accounting & computer
N., Murray, KY. Regional
experience a plus. Send
Special
Event Center.
resume to: Director of Op-

TIM

Guaranteed 5 years

REVOLUTIONARY new NUTRENA Feed now at
weight loss program "slen- State Line Feed Store lonow is finally available cated next to State Line
Bid proposals for all der
in our area. Guaranteed to Western World, 1.8 miles
projects will be lose weight or
your money
available until 9:00 back. Call for free cassette. West of Hazel, Hwy 893W.
502-492-6144. Horse feed
A.M.,Eastern Day- (502)527-0881 or $4.95l1 $1.00 off River Run
light Timm,Friday, (800)434-6918.
Dog Food.
May 2$,1907,at the
Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
proposals for all projects will be availilll iol .S 11 ill I
able at a cost of $10
each and remittance
payable to the State
• Wicker Furniture
Treasurer of Ken• Assorted Wicker Baskets
tucky must accom• Silk Flowers & Greenery
pany request for
Oriental Porcelain
•
proposals (Non-Re• Tins
fundable). Bid Proposals Ars Issued
• Storage Bins
Only To Preq ualifled
• Fixtures
Contractors.
• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Coffee
Specimen proposals
for all projects will
• Hard Candy
be available to all
• Chocolate, Cookies &
interested parties at
Other Specialty Food
a cost of $10 each
(Non-Refundable).
Sat., May 3rd • 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

Classified

experience. Must possess
strong bookkeeping, typing, and office procedure

510.
Campers
520......
Boats & Motors
...-...--...- Services Offered
Produc,
550......
560.-..... ....
...... Free Column
570...... .....
............... Wanted

060

fir*
V/antad

graduate or equivalent with
one year of general seaetarial experience required.
College education may be
exchanged year tor year for

on Crossland Rd.
492-8678.
LOST: Pomeranian on Cohoon Rd. Female, needs
medication has heart trouble. Call 753-0602.
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

495.........-...-.-..-................. Vans
410....... .....
Sale
420.
Horne Loans
430_...-........................Real Estate
435
Lake Pavony
440
Lois For Sale
450.
Finns For Sale
460
Homes For Sale

160

DEPARTMENT SECRET
ARY I at Murray State Uni
varsity Full time position
with benefits. High school

Sunday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

tion.

Bituminous Surface.

Notice

.Livestock & Supplies

390

He
Wanted

Metaphysical
Symposium
And Psychic Fair
Paducah, KY
May 3 & 4
Executive Inn
Saturday 10 am.-8 p.m

CB GR 97 0000008,
Calloway
County.
Grade, Drain, and
Bituminous Surface
on Various Roads.
See Proposal For Additional
Informa-

Calloway
County,
FDOF 018 0748 000001: The Brinn Road
(KY 748) from KY
1327(MP 0.000) extending northerly to
Valentine
Avenue
(MP 0.307), a distance of 0.307 mile.

'Advertisers are requested 00
MasterCard
Check the first Insertion ot
Aheir ads for any error, Muiray
& Times will be re.'Ledger
..
Happy Birthday
'-',"tiportsibi• tot only one tricot.Motorcycles rod Insertion. Any 'sew
365
For Sale Of Lease 470......
should be reported immedi370. Commercial eroperty for Sale
ately so corrections can be
380
Pets & Supphes 485.-.--.-.... Sport Guilty Vehicles
Mode.
490.
Used Cars

TOAME CALL 753-1916

$6.00 Coitertn Inch
ars tscm
td Is
40% Discount 3ad tuft
441 JAm Mg Ow MO4 Oar hied)
$2.00 per cokinvi Inch extra tot

ADJUSTMENTS

COME JOIN MATTEL, INC.
THE PREMIER PLAY COMPANY
MATTEL, INC. The world's leading play company has the following openings at its Murray. Ky.

Facility:
Human Resource Department has an opening for
an employee relations representative. Responsibilities include a wide variety of employee
relations activities including executing workforce
changes, staffing, policy administration. complying with federal and state regulations. B.S. degree
in related area preferred with minimum of 3 years
human resource experience required. Computer
proficient.
SR. BUYER/PLANNER

100
amebas.
Opportunity
FOR a small investment
you can have a turn- key
business you can do from
your home part time or full
time Call 753-6079 Leave
a message and we will
return your call
SMALL business for sale
Art supplies and framing
200 So 4th St, Court
Square Murray Business
shows continued growth
Call 436-2533 leave mes-

sage or 753-7201
120

Operations Department has an opening for a Sr.
Buyer/Planner. Responsibilities include developing and issuing short range schedules for mold
presses. Analyves long range machine loading.
Prepares manning requirement reports and monitors inventory. Associate degree in business/accounting preferred with a minimum of 3 years

related experience. Computer proficient AP1CS
•certified is required.
MATTEL,INC.offers a comprehensive salary and
benefits program.Please send your resume indicating current salary to:

Stan now No experience
Free supplies, info No obligation Send LSASE to
ACE,dept 1209 Box 5137
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

MATTEL, INC.
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E.
MURRAY, KY 42071-9564

LANDSCAPING. helpers
needed 750-5363.

An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
MR/INV
Please no phone calls

C133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi-Media Corporals
Computer 16BM/1 6GB
vet FREE training- FREE
software. Only $1499 00
753-7001
200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Multi Media Horne Computer 32AAB/2 1GB w/15' M
Tons of FREE software
FREE training Only
$1999 00 Hawkins Research 753-7001
8.99 PER megabyte for
standard 72 pm MEMORY.
FREE installation required
Located
inches east of

Papa John's Pizza 1304
Chestnut 763-7001

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVERS
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc.
has an immediate opening for DOT qualified tractor trailer drivers with at least 2
years experience. Work is primarily over
the road, steady, home each week. You
will earn excellent wages and a full
benefits package including major medical, vision, dental, prescription, retirement program, and much more. For
further details, call 502-753-1156. Must
pass DOT physical examination and drug
screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer

MARKETING
SUPPORT
Pashall Truck Lines is seeking an experienced individual in marketing support
for its Corporate Office in Murray.
Applicant should have experience in
sales, telemarketing, and customer service. Position requires excellent telephone skills and experience with computers. Exposure to the trucking industry is
a definite plus, but not mandatory. Position may lead to advancement.PTL offers
an outstanding compensation and benefit
package. Please send resume to:

3

l .

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES,INC

Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Human Resources-M
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ft
.1 1

Freedom Fest
Spring
City-wide
ANEW
Yard Sale

Saturday, May 3 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
100+ yard sales all over town!
Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for S1 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre in front of the new WalMart Supercenter on May 2 from 7:30 a.m.4:30 p.m. and on May 3 from a.m.-noon.
For more information, call 759-2199
or 1-800-715-5004.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65-/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3 Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-900-455-4199

I =MINNOW.
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le0
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120
Computers

1ENTS
*quested 10
Insertion of
not. Murray
will be rey one ktcorAn y error
ad Invited/.
ns con be

UVE IldTERMET training
with FREE manual, 6-9P1A
Monday's $49 prepaid
Other subiects avadabie
Hawkins R••••rch
753-7001

1,000 GALLON propane
ter* 436-5455
ANTIQUES. collectibles &
memorabilia. 1pc or all
you've got CM Larry at
753-3633

m.-5
re 2 days
of

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good. used
Mies, shotguns, and petals Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Park now
for lifemay be
Office on
May 10th.
25

DRIVERS
ervices, Inc.
r DOT qualith at least 2
rimarily over
h week. You
and a full
major mediption, retiremore. For
-1156. Must
tion and drug

COUCH & love seat light
blue mauve & Me Good
condemn 753-4575 Mar 5

DOUBLE seated papssan
chair, with burgundy cushion. 2mo oki Paid $250, will
Mite $150 fern 436-2647
leave message

KING size waterbed Headboard with mayor, double
drawer pedistal Day
753-4563, after 5pm
750-3366 ask for Mike

ENJOY a beautiful bathSUMMER Coasput•r room New products
Cass" Mr Kids ages 6-14 Fiberglass by the sheet.
1 week long, 812AM or 13esueful assorted oolors!
1 5PM,$149 Cal Heaton' Some as low as $5/sheet
White it last! Paschall SalResearch today and reps
vage,/. mile from Hazel on
ter 753-7001
Hwy 641 498-8964
Wail
Ts Ituy

OURS., .

HIGH GRADE LOGS OR
STANDING TIMBER.
LARGE OR SMALL
TRACTS. SPECIALIZING
IN WHITE OAK & POPALL
LAR.
1-800342-0942.
STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts. 502-753-2533.
WANTED' Riding mowers
that need work. 436-2867.
160
Aiticate

LOVE seat/ sole, modern
almost new. $150
(502)251-2077

MOVING Sale 2sofas, coffee table, corner table, dining table set, study chair
All very good condition
Cash only Best offers Call
or leave message
759-2022
MOVING Sahel Air condi
boner, stove, refrigerator,
microwave, kerosene heater, tan. Couch, char, coffee & end tables, bookshelf
Many other knick knacks &
curtains. Inquire May
1st-15th at 1210 Main St
9am-5pm or call 753-1252.
OUT Of Business. Mitchell
Carpet Sure. Roll rack for
stock vinyl, $200. 20 wall
racks, $20/ea. Mannington,
Congoleium, Dome° vinyl
racks, $100/ea Bruce,
Mannirvaton, Hartoo wood
racks, $100/ea. Copy machine, $275. Desk, $125
High/ low lit (Clark), with
pole & forks, $4,500. Floor
racks, $10/ea. Outside
lighted sign & pole (4yrs
Old), $300. 753-0779.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722

COLLECTION of Stephen
King novels Mostly hard
cover, some paperbacks.
Will only sell as set. $175.
759-0737, after 6pm.

155

Apathies*
ADMIRAL refrigerator
$100. 753-8743.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

ployer

HALEY'S
Ii1919Duck
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Murray.
xperience in

Phone: 753-6910

t. PM offers

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Headquarters
Complete Formal Wear
Business
25 yrs. Is

XfilrkeD.'9
Formal Wear and Limousine

n and benefit
me to:

TUXEDOS- '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from

FREE
'97 Charms
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

1488-367-4757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

•

es, Inc.
es-M
89
2071
mployer

dom Fest
pring
ty-wide
rd Sale
m.-3 p.m.
er town!
descriptions
for Si in the
office at the
the new Wal7:30 a.m.-

a.m.-noon.
ii

759-2199

el

FREE
11 Blade Pocket Knife
with every L.P. Gas purchase.
New 20 lb. Gas Tank $/9.95.
Used 100 lb. Gas Tanks $39.95
B&B Broker's
701 South 12th
753-4389
Ad Must Be Preseni

/ ALPINE
Nxid•bedroscpb.

Clarion Tr
4C.

fit irk ILA IC)p Co

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

65?
rate quote on
obey These
andard plans
s 65 to 65'/2,
re all guaranh.
ALIKE, your

Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jun Knight Sales & Inetaltellon Tom ToOcr FtO
Jay Knight
753-7728
Knorr;
Mith Knight
Miles South of Murray to
1Va
641
Hwy
Torn Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

ency

190
Fans
Equipmett

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now teking applicasons
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
treed on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDDS 1-800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

2 AND 3 bedroom apartments available! Come an
apply today! 'Carpeting
'Lots of closet space •
Range & refrigerator *Central heat & air 'Laundry
room on site' Playground
'Handicap accessible 'Equal Housing Opportunity.
Office hours: M-F 7:30arn
to 3:30prn Call 437-4113 or
TDINI 1-800-545-1833 Ext
287.

2BR, central h/a, ap
BALDWIN Fun machine or chances, lease, $375/mo.
gan Call 759-9439 leave 753-8096
message
2BR Duplex, c/h/a, w/d
hookup, deck, ceiling fans,
210
appliances furnished,
$425/mo. Deposit & lease
illimalaneous
required 436-5725.
JUST received, truckload 2BR duplex, central h/a,
of used commodes, sinks & w/d hook-up No pets
bathtubs. Sacrifice prices! 436-5960
We're overcrowded Paschall Salvage, /i mile from 2BR duplex, appliances,
Hazel on Hwy 641. fenced backyard, $415/mo,
498-8964.
deposit. Available 5/9.
KILN dried yellow pine saw 492-8393
dust. $25 a truck load, de- 2BR, near MSU. Aplivered. 753-4498.
pliances furnished AvailWEDDING PACKAGE. Af- able now. Coleman RE
fordable, romantic, elegant. 753-9898
Planned just for you. In- AVAILABLE IMMEDIcludes little chapel, Or- ATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apartdained minister, music, ments. Mur-Cal Apartflowers, bridal gown, m-o-h ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
dress, tuxedos, videos & Murray, KY. 759-4984
photos. Honeymoon suite, Equal
Housing
jacuzzi and limousine. On Opportunity.
beautiful KY Lake
1-888-367-6757 or
753-1300 free info. Mr. J's BRAND new 2br, 2 bath
Formal Wear & Limousine duplex, garage, stove, refrigerator. wld, deck.
Lease No pets. 1706 Oak270
hill Dr_ $600/mo 753-7457.

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, nice appliances &
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex w/garage. All appliances including w/d,central gas h/a. Lease plus
deposit, no pets, $575/mo.
906 N 201h. 753-3119

Howes
For Real
2 & 4BR houses Lease &
deposit required
753-4109

Eating'- Sleeping
Studying - Nail Biting

amp 759-6000
Don Hellkcause,
the mind can cure.

641 Storage
All Si/es
A‘atilahle

4 CAR garage 753-4509
OFFICE specs tor lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St.
753-8302 or 753-9621

Yard Sale
618
Lafollette Dr.
Fri., May 2, 8-12
Sat., May 3, 7-1
TV, clothes, 2 car
seats, baby bed, 2 recliners, vacuum,desk,
bumper
computer,
yard
table,
pool
statues, inquiries call
,759-0153.

2BR, central gas h/a, $450
plus deposit. 753-5592.
3BR, 14 baths, gas heat.
316 N 6th. No pets
$435/mo plus deposit. Appliances furnished.
762-4483 8am-4pm,
345-2748 after 5pm.
48R, 2 bath, 2 story brick
house. Ch/a, fenced yard.
767-9072.
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd. $600/mo. Central h/a. Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
SMALL house on private lot
7 miles East of Murray
Linzy Beane 436-2582.
360
For Real
Or Lame
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536
380
Pee
& Supplies
AKC Rothveiler 1st shots &
wormed, $150 527-5224
CHAIN link dog kennel,
12'X8', 6' tali, 4 runs with
houses $350 Call
753-5950
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
POINTER Bird Dog puppies, Silver Bullet blood
line Call 435-4201, after
6pm

s
BS Rental
houses,

Yard
Sale
6392 Pottertown Rd.
280 East
Thurs. & Fri.
May 1 & 2
7 a.nt-4 p.m.
Furniture, appliances,
other misc. items.

Yard Sale
1013 Sharp
Thurs. & Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Food processor, microwave, sewing machine,
bedspreads, lots of
books, good clothes,
Platgral1 dishes &
asst. housewares, shop
tools, plants and much
more.

Household Sellout
First lift on Cherry
Corner Road
Thurs., Fri. & Set.
May 1, 2, 3
sin.
Chifferola, aneque trunk,
sewing machine, fame remnana, portable washer,
baby furniture, toys, bedroom suits., soles, chars,
tv, tables, stereos, records dinette

Moving Sale
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
N East, 8 rialse, 1st
house on Witt past
Conoco Station.
Rain or Shine
Racing mower, trepans in
sort, roltop desk, trader,
books, stereo guns, antclue sewing machine, stor
ago cabinet sewing suppies, pictures tins, Ice of
misc.

Now Renting

apts., duplex's.

753-8767 'A. 759-4696
Come by for a list of availobilities.
MA Wale( Is Beadley Beak Corapasty.

NEED

Ennui
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Spring Construction

Special

$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
available.

,r-

-14,4418,4kihu

753-5585
300050 ft warehouse with
lift ceiling 602 Minas St,
Murray. For information,
753-8964

A little bit of everyplus baked
thing
goods.

2BR, central gas h/a, 121
N, 1 mile past Graves Co.
Line No pets, references,
lease & deposit required,
$350. 489-2440 leave
message_

DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
Stella on private lot,
$450/mo plus deposit
753-4058
HARDIN 14X60 2br,
clean, appliances, w/d
hook-up $325/mo $300
deposit 354-9907

15th & Main
Immanuel Lutheran
Church
May 3rd
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house &washer &
dryer, furnished. near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

1303 Chestnut St.

280

Ito KY

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

FREE CONSULTATION

2BR trailer for sale
753-9866

Weasel
UMW

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS

What dos mind can

1984 CHAMPION mobile
home 14X64 Must move.
Call
$ 1 3 ,000 .
502-382-2443.

Yard &
Bake Sale

LARGE 2br, central gas
his, super low utilities UM
ny room, appliances No
pets, quiet $395 & Lease
753-8828

1BR apartment partically
1966 INTERNATIONAL, furnished, water paid, close
42 horse, with brand new to campus. $235/rno No
engine, with implements, pets. 753-1203.
$5,000. 436-2455.
1BR apartment, all ap1995 NEW Holland 408 dis- pliances including washer
ci:one, 256 New Holland & dryer. Cal Mur-Cal Rerake & adder. Both like alty, 753-4444
new. 435-4201 after 6pm 1BR, nice, appliances furnished. Coleman RE
19FT Field cultivator, very 753-9898
good. IH 3 point backhoe
attachment, 15h Lehi- nett- 1 OR 2br apts new downera Cat, 2 quick hitch town Murray. 753-4109.
492-8790.
1 ROOM furnished effiSUPER- C Farmall with 2 ciency near MSU. Partical
row cultivator, $2100. utilities furnished. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
753-4847.

1982 14X70 3br, 1A bath
Call 489-2605

YARD Sal.' Flea Make
space available next to
Charlie's Antique Mall
downtown Hazel Set up
where the buyers are
Large 250sq h spaces only
$2500 to Sat or $3500 for
Sat- Sun For reservations
call 492-8175 10 4 30 or
435-4464 nights

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westfy VNLage, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on iicome 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-3544888

1702 OAKHILL, extra nice
2tx duplex, central h/a, w/d
hookup, deck No pets,
lease, deposit, $425/mo.
753-0814.

300

Specializing in

II

CASE 448 mower with 5'
deck. See at Keith's Lawn &
Tractor.

I& 2BR apartments Stove,
refrigerator, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, water, trash
pick-up & Lawn care provided Farmington Square.
Starts at $315/rno plus deposit. No pets 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 4pm.

Yard Seise

Homes For Saie

Tab teS
CARPET & FLOOR COVERING4

. 3. Servke.
rated"
or
possible rates
to save you
ar. We have
30 years and

1994 JOHN Deere STX 38
excellent condition, 12hp
$1100. 436-2691

753-3853

GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650

ustomer sercellent tele-

datory. Posi-

Lime &
Garden

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

BIAB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.

Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"

ting support

with compug industry is

180

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Spoils
Equipment

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For

in

SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612

GOOSE Neck Aneques &
Collectibles Furniture &
accessories in primitive &
victorian Stoneware,
glassware, granite, baskets
& gifts Herbal wreaths &
arrangements Garden statiaras Open Fn. Sat &
Mon 10am-Spm Dealers
*stoma.8 mike'from Murr a y on 121 South
502-436-5424.

1996 WIL-RO, 2 horse
trailer w/tack room
753-1072 altar 5pm

BRAND new tbr I bath
apartment $375/mo, lrno
deposit I yr lease No pea
753-2906 or 753-7536
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
Stove, refrigerator, deck
1819 Ridgewood Dr
Lease, deposit No pets
$425/m0 753-7457.

OFFICE space for rent Cal
753-7634

200

sia Rental and Sales
La
ing an exper-

IN Hazel- 2000 square toot
budding with heat and Ou
conditioning m large office
and half bathroom Located
at 307 4th Street, suitable
tor warehouse or small business . Immediate occupancy at $400 per month
(flegosable). Cal 492-8149
between 500 and
10:00pm

Antiques

For So

Say

Usealeek
& lupin

Homo
Furnishings

- A Wonderful Address

KY
Murray,
West,
1/2 Mile on 94
location
Great
at
$18,000.
Lots starting
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 602-4354487 or 800-247788

YOU!?
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
Classifieds
Office Open

'

7:30 Cm. - S p.m
Monday-Friday

Closed Saturday

Noma
Fetid.

Howse
Fetid.

Ease

2BR, I bath I car garage,
gas rue, recent remodel,
new wiring, plumbing, roof
502 Olive $49,500 Call or
KOPPERUD Realty has appointment to see
buyers waiting to purchase 759-4960
homes all cince ranges If
you we thiraung of selling - 2BR. 1 bath, brick, unhn
contact one of our courte- shed upstairs, city water,
ous and professional natural gas located on
agents at 753-1222 or stop 1 134 acres Hwy 1824
by office at 711 Man St approx 9 5 miss North of
Murray Call 437 4645 af110
ter 6pm
Late
3BR, 2 bath brick home on
Fond.
large lot in quiet subdiviACRE choice corner lot, sion Many unique feanew subdivision, just out- tures After 5pm call
side city limits, natural gas 753-4086
city water By owner 3BR brick, attached gar759-2153
age. 14 bath, central heat
CROSSFIELD Subdivision & air, large deck, city water
lots- underground utilities 1 2 acres $78,500
753-4387
753-5541 or 758-1150
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley state certified
759-4218

QUAIL RUN SUBDIVISION SPRING SALE
Large lots in quiet and
serene Quail Run Subdivi
won. Prioe reduction for the
spring season Close to
town with water, sewer, and
trees Priced from $9,900
Favorable owner financing
available Cat Ed at Century 21. 753-1492.

4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr492-6200 or
iced
753-7688

SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plains Subdivision. Nice 'A
acre building lots with
prices beginning at $7,000/
single or $12,500 for 2 lots
Municipal water, subdrvision restrictions Contact
Rich at Kopperud Realty
753-1222.
BY owner: Puryear area- 2
acres country living. 5
rooms with floored attic that
could convert into 2 more
bedrooms. 2 car carport.
$48,000. For appointment(901)247-5369

For Sale

—

By Owner, 3 BD.
RM., full basement
(with
apartment)
extra addition on
end; also, spot w/
trailer hook-up; All
on 3 acres out 94
east, 11 miles and 2
miles to Kentucky

Lake. Rental income will pay for
house.

Call
767-9750.
NEW house for saie 3br, 2
full baths, 2 car garage,
cathedra ceilings, recess
lights, central h/a, city wetw, natural gas North of
Murray on Wells Purdorn
Rd. 1964sp ft under root
1500 living $95,000 Call
753-9785, leave message

NEWLYWEDS don't buy a
home till you see this one! 2
BRICK home with carport Year old home. furnished.
room,
plus detached garage and 2br, 2'4 baths, living
screened in
room
faintly
the
on
now
Just
workshop
conditioner,
market Priced in the 40's patio, air
enclosed
heat,
air
forced
Call Ed at Century 21
garage 5 minutes to KY
753-1492
Lake. $46,900. 753-1718
BY Builder New ribr, 2A
bath house with 3 car gar- NEW on the market. Well
age This house has too maintained, 3br, 2 bath
many amenities to list. Call brick home with vinyl trim
753-3903 for further Detached 24x24 garage
with vinyl siding. Spacious,
information
fenced backyard with 21ft
above ground pool and adNEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
pining deck. Modern apbaths Open foyer, col- pliances in kitchen Rest
umns, tile toots, etc, etc
dentalarea close to town
City subdivision. Ready to Call for an appointment
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013, 753-7836
435-4040.

ESTATE sale 3br, 1 bath,
in town, garage, central h/a
with separate 1 bedroom
rental unit, $63,900.
Household furnishings, appliances, and more items
759-9932.
EXECUTIVE home in
Spring Creek Oaks. Priced
below appraisal. Will consider trade and owner financing. 753-1566.
FOR sale by owner Trlevel home, 4br, 2 bath,
formal living room and dining room, large family
room with fireplace. New
Trane gas heat and air, new
roof, garage door and all
new appliances. Completely redecorated inside
and out. Ready for immediate possession at 1207 Doran Road 753-8998.
FOR sale by owner:
1000aq ft log cabin located
1400 Diuguid. Furnished
appliances. Like new.
or
502-236-2210
502-236-2751, after 6pm.
FOR sale by owner House
& apprx 3.7 acres. Call
753-1126 after 5pm.
FOR sale Of rent to own
New 3br, 2 bath house in
Lynn Grove Gas heat, water, cable, 1957sq It, Call
435-4021 after 4pm
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
1700sq ft living area. 3br,
1A bath, central h/a, beautful sunroom, security system, carport Fenced backyard, with lots of shrubs,
detached garage $89,000.
Phone 753-2615
LOVELY 3 or 4tx 1 bath, 2
story brick home. Let your
kids walk to schocl. Close
to Murray Middle School &
Hospital Newly remodeled
kitchen & cabinets, new
carpet, central gas & air,
large backyard. Excellent
home for young couple Offered at $69,500
753-3445.

NEW brick home by builder. Main floor: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, laef,e master suite w/2 walk-in closets
& garden tub Large eat-in
kitchen with oak cabinets.
formal dining room, foyer
with hardwood floors. Upper floor: 500sq ft. Bonus
room, 'A bath & large atbc
storage. 25'x24', 2 Car garage, 12'x24' deck with access from family room &
master suite. Super nice lot
105'x139' with all public
utilities, 1.4 miles west of
MSU on cul-de-sac in Great
neighborhood. Top quality
construction priced at less
than $50 per sq ft. Ph
759-4059.

PRICE Reduced! 48R, 2
bath, unique/ spacious
brick home, 2400sq ft, con
tral heat/ air. Large fenced
yard, nice neighborhood,
$95,500. FSBO. 767-9072

NEW house, 3br, 2 baths,
large living room, Wipe fully
equipped kitchen, large dining room,large front porch
& deck, attached garage
Approximately 1: of a mile
North from city limits.
436-5437, 436-5362 or
759-4567.

By Owner:
Small lake house,
with excellent lake
view from front deck,
large detached garage/shop in back, access to boat ramp,
walking distance to
lake. Complete w/
AC., stove, refrigaI0T, washer, dryer, &
microwave, ready to
move into. For the
money this is one of
the best pieces of lake
property around.

753-7612

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—

NATL.

AMERICAN

APO STANDARD
IT V
,
&TAI
14 rot ro,

Murray,

Ky.

MIUMMOGAWMAG.OfK*,

El

Lic *1.402182 (502) 435-4699

CREW PROBLEMS?

DON'T HIDE!
24-HOUR
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1-800-748-8353
GUARANTEED FINANCING
It we can't get you financing we'll pay
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.
Calf Doug Clark

MOVING out of state,
must milli 3 BR 14 bath
ranch. Brick with carport
and detached garage on
1.47 scree. Many special
features, $85,000. Call
437-4309 for a showing.

COUNTRY CHEVROLET
1-800-457-4866
527-8671

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173

450
Firms
For Sale
MINI- farm 3.24 acres
fenced with shed 3br. 2
bath, family room, new
kitchen, porch Well & field
the 2 miles from school. 5
miles from town & lake LOW
$50's 489-2226.

with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

Absolute Real 1''(at

For Details

Auction

Thursday, May 1, 1997 • 4:30 p.m.
301 S. 5th St. - Murray, KY

oldest buildings in
This issep•sty ii kiwis* math. Gladys Dram *Owes sad is see of die
downtown Mawnsy.
storage. Masonry
Ideal rental property with two • 2 bedroom units and plenty of
.
maintenance
easy
construction makes for
highea & best bidder.
Being offered with No Minimums & No Reservations - Sold to the
closing within 30 days.
Terms on Real Estate: 20% down day of sale - balance at
Wood cookstove, Murphy
Also offered will be the following items of personal property:
chairs,antique bedroom set,
bottom
cane
stoneware,
figurines,
box,
ice
sofa,
bed,fainting
, apt. rim refrigerators &
chifferobe, dresser, rocking chair, glassware & kitchenware
dinette set - & mach
tables,
end
sofa,
lamps,
TV,
,
washer/dryer
stoves, like new stacking
more.
sale.
Terms on Personal Property: Cornish:4e settlement day of
The buyer will be
In all homes built prior to 1978 lead hosed paint may be present. with a waiver of
along
paint
bawd
lead
regarding
statement
disclosure
a
sign
to
required
the auction date.
the 10 day post sale inspection. All inspections should be made prior to

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
Mai R. Dodd • Sneer
W. Dam Farris - CAI lk Itkiherd Farris • iteelieessrs
(202) 4924796
ICY
Illasel,
P.O. Sox 140
Mot tommarais tar sweinis.

11. at rim Ws pseswimes

1113

prised siarfit

-

THE paint isn't dry on Me
new Abr. 2.5 bath home
PaMadam windows adorn
Vie facade of *is excellent,
kitty functional pain Youl
love the hardwood Mooring
throughout. two spacious
great rooms, soaring calms and quality craftsmanship throughout Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac This home
ooukl be just whet your
looking or For inquires call
435-4487, 759-1828 or
753-9950

SPORTCOACH motorhome. 33ft, central vacuum. mobile phone, ice
maker, bet buift-in food
ONDOM, pantry, 2 as condiboners. central heat Very
good condition 436-5464
or 436-5424

Wats
& Mobile

Vehicles

1905 21FT Celebrity ski
boat with inboard Mer
cruiser engine Excellent
condition, low hours In
dudes trailer $6,500 Call
Bill 753-1222 days
753-6620 evenings

1988 SAZUKI Samurai
4X4, BM $2,003 436-2834

1987 BAYLINER, $2,750
753-0563

1993 JEEP Cherokee
.Sport, 66,XXX mites, 40
6cyl. 2,2dr, new ores,
red, $9,500 1979 Jeep
CJ-7, hard top/ bikini, 6cyl,
praticaMy new everything.
$3,200 502-759-0278,
leave message

1989 VIP Baliant Runabout I/O, 1 owner, excellent condition, garage kept,
trailer included w/ chrome
wheels & white letter Ores
CaM 489-2470.

1990 SUNTRACKER 18ft
bass buggie& traitor, 40hp
1994 FORD Explorer Johnson motor Just like
Sport, gold metalic, loaded, new (901)479-1383 days,
58,XXX actual miles Call (502)472-1726 after 5pm
753-0882 before 5pm,
1996 TRACKER Pro Team
753-6647 after 5pm
17, 40hp Mariner, depth
tinder, lots extras, 4yr ex490
tended warranty on engine
Used
$8,000 767 0734

Cars

YAMAHA VXR Wave 1978 SEVILLE, runs, '93
runner For info call Becky
needs work, $375 as is
at 762-2532
Call 559-6679
MARK Twain, deep V hull,
1979 LINCOLN towncar,
1975, 18ft, Ford 302 V-8,
only 118,XXX miles, runs
tandum trailer See to apwell, V-8, a/c Must sell'
preciate
$4,195
Hurry' $800 762-4696.
753-2084
1981 CAMARO Rebuilt
PONTOON Boat 1988,
350 with aluminum intake,
24tt, Riviera Cruiser, 88hp
4-bbl, performance cam
Evinrude motor, trailer Call
Pos rear end, more
502-354-9352.
759-9053, after 5.30pm.
1986 TOYOTA Celica, fully
loaded, sunroof, 5sp, great
gas mileage. Must sell'
$2,100 767-9234.
1988 BUICK LeSabre Limited, hilly equipped, excellent mechanical condition,
102xxx miles. 753-1874.
1989 VW Jetta GI,
120,XXXX, good condition,
p/b, a/c, p/s, am/tm cas
sette $2,500 obo
489-2862, leave message
1990 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royale, very good condition 437-4816
1990 TOYOTA Celica ST
auto, air, 79,XXX miles reduced to $7,300 759-4017
1993 FORD Mustang, good
condition, red, 74,XXX
miles $6.900 767-0771
1995 DODGE Neon, 2cfr,
white, 5sp, good condition
Need to sell, best reasonable offer' 436-6026,leave
message
1995 TOYOTA Camry,
sunroof, power windows
cd player, excellent condition $13,500 753 4282 or
753-3415
1996 REGAL,real nice, low
miles, lots of warranty left
Below loan value Call
753-2260

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, land
sr-aping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates_ Tlm
438-5744,
Lamb
1400-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care Mowing.
trimming, landscaping, junk
hauling, tree trimming Satisfaction Guaranteed
Mark Lamb 436-5791.
AFFORDABLE Homes/
Dream Homes built on your
lot Choose from plans we
have or one of your own
Starting at $35 sq ft Free
consultation & estimate S
& K Construction,
753-3078/ 753-7091
ALCOA vinyl siding & replacement windows. Discount prices Free estimates Armor Siding & Window Co 1 800-957 3404 or
901-644•1555
ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, tree work
Joe, 436-2867

495

Vane
1988 GMC Satan, V6, at
power, dual air, well main
tamed Very dean 140xxx
miles $3850 436-5610
1995 GMC Conversion
van, white, 18xxx miles
$18,000 Call 759-9580

ALL typos home repair
and maintanence Morris
Property Management
759-4599
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

s00

Used
Trucks
1971 CHEVY
489-2357

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

4X4

1979 GMC Caballero Asking $1,250 489-2758
1985 CHEVY vi ton, Iwb,
looks & runs good $2,800
obo 759-9196, after 6pm
1987 NISSAN, 4wd
$3,500 437 4272
1988 CHEVY Silverado
C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded, 70xxx miles.
436-2794 or 742-3596
(pager)
1990 CHEVY Blazer Sport
package 1995 Dodge 1 ton
Call
dually, loaded
435-4201, after 6ixn
1994 CHEVY ext cab truck,
while Call 435-4004 or
753-2212, after 7de
1994 DODGE Ram SLE,
blue & silver, $11,800
1986 Chevrolet 4 wheel
drive, 4inch lift, 2 tone blue.
$6300 436-2531
1994 NISSAN XE king
cab, 23xxx miles all extras
still under warranty Bank
retail $11,900, will loan
$10,425 Make offer
7S9-4712
1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Ecktion. 30xxx miles Call
759-5661 after 5pm
1996 MAZDA B-2300. base
truck, take over payments
753-4114

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
arid parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
Appliance Repair Service
Professional Dependable
502 767 9552
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service- small
lobs driveways box blade.
rortertilling. snow removal
753 0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492 8584
BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens, buithogging
and blade work Phone
753 3413
BUSH-HOGGING garden
and yard tilling grader
blade work front end
loader work yards mowed
FREE ESTIMATES Call
POP 492 8530 or Gary
7530912

CAUJORAPHT, wedding
invitations, announcements, certificates or fun,
by Dan 750-1217

Senecas
Mod

Services
Offered

Services
Mad
CARPET CLEANING

MIGHTY 8th

Emergency wale( removal.
Expert furniture cleaning.
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speaat sizes for
motor home boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protec
eon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Ha 759-4664
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeting, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

GROUND
CREW
MOWING AND
TRIMMING
RELIABLE SERVICE TO KEEP
YOUR LAWN THE WAY YOU LIKE IT
CALL FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE

(502)489-2623

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489-2832.

Free
Estimates

Travis Asphalt Sealing

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refaang
with formica. Wultt's Recovery, Murray. 436-5560
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks, fencing, pole barns
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent work
manship Affordable rates
753-7860

(H) 502-753-2279
(W) 502-559-74119

Tony Travis
Owner

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM Interior & Exterior Of Paris- we do all types
of remodeling, additions,
floor damage, decks, metal
buildings, painting, electrical and plumbing. Call
642-2979. Free estimates'
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-473k
Cellular 502-853-1108.
DIRT, sand & gravel Roy
Steele Trucking. Call
753-6879, after 5pm.
DO It All Handyman Remodeling, carpenter work,
small additions, roofing,
storage buildings, yards
mowed- large or small
Free esbmates. 759-8645
EVANS Odd Job Service,
Lawn care, landscaping,
mulching, tree removal,
hauling, gutter cleaning,
etc Free estimate Call
489-2617, leave message
Experienced
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots. Gerald Carroll,
492-6159.
HANDYMAN Company
We do it all' Roofing &
siding
specials.
or
1-888-754-4840
474-8621.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940
.

• g‘N1/..mmesC\

111.4
(

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4.316-574.11
.1.-800-5443-S.246.2
1/CVISED & INSURED Free Es:imams
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Tristram'
Tree Spraymg
Tree A Stump
Removal

Driveways • Parking Lots

Tree Trionstis:
Gleamy, Service
Full Lase of
Elplp1Wa

Okslatt Sem,e'

Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554

Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036

VI"Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

HANDYWORK- odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
436-5759
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates. 753-7860
HAULING Spring cleanup 474-8621
HAVE openings for 5
lawns. Competitive rates.
489-607T
LAMB Bother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding.
free estimates 436-2269
LAWN mowing No rush job
herel personal one on one
service Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates
489-2590
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Free estimates
753-5827
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
& Bucket Truck Rental.
Houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, building, RV's,
sidewalks. Insured. Free
estimates. (502)753-6490

WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates Visa/MC accepted
753-0530

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAB/NETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKJNG

•

NEW YORK (AP) - Talk
show host Oprah Winfrey has
dropped basketball bad boy Dennis Rodman from her show because his new book is too risque,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
the New York Post reported
Removal Insured with full
today.
Ins of equipment Free es
The psychedelic-haired hoops
timates Day or night
753-5484
star, famous for his outlandish
THE Gutter Co Seamless publicity stunts and sexual canaluminum gutters, variety dor, dressed up in a white wedof colors Licensed, in- ding gown and a platinum wig
sured Estimate available
last year to sign autographs for
759-4690
his last book, "Bad As 1 Wanna
Be."
VINYL Replacement
But a Winfrey spokesman told
Windows- special this the Post that Rodman's new
month Call for free est]
mate Morns Property Man- book, "Walk on the Wild Side,"
crossed the line of acceptability,
agement 759-4599

A„

FREE ESTIMATES

NEW CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

PAUL LAMBS

ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

560
Free
Caftan
FREE to good home lyr
old, good natured, loving
female Rottweiler, pure
bred No papers 767-9374

MICHAEL'S Transmissions Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152.
MIDWAY Fence Co.
Chain link & vinyl fence at
r•aitonable
759-1519.
MIKE'S Carpet Care Deep
deans, protects, deodorizes, reduces allergens
Cal (502)759-8558
M&M Lawn
753-0023

Mowing.

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local and Out of
State Moving 767-9630
MULCH delivered, Murray.
436-5560
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial Serval' Gutter Co.
753 6.433

"After reviewing Dennis Rodman's new book, we decided it
would be inappropriate to promote it to our viewers," Winfrey
said in a statement.
In his obscenity-laced tome,
the Chicago Bulls star Rodman
claims that he once had an affair
with a transsexual, dates mostly
white women because black women ignored him before he became a star, and plans to change
his name legally to "Orgasm."

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
May 1, 1997:
Inspiration makes the world go
'round for you in this delightful year.
Creativity is high, but so is the tendency Lobe extravagant,which could
deplete your pocketbook as quickly
as it is filled. You could have trouble
sleeping, yet others have difficulty
keeping up with you. You can make
great professional strides. New
friends are instrumental to your
success. If you are single, the possibility of an engagement or serious
tie exists. However, an unconventional streak may stand in the way
of walking down the aisle; in fact, a
relationship could go from on to off,
Loon again. If attached, avoid excessive fault-finding with your mate.
PISCES helps you realize dreams.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** You have had your head in the
sand, avoiding reality, but it won't
work. A domestic matter can no
longer sit. Communications fall into
power plays. Go out on your own.
Take an emotional stand. Tonight:
Start a new exercise program.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You scratch your head over
what you hear. Listen to the message behind the words. Resolve financial matters, even if you cannot
see how you can accomplish it. An
associate gives you key answers.
Tonight: Take another's suggestion
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** You are out of sorts. With your
back against the wall, you are likely
to put up a good fight. You have
alternatives. Expediently deal with
domestic and financial matters.Forget subtleties. Tonight: Vanish.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
The Stars Show the Kind of Day **** You are confused, which is
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; unusual for you. Reach out for oth3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ers, and gather information. You
570
aren't the only person who is unsure.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
Don't reacting too quickly. An openWanted
*** Much is going on behind the ness will help others admit a misWANTED Anyone interscenes that you need to discuss. take and clear the air. Be gracious
ested in learning the real
Another doesn't agree, and chal- Tonight: Go to a favorite spot.
secret to money prosperity
lenges you. Use the controversy to AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Send SASE plus $1 to:
Guaranteed Information, tighten a plan. Carefully think ** This is one of those days you
PO Box 976, Murray, KY. through a professional matter.There wish were already over. You are
is a reversal, which you will need to deluding yourself about what is godeal with. Tonight: Do for yourself. ing on. A friend lets you down, so
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
revamp plans. Think about how
**** Emphasize success,even ifa much you are willing to spend. Modpartner creates obstacles. Listen to eration is the best course. Tonight:
the other side, and find a midpoint. Balance your checkbook.
A change in plans is not out of the PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
question. Network, make calls and **** Steer an even course, even if
arrange for a key meeting. You ac- you are confused about what is hapcomplish a lot with your openness. pening. You want to deal with a boss
Tonight: Accept a friend's offer.
head on, but this is politically unacGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ceptable. Stay anchored, use charm
**** You try to take charge but and be willing to cut others some
find it hard to succeed. It might be slack. Tonight: It's your choice.
easier on you if you pull back and
laugh at the comedy oferrors. Determine what you want from a partner
who is acting up. Keep the reins on
your finances.Tonight:Stay out late.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Letyour spirit come through,
even if a partner rains on your paMONTHLY INTEREST
rade. Your point of view is different
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!:
from another's. Others respond to
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
your enthusiasm and kindness. You
RATE t;UARANTIKIED FOR
push yourself very hard; maybe too
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
much. Be realistic. Tonight: Buy
CHARGES APPLY.
some music you have been wanting.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Plan an important talk. You
are off-kilter in a work-related matter. Maintain a sense of humor with
With the Classifieds!
a loved one. Someone close might
throw a tantrum. Discussions reAlso Available As I.R.A.
F7nd a home in your
volve
around
financial
boundaries.
range or rent your
Tonight: Romance makes you smile.
summer place in our
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Classified pages.
*** Your plate is full. Understand
Check our
limitations that are placed on you.
Real Estate listings
Confusion earmarks relationships.
daily.
Bob
Reiterate your idea of acceptable
Cornelison
behavior. Expect a change at home.
Don't take a risk. Listen to options.

EARN
6.00%

HOME IN
ON A
NEW HOUSE

Moty
I oF4
OFTi
CAR

FARM
DUREAV

7534703

(Free Estimates)
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Oak Grove
by Fleetwood
28x42•3 Bdrm.• 2 Bath - 131,900
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630 N. 4th St. (Nest to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
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• Kitchen CabineLs & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

LI

DOUBLEWIDE

II1

II

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 435-4358
METAL ROOFS Stop replacing shingles Go with
quality and style that lasts a
lifetime STOCKWELL
CUSTOM METAL ROOFING. We also install windows, siding & soffit Call
today- 759-4965

and the talk show diva nixed his
appearance on her show. The segment was scheduled to be taped
last week and broadcast nationally today.

STOP endless painting
wen vinyl siding & trim
20yrs experience Bill
Speed 502-856-4098

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates Guaranteed
Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592.

Business Parking Lots
Driveways
Locally Owned
Competitive Rates

V
V
V
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Oprah cancels Rodman

Dmi--n-wwaw

Caviar*

5.10

538

530

Licensed Master Plumber

rt

Room

Free Estimates

Now Construction - Repair Water Hooter Replacement

Phone 436-2667 I
II NMIii

Free PALLETS
U-haul off loading dock, Murray Ledger &
Times. Leave name and number so we can
notify you of next load.

753-1916

"20 Doublewides on Display". Large Selection of Singlewides.
*5% Down Payment
Ins Welcome 'With Approved Credit
To Macs a Clatsded ad
of your own, ca0

753-1916.
Mu my
Ledger &
Times

KEITH BAKER
HOMES INC.
--otter

(901)644-0012

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79 N., Paris. TN

1-800-533-3568

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Ten years ago

this morning in Murray and CalWork on the four laning of loway County
.
U.S. Highway 641 continues.
Congressman Frank A. StubCrews are currently moving the blefield said the Office
of Educagas mains for the project.
tion announced that Murray State
Desiree Hosick presented a University's loan
of $3,280,789
program on "Women: The Pride for constru
ction of an addition to
of Murray, Ky." at a meeting of the Fine
Arts building had been
Murray Magazine Club held at approved..
Boston Tea Party.
Cathy Harris of Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffman County High School was elected
will be married 60 years May 2. president of Kentucky Lake
DisBirths reported include a girl to trict of Future Homemakers
of
Moline and John Gerhardt and a America at a meeting held
at
boy to Jill and Ricky Butter- Trigg County High School.
worth, April 25; a girl to EliBirths reported include a boy
zabeth and Jeffrey Darnall and a to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Lee Taygirl to Janie and Larry Sins, lor, April 12; a girl to the
Rev.
April 26; a boy to Karen and and Mrs. Thomas E. Adams
,
E.W. Pritchard Jr., April 17.
April 21.
Twenty years ago
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Forty years ago

Dr. Joe N. Prince was named
Ed Fenton of Murray was
as Boss of the Year and Annie elected as one of the vice
presiNance as Secretary of the Year dents of the Kentucky Junior
by the Murray Chapter of Profes- Chamber of Commerce.
sional Secretaries International.
A total amount of $97,100 was
The awards were presented at the received by
Calloway County farannual banquet of the chapter.
mers last year through various
Marine Cpl. David D. Thorne, agricultural
conservation practice
son of Mr. and Mrs. William D. programs, accord
ing to officials
Thorne, is serving as a member of ASC office.
of Company C, 1st Tracked VehiRecent births reported at Murcle Battalion, homebased at Oki- ray Hospital
include a girl to Mr.
nawa, Japan.
and Mrs. Charles Williams, twin
Dwight Moody, son of Mr. and boys to Mr.
and Mrs. H.I. Foster,
Mrs. George T. Moody, was or- a girl
to Mr. and Ms. William
dained to the gospel ministry on Lowery,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
April 28 at First Baptist Church, Toy Farmer
Jr., a boy to Mr. and
Murray.
Mrs. Albert Joyce„ and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Bennett are Mr. and Mrs. Hughie
Newberry.
today, April 30, observing their
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cullom
their 50th wedding anniversary. and daughter,
Judy, of Joplin,
Thirty years ago
Mo., have been the guests of
Daylight saving time started Mrs. Bertha Jones.

DEAR READERS: When I recently asked to hear from people
who kept the ashes of their loved
ones, I had no inkling of the blizzard of letters that would hit my
desk. Read on for a sample:
DEAR ABBY: My husband was a
wonderful man. When he died, I
was too old to drive to the cemetery,
and I knew I couldn't care for his
grave, so I had him cremated and
kept the ashes. However, I do Mot
keep them displayed. They are kept
in my bedroom, and every time I
dust, I tell him how much I miss
him. I am alone now, but happy at
77 years old.
MARIA IN RENO, NEV.
***

DAILY COMICS

*5*

DEAR ABBY: I have had my
lovely wife's ashes in my home for
two years and 10 months. I'm proud
to have them with me. I talk to her
ashes and say good morning and
good night to them each day. I also
kiss her picture when I get up and
when I go to bed. I see nothing
wrong with this. I miss her so
much, and sometimes this helps.
We were married 47 years. Anyone
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I HAP A COMBING ACCIDENT
1-1-4I5 MORNING
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workroom
42 Ms Gardner
44 Mexican

1 "Mad About

GARFIELD
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NIALIARD FILLMORE
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4 Overturn
9 Cry
12 Star of "Nash
Bndges"
13 Cleo —
14 Epoch
15 Wooden
support
17 — Cowboys
19 Walking —
— (feeling
elated)
21 Club —
22 Pitt of
"Devil's Own"
24 Lubricate
26 Portal
29 Downy duck
31 — King Cole
33 Ms West
34 Army off
35 Roman 12
37 Earth (comb
form)
39 Tantalum
symbol
40 Sci
1
12

3

2

AP IN
YOU
R AIME
SINE
ALP EMI L
ETTE MET
VEAL
ATODDS OHENRY
LO ODOR
SHUE CLARENCE
TEM DUETS EON
AMPHORAE ROPE
ELAN GH
CHALET TAYLOR
AONE
IRA
MAIBE
DUNN
VAT ENOS
AREA
ENE SENT

46 Immediately
(abbr.)
48 Suffix
50 Piquancy
51 — Waterston
53 Silky material
55 Film
company for
65 Across
58 Sewing item
61 Lync poem
62 Twilled fabric
64 Dine
65 "— Story"
66 Baseball
great
67 Type of
bread

4-30 C 1997 United Feature Syndicate
4 Arm bone
5 Courtyard
6 Yes, to Juan
7 Conclusion
8 Athletic group
9 Rarely
10 Anglo-Saxon
money
11 — relief
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III

16 — finger
18 Proceeded
20 — Tin Tin
22 Ms. Abzug
23 Hayworth and
Gam
25 Linger
27 Warren —
28 Respond
30 Inlet
32 Leon, of -The
Naked Truth"
36 "— Got a
Secret"
38 Rick Nelson's
dad
41 "GoldfInge r"
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DEAR ABBY: I displayed the
ashes of my late husband in a beautiful Chinese urn on the coffer table.
Only a select few knew the contents
of the urn, among them a man I had
begun to seriously date. Rather
than being bothered by it, he said
he loved anyone who had loved me.
And in keeping with that generosity
of spirit, when he asked me to
marry him, he toasted me by first
clinking my wine glass, and then
leaning forward to clink the urn.
When it comes to love, I am twice
blessed.
J.R. IN BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: My mother died
this past June. My father, brother
and I had her cremated. Her ashes
are in a nice wooden box with a gold
plaque stating her date of birth, etc.
My grandmother (Mom's mother)
was upset because she wanted Mom
to be buried in New Jersey with the
In 1991, an estimated 125,000 people died as a cyclon
who tells me to get rid of the ashes
e struck
family. My father suggested that
Bangladesh.
can take a hike!
my mother's ashes be buried with
Ten years ago: Pope John Paul II began a five-day visit
ASHES IN BATH,PA.
my grandmother when her time
to West
Germany. Prisident Reagan welcomed Japanese Prime
comes.
She
loved
the
idea.
For
now,
Minister Ya***
suhiro Nakasone to the White House. Education Secreta
though, Mom is on the mantel, and
ry William
DEAR
ABBY:
We are a military
no, we don't think it's strange at all.
Bennett called for mandatory AIDS testing for several
groups of people, including hospital patients and prison inmate
SUSAN IN family and don't plan to stay in this
s.
PRINCE GEORGE, VA. area. Four months ago, our 2 1/2Five years ago: As rioting in Los Angeles entered
its second day,
year-old son died after a 19-month
President Bush condemned the violence and said the
***
battle with kidney tumors. The idea
Justice Department would intensify its investigation of police conduct
DEAR ABBY: My son died in of burying him and later leaving
in the beating
of Rodney King.
him here was unthinkable, so we
1993. He wanted to be cremated. I
One year ago: President Clinton and Israeli Prime Ministe
chose to have him cremated. Because
have
his
ashes
in
a
nice
urn
in
a
r Shimon
we wanted to make his urn personal,
Peres signed an accord in Washington extending U.S.
private corner of my house. When
help to Israel in
the time comes, my husband will but didn't have much money, we
countering terrorism.
used a bronze box urn and placed it
have this urn placed in my coffin
Today's Birthdays: Princess Juliana of the Netherlands
is 88. Actor
inside
a large Winnie-the-Pooh,
with
me.
It
will
be
done
at the last
Al Lewis is 87. Actress Cloris Leachman is 71. Singer
Joshua's favorite cartoon character,
Willie Nelson
closing, so the public will not see.
is 64. Talk show host Gary Collins is 59. Actor Burt
Young is 57.
ASHES IN SOUTH CAROLINA that now sits on Joshua's bed.
Keeping our son's ashes in the
house doesn't mean we can't love
our other children (No. 2 is due in
BLONDIE
four months). Likewise, the widow
probably still loves her late hus50 YOU WANT C YES, AND THE
A.ND BA KW POTATOES
band, but that doesn't mean she
MY
GOODN
ESS,
IT'S
A
TO BEGIN THE
MAIN COURSE
LOADED iNrriii BUTTER
can't also love the man who wrote to
WHAT'S THE
FUND- RAISER-)
DINNER WITH
WILL. BE PRIME !SOUR CREAM AND
North dealer.
OCCASION
TO KICK OFF
FETTUCCINE
lead the slam would be ice-cold even you. He should respect the relation'......\11,3
rx i CmOPPED BACON
FOR ALL
North-South vulnerable.
ALFREDO?
if declarer misguessed the location ship she once had and not be so
STS
Tkis
A
LE
RY
NE2
°LESS
NORTH
of the queen of diamonds. But with threatened.
WEEK
ERIN IN TUSTIN, CALIF.
•K J
the heartlead,South must very much
96 2
ke
mind his p's and q's to get home
*5*
• A J 10 8
safely.
DE4R
ABBY:
When my husK Q 95
Instead of torturing himself by band balks at doing
--;--'''.11
his household
WEST
EAST
trying to find clues as to the location chores, I threat
en to put his ashes
+8753
10 9 6 2
ofthe missing damsel,South should in an hourglass and
keep him workV K Q 108
V 754 3
plan the play from an altogether ing for eternity. I might very
well do
•7 4 3
•Q 6 5
different angle.
it, too!
+62
+74
After winning the opening heart
ELSE MILLER,
CATHY
SOUTH
lead with the ace, he should draw
WILMINGTON, DEL.
*A Q4
two rounds oftrurnps,cash his three
IRVING CALLED FOR THE
THE MAN FROM THE MOST
HUNDRED CONFLIGTINEr
AJ
SOME CALL IT INSECURITY.
top spades, discarding a heart from
FIRST TIME IN THREE
SIGNIFICANT RELATIONSHIP
EMOTIONS SNAPPED ON LIKE I SAtf THE BRAIN RUNS
•K 9 2
dummy,and then exit with the jack
YEARS. THE FIRST THING I
Of Mk' LIIIE RESURFACED.
A HUNDRED FLASHING
-TO THE THIN& THAT MOST
4 A J 10 8 3
THOUGHT Of WAS MY FAT.
of hearts.
MY MIND inIMEDIATEL4 I EMERGENCY LIGHTS... AND
RESEMBLES A PILLOW.
The bidding:
Once he does this, South can
FOCUSED ON M4 FAT.
ALL I WAS AWARE Of WAS
North East
South West
place
his cards face up on the table
EAT, FAT, FAT
1•
Pass
3+
Pass
and claim six. West wins the heart By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
4+
Pass
6+
with the queen but is then at the end
Opening lead — king of hearts.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 70 and have
of his rope. He must either return a
been taking Proscar for about three
It is often said that the mark ofa diamond,thus relieving South of
the
years without much success. Should I
good player is his ability to correctly guess for the
queen, or return a
try herbal remedies to shrink my
guess two-way finesses for queens. spade or a heart,
either of which
prostate gland?
Undoubtedly this is a good measure
permits declarer to ruffin dummy as
ofa player's skill, but an even better he discards a diamon
DEAR READER: The prescription
d from his hand.
gauge is the ability to eliminate
It is true that South relinquishes drug Proscar usually reduces the size
of the prostate, thereby relieving
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DEAR ABI3Y

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 30, the 120th day of 1997. There
are
245 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 30, 1945, as Russian troops approached his Berlin bunker
,
Adolf Hitler committed suicide along with his wife of one day,
Eva
Braun.
On this date:
In 1789, George Washington took office in New York as
the first
president of the United States.
In 1803, the United States purchased the Louisiana Territo
ry from
France.
In 1812, Louisiana became the 18th state.
In 1900, Hawaii was organized as a U.S. territory.
In 1939, the New York World's Fair, billed as a look at
"the world
of tomorrow," officially opened.
In 1947, President Truman signed a measure officially
changing the
name of Boulder Dam to Hoover Dam.
In 1948, the Organization of American States held its first
meeting,
in Bogota, Colombia.
In 1970, President Nixon announced the United States
was sending
troops into Cambodia, an action that sparked widespread
protest.
In 1973, President Nixon announced the resignations
of his aides
H.R. Haldeman and John Ehrlichman, along with
Attorney General
Richard Kleindienst and White House counsel John
Dean.
In 1975, the South Vietnamese capital of Saigon fell to
Communist
forces.
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Medical studies have failed to show
beneficial results from herbal remedies.
I suggest that you return to your
urologist and plan another strategy.
He can help you decide which path to
take.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 56-year-old.
300-pound son was asked by a cardiologist to be a -guinea pig" to test a new
ultrasound machine being demonstrated in the doctor's office. During
the test, the technician couldn't get a
satisfactory picture, so the salesman
for the ultrasound machine took over
and pressed the sensor VERY hard on
my son's chest, to the point of pain.
Less than 48 hours later, my son was
dead from cardiac arrest. Is it possible to injure the heart with external
pressure to the chest?
DEAR READER: Yes, it is But L

don't believe that pressure from an
ultrasound device was necessarily the
cause of your tragedy. Your son was
overweight and middle-aged. two
known risk factors for heart attack
and cardiac arrest. He may have had
difficulty without his experience in the
doctor's office.
Serious heart contusions can — and
do - result from forceful, blunt trauma to the chest; for example. from hitting the steering wheel during a

motor vehicle accident. However,
have never heard of a fatal injury from
the proper performance of a cardiac
ultrasound. which is a good test pre

cisely because of its safety.
Nonetheless, like you. I am both
ered by the sequence of events lead

ing to your son's untimely death. Why
was your son picked for this demonstration' What does the cardiologist

have to say about the situation? There
may be more here than meets the
eye
The death needs to be investigated
and analyzed I think that you need
some answers
However. I believe that the pres-

sure from the ultrasound sensor was
a very unlikely factor
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